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A LATE-PERIOD STATUETTE
BY

Dr H. S. K. BAKRY

The statuette in question, which is 6 ins high and
4.4 ins in max. width and is made of dark grey-green
schist, is naophoros broken across the chest. It represents
a kneeling person holding a naos before him. His name
and quality are lost, since they surely appeared on the
missing lower part. Its provenance is unknown ; never
theless it can be dated to early Dyn. XXVII (525 - 404
B.c.) because of certain features characteristic of the
sculptures o f the Persian Period (525 - 332 b . c .) . This
unique piece is in the possession of M r John Keane,
Geneva, and it is to be hoped that the present study will
arouse the interest of egyptologists who may come across
the naos housing the image of a deity and, at the same time,
covered with inscriptions of great interest, apart from the
rest of the dorsal inscription which would most probably
disclose the name, titles and rank of the person portrayed.
He wears a big bag-wig faintly contoured on the fore
head, which rests on the narrow portly shoulders and the
back pillar, leaving the small ears visible. There is an
air of calm on his age-lined face, denoting self-respect
and piety. The eye-brows are contoured from above
by an incised line, and appear natural ; the upper eyelid
is edged with a thick curve, the lower one barely contoured
in a like manner. The nose, although broken, looks conical
in shape; i.e., it tapers conspicuously towards the eyebrows.
The mouth is small, and also damaged ; it sags, with its
corners turned upwards. The lower lip is thick, with a
deep depression under it, which stresses the [sagging broad
chin below it.

[3]
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The garment, a large rectangular sheet of material, is
tightly wrapped under the armpits, and the two folded
corners are placed in the centre of the chest (PL I).
The back pillar has a softly rounded top which reaches
nearly to the crown of the m an's bewigged head (Pis.
II, III). It bears two vertical lines of incised inscription
(PI. IV).

t r a n s l a t io n o f t e x t

-L

(The one) honoured by Neith, Lady of Sais, and
favoured by Osiris prominent in the House of the Bee
(1) . . . . like the Lord of Infinity0*'. May the Two
Sisters00 spiritualize thee with their lament ! May
they beat . . . ! (Or : The Two Sisters spiritualize
thee... (while) they b e a t . . . ) . . .

and this may occur on one and the same monument(1). The
geographical situation of the temple, its architectural
elements, religious function and relationship to the sanc
tuaries of Neith are still enigmatic problems awaiting
solution.

Classical writers have instructed us - though brieflyabout the cult of Osiris and his mysteries at Sais, yet out
of deep respect and piety at certain moments, they refrain
from naming him.00 In Egyptian texts, too, in case his
name is understood, he is referred to by one of his epithets
such as ‘the Great God’
(ntr jc,)<3), ‘the Sovere
and the Hëliopolitan’
(twny).m
On the Urbino obelisk mention is made of Osiris
through his epithet ntr '3 and of the name of Neith, too.
Here Osiris is ‘the one prominent in the House of the Bee’<6)

(i) Such as the Obelisk of Urbino with the inscription : |j

COMMENTARY

I.

There is little doubt that “the Temple of the Bee ”
h.wt bj.t was closely connected with the Temple

of Neith

y

h.wtN t at Sais, at least in the sense that

the Saite
nomeencircled both of them. How far one is
from the other is nevertheless unknown, although Strabo
distinguishes between the Temple of Neith and that of
O siris/123*5' It is of interest, however, to note that Osiris
and Neith held - among other private titles - one title in
(common) : “the one prominent in the House of the Bee” ,

(l) Strabo 17.802.

Cf. Gauthier, H., Diet, géogr. IV, 119.

Müller, H.W., Der Obelisk von Urbino, in Z Ä S LXXIX, 148; cf. Habachi, L.,
Sais and Its Monuments, in Ann. Serv. XLII, 378 ff. ; 388,
(2)
Herodotus, for instance, when speaking of “the ceremonies at the feast of Isis in
the city of Busins” , continues: “It is there that the whole multitude, both of men and
women, many thousands in number, beat themselves at the close of sacrifice, in honour
o f a god, whose name a religious scruple forbids me to mention9* Bk II § 61 * cf 88 86
132, 170, 171.
( 3)
Leclant, J. et De Meulenaere, H., Une statuette égyptienne à Delos, in KÊMI
XIV, 36; 38 (with n. 9).

U) Wb. I 143. 13.
(5) Wb. I 53. Cf. Leclant et De Meulenaere, op. cit., 36; 39 (n. o).
(e; For h.t bj as temple of Osiris, see Müller, op. cit., 145, n. 3; for the same temple
as the favourite place of Osiris

o
&

I , see

ibid. 147, n. 2. ; also

see Schiaparelli, Firenze, 5. 222; Wiedemann, Ree. tra\. VI, 129; Vïe\û,"Quelquetextes (VIH Congr. Orient.), p. 48 ff. = Tourajeff,B„ Einige
in
russischen Sammlungen, in Z Ä S XLV ili, 162, with (8).

5 —

For the difference in meaning between nhh (‘past
ifinity’) and
d t (‘future eternity’) see °Abd-el-Mohsen
Bakîr,
Nhh and
dt
ireconsd,n
XXXIX, 110-11.

elsewhere he bears the same title as ‘Sovereign’
the House of the Bee, the place of the
Sovereign

the less be at times employed,

Nb

Si ê

anhs title of Osiris.00

(a) ^

for ^

(i)*3(4)*

w i & C E T O ~ M Tä f 0 ce
l l - o r M-KS ì

“ J ' = ' l 0 i l , T , T >N'K - : D y n . XVIII
jj $

3.

I.e, sis

(ist)and Nephthys

(i.eOsiris).(1)

Grammatically, here are two parallel phrases in
juxtaposition : irmh{w)
hrN t nbt Ssw
lisw) hr Wsir hnty h.(w)t-btt. It is probable that the
second
hris used to stress the parallelism, since
is
often used either with a genitive—direct or indirect, i.e.,
with
n—or with a suffix. Although the indirect genitive
is more usually met with, the preposition
may none

2.

[5]
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I ©I j

(Osiris of Abydos), Dyn. XX.

(i) Vatican statue (Inv. No. 196) of Udjahorresneit. Posener, G .,La première
domination perse en Egypte, Le Caire, 1936, p. 13 (n. y). Habachi, op. cit., 381-82; Reviliout, E., in Revue ègyp to logique, 1.1, p. 73 = Mallet, D., Le culte de Neit à Sais, Paris
1888, p. 147.
(2> Theban Tomb No. 157 (Nebwenenef). Wb. Ill 156. 20; cf. ibid. 1-3.
(3) Wb. II 299.9.
(4) Wb. II 227.
( ö) Mariette, A., Les mastabas de VAncien Empire, Paris, 1889, 448.
(6) London, British Museum, (349).
(0 Schiaparelli, E., Museo di Firenze Antichità Egizie, Rome, 1887, (1583).
(8^ Staatliche Museen in Berlin (Inschr. bis Ende N.R...) (2031).

CD

. u t . Il Y; here U 1 1

1 Os \\ ?
WWW

and

(or

Thy Two Sisters Isis and

È
Nephthys come to thee. (2)

w

M

Raise thee up between (?) the Two Sisters. (3)
4.
Just as Gëb spiritualized Osiris as god, through his
rising from the tomb, so the deceased (king) will rise and
be spiritualized, i.e., become a god(4). Other gods may per
form G ib’s duty in this respect : Rëc,w Anubis,(6)* Horus(n
and “Shu and Tefinet and the gods who created the Ances
tors. ” (8) Spiritualization which implies the deification of
the deceased(9) occurs in heaven, while the corpse is
entombed in the necropolis h e re .(t0)
1940, 127 b, p. 74. Cf. j

in

J| J | |

Schwestern“.
et.53, in Golenischeff, W.,
M
\n-TC7 " H'LU1Sl7n’ C‘E“ Die
VU, K 0benhavn, 1956, S. 37.
» CD Pyr. 628 a; cf. 1630 a.

” die Stadt der beiden

Die M
etrnichstel,Leipzig, 1877 S. 8 =
Texte
derM etternichstele, in Analecta

r v p 8) PT - BP / T r E ! nd 13’ 26- See Faulkner, R.O. in JE A , XXII, 130 (13, 26).
Cf*
hind14,5 ; I! 9,5 = Moller, G., Die beiden Totenpapyrus Rhind des Museums
R
zu Edinburghs, Leipzig, 1913, S. 22,23.
CD Pyr. 795, 1015 a-b,c-c.
W Pyr. 795b.
(0 Pyr. 796 c;cf. 1713 b.
CD Pyr. 1712 a.
.>
C8) e r 260 c.
CD Pyr. 906 a.
(io)

o

Pyr.1046 a-b; cf. 1261b. Cf. the following text :

JS

Urk. IV 66, 16-7 ( The Tomb of Q ^

CTJ
---- [j ^

).

[6]
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It is remarkable that the Pyramid Texts do not refer
to "the Two Sisters”
i.e.,Isis and Nephthys as regards
the spiritualization of the deceased. They are described
therein as only his two sisters who take his corpse over
to the Nile to the Necropolis for interment,(1) or who are
at his side1(2)3 to mourn over h im .(8)

D e H . S. K . B a k b y

M'

(1)
Pyr.628 a-b.
(2) Pyr. 1951 b.
(3) Pyr. 2127 b + 1,2.

PI. I

PI. II

P!. I l l

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE THIRD PYLON
AT RARNAK
BY

Dr H. S. K. BAKRY

Prior to I960® the Department of Antiquities undertook
the dismantling of the Third Pylon of Amenopbis III
and the N.- E. Wall of the Hypostyle Hall of Setbös I
and Ramessës II, after numerous fragments belonging to
buildings erected in the area by Amenöphis I l l ’s prede
cessors had been recovered from the foundations of the
Pylon. At the same time it was proposed to separate the
19th Dyn. Wall from the 18th Dyn. Pylon by ap
proximately five feet in order to render visible the archaeo
logical details of the Pylon and its inscriptions. The work
was carried out in the following manner
A .— M eth o d

op

D

is m a n t l in g

:

1. The W. faces of Wail and Pylon were drawn in
elevation on a scale of 1 :20 ; therefrom a wooden scale
model was constructed.
2. Each block to begin with was numbered twice
to indicate the course to which it belonged and the
position it occupied therein. These numbers were1
(1) Thanks are due to Mr. Tâha cAbdullah al-Sheltâwy, Sub-director of the De
partment, who planned the work, to the egyptologists and to architects who helped
with its execution, and to the skilled and unskilled labourers who brought the work to
completion.
(2) See Barguet, P., Le Temple cPAmon-Rê à Karnak, Essai d'exégèse, Le Caire,
1962, (Publications de lTnst. fr. Arch, orient, du Caire: Recherches d ’archéologie, de
philologie et d histoire, t. XXI), pp. 78-86, and footnotes concerning the emptying of
the S. and N. towers of the Third Pylon.

—9—
—8—
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marked on the scale drawing, which was divided into
sections each course of which was numbered from top to
bottom (Pis. I, II).
3.
Each section was photographed in detail. The
photographs were pasted in their appropriate places on
the wooden model (PI. HI b )•
4 Blocks were extracted one at a time and each
was given an incised number on its plain upper surface.
They"were raised by block-and-tackle, lowered to a decauville flat car and transported to an open space N.-E. of
the Pylon and E. of Shabako’s "Hall of G old” .
5.
A new concrete foundation was laid at a depth
of 18 feet and covered with asphalt to prevent damp rising
through the rebuilt blocks.
In December 1961 rebuilding commenced.

[3]

Although a similar method was applied to Section B,
this demanded more work, since it was higher than Section
A. It consisted of two jambs joined from above by a
lintel which was broken. Seventeen pieces which were
recovered were carefully fitted together, concrete being
substituted for the missing parts.
Section C was re-erected exactly the same way.
the bas-reliefs of the Wall, see Pis. XIV-XX.

For

The Pylon :
The Pylon was reconstructed by a similar method,
but since it was lower than the Wall, there was no need
for the addition of any abutments. A wall of stones,
bricks and rubble was built behind it, first in order to
support it and secondly to restore the original thickness,

PI. XXI.
B.— M e t h o d

of

R

e c o n s t r u c t io n

:

The
Wall:
1. Since its lowest courses were excessively corroded
(fortunately they bore no inscriptions), they were replaced
by new sandstone blocks of the original shape and dimen
sions (Pis. Ill
bis,IV
a, ,b V c).
action and salt had reached a height ranging between
three and nine feet.

For the sunken reliefs of the Pylon, see Pis. XXIIXXVI.

The Pylon formerly had five grooves for flag-staves,
of that
which
only four remain. A t both edges of each groove
It was noted
capillary
there are three vertical lines of inscription of which the
tops are lost ; the edges of the grooves are badly chipped
and broken. It is remarkable that the name of Amün
2. Each block was padded to prevent damage before
and his titles as well as the name of Thebes, namely
being transported by decauville to its original place (PI.
Wëse, were battered and that the royal cartouche with
(a) Scaffolding and block-and-tackle were erected
the name Amenhotpe-hike-Wise once enclosed his name
for the purpose of lifting and aligning the blocks (Pis. VI,
Neb-ina e-rëc, a mistake made by the engraver and corrected
VII, and Pis. V ili, IX).
in a clumsy fashion. Some colours have faded slightly,
(
b)As soon as two courses were finished concrete
others completely ; the rem nants of coloured paste are
abutments were built at the back of the Wall (Pis. X-XII).
still fresh and visible. The inscriptions on the Pylon
(c) Alignment Was checked at intervals and continuity
(Pis. XXIII-XXV1) run as follows ;
of scenes and texts ensured (PI. XIII).

31

[ « ]
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On June, 1963, the reconstruction of the Third Pylon
came to an e n d .(1)
The measurements of the Pylon are indicated on its
elevation, (PI. XXII). The Hypostyle Hall, the W. face
of the Pylon und its E. face now stand independently
(Pis. XXV1I-XXIX). We hope that the experience gained
during the past decades will guide architects and egyptologists in years to come to free the S. tower of Amenöphis’ Pylon from the E. Wall of Ramesses I I ’s
Hypostyle.
Dr

H. S. K . B a k r y (i)

Ï :
Plan of Wall with the blocks bearing course numbers.
Section A

(i) Thanks to the efforts made by the present Director of Works, Mr M.F. 'A bdu’l

Rahim.

P

Section B

Section C

11

PL III

(a) Wooden model of Wall with photos of scenes.

(b) Wooden model of Pylon with photos
of inscribed parts.

..U -J L l-l

Elevation of Wall

PI. IV

■i.......

'•

(a) Building lowest courses of Wall with new
sandstone blocks, S. side.

(b) Reconstruction of Pylon, N. side.

PI. V

(c) More courses of new sandstone blocks in place of the old ones.

(d) Block dragged on rollers and decauville-car in
order to be replaced in its original position.

------m

- ,<?

PI. VI

(a)—Raising a large block tied with rope on pad by
nr ans of tackle-and-block.

(b)—Raising a block by crane in
order to replace it in its original position.

1

PI VII

I

1

:■

-‘

•

• '

' v; :\»

(cj—Workmen using the crane for
lifting blocks to the top of the Wall.

PI. VII

Preconstruction of Wall, section A {left).

PI. X

PI XII

F ig. 8. (è)—Checking work at a high course
of section B, right.

PI. XIII

F ig . 8. (a)— Checking and revising at the top
of the Wall, section B, left

(a)—Section A

(b)—Section A,

PI. XV

|
***i

PI. XVI

(a)—Section B,

PI. XVII

PI. XVIII

( c ) - Seçtion

B,

Il XXI

Shewing back of Pylon re-built with bricks, stones and rubble
to restore original thickness o f Pylon.

PI. X X II

PL X X III

The Same.

The

Same.

AXX Id

PI. XXVI

I

W Faces and sPaces : emPly sPace between two
faces. E.
and
cf Pylon.

PI. XXVII

(a) Faces and spaces : South part
o f Pylon, behind which appears
the Fourth Pylon.

Pylon (from South).

{b)—Back of Wall and W. face
of Pylon (from North).

PL XXVIII

(a)—Bach c f Wall and W. face of

PL XXIX

Middle part o f Wall, W face.

A STATUE OF PEDEAMUN-NEBNESUTTAUI
BY

Dr

Dimensions.—H.

H. S. K.

RA KR Y

14.4 ins.
H.
L.
W.
H.

of
plinth 1.6ins.
of
plinth 5.2ins.
of plinth
2.4 ins.
of
feathers3.2ins.

Material.—Steatite ( ?)
Date.— Late Period, early Dyn. XXVI, about 650-610 b . c .
Inventory

N o — dI. ’E. 89618

(Cairo M useum )(1)

Provenance.—Probably Sais
State

o f Preservation.— Top and edges of feathers
chipped ; right side of cranium scrat
ched ; about half of right forearm
missing, left arm slightly rubbed; wrap
around garment a little scratched in
places, and left side of plinth hacked
twice.

It is an upright statue of a famous personage, a
hierogrammat (Gk ie,poipapp<xxévç)m named Pedeamünnebnesuttaui, Petemestus (G k TT^tsueatouç) (PI. I A). The
local Antiquities Inspector reported that on 17, July
1958 it had been accidentally found by one of the peasants
of Bishbish, 9.6 miles N.-E. of Al-Mahalleh al-Kubrâ,
or 25.2 miles N.-E. of Tanta. It lay at the edge of a
modern Islamic cemetery.12(3)
(1) Position in the Cairo Museum : Ground floor 35 W2, C.
(2) Wb. I ll 480. 8.
(3) Museum File 2/1 /5A

ri

[2]
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The statue stands on a plinth, the left foot advanced;
thus the back of the body k ans against the widest portion
of the back pillar on the left side. (PL T,
The priest
wears two tall feathers tied on the temples in front of the
ears with a simple ribbon round a shaven head, rising
obliquely backwards so that their upper tips join the top
of the back pillar (Pis. II,
AIII).
shaped and gives an impression of healthy youthfulness.
The ears are somewhat large, the eyebrows long and in low
relief, being distinctly separated, contoured and elegantly
curved, tapering towards the tips. The rim of the upper
eyelid is carefully outlined. The nose is slightly damaged ;
the two naso-labial furrows are lightly incised. -There
is a faint smile on the mo^th which has a small depression
underneath it, the chin thus sticking out slightly (PI. III).
The shoulders are narrow, the collarbones and sternal
notch hardly visible. Round the neck is a broad necklace
of five rows with long end-pieces resting on the shoulders
(and definitely embracing the back of the neck). To it
is attached a piece of finely woven cloth covering the left
shoulder (PI. III). The richly pleated wrap-around pro
jects in front and reaches down below the knees; it is more
tightly tied round the chest beneath the nipples, with curved
broad ends covering the hips and reaching nearly to the
ankles, leaving the plump feet bare. It is remarkable
that such a costume should have been in vogue during
Dyn. XIX (Pis. I, IV). The right arm seems to have been
bent at the elbow, and the forearm outstretched carrying
some attribute or holding it in the fist. The left arm
is stretched downwards at the side, its clenched hand hold
ing a cylindrical object, probably a roll of papyrus to
indicate the bearer’s station and function. Both arms
(except for the missing right forearm) are attached to the
body (Pis. I, IV).

17 —

[3]

The back pillar, against which Pedeamün-nebnesuttaui stands, reaches up to the tips of the two feathers
and lightly tapers towards a rounded ( ?) top to leave the
ears uncovered, as becomes an unbewigged shaven head.
It has one single column of inscription containing his
The head is titles
egg- and name, and the well-known “ Saite form ula” .
There is also a vertical inscription down the centre of the
flaring skirt.
On the broad fill-in between the left leg and the pillar
is incised the figure of Pedeamün-nebnesuttaui ’s father,
Bentehhor, who is shown standing with both arms at his
sides, clad in a long pleated kilt which reaches from his
waist to below his knees, and wearing a collar round his
neck.
.—I n s c r i p t i o n
A

on

P

l in t h

(Pis. I,IV, VI) :

“A boon which the king gives (to) Amen-Rëe, Lord
of the Thrones of the Two Lands, who presides over Ipetesut, and (to) Mont, the Lord of Wese, that, they may give
an invocation-offering (consisting of) bread, beer, oxen
and fowl to the
aof the prophet of Amün, the scribe of
K
the god’s book (s),(1) the divine treasurer, the superinten
dent of the œ«-'ë6-priests of Sakhme in the House of Amun,
Pedeamün-nebnesuttaui. ’’
B.

I n s c r ip t io n

on fro n t of

W

r a p -A r o u n d

( P I. I,

A) ;

The prophet of Amün, the scribe of the god’s book(s),
the superintendent of the priests of Sakhme, the K ing’s
relative, Pedeamün-nebnesuttaui, the deceased.”

(!) vor the plural form of the word “book” in such an expression, see Gardiner,
A.H., Ancient Egyptian Onomastica, Oxford, 1947, Vol. I, 25, n. 2 .

%

[4]

— 18 —
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C. _I n s c r i p t i o n

on

BACK PILLA R (

f il l -in

PI. I,

betw een

left

leg

[5]

and

b

“The prophet-priest, the scribe of the god’s book(s),
Bentehhor.” (1)
D. _I n s c r i p t i o n o n b a c k p i l l a r ( Pis. V, VI ) :
—j - “ [ May the local deity of ]t2) the prophet of Amün,
the scribe of the god’s book (s) [in ](3)45the House of Amün,
the superintendent of the we%-priests of Sakhme,
the King’s relative, Pedeamün-nebnesuttaui, the deceased,
son of Bentehhor, [be p u t](i) behind him and in front of
him, whilst his
(i.e,th e deceased’s) is in front of him,
(because) he is the Hëliopolitan.” C5)

The statue of Pedeamün-nebnesuttaui, therefore,
although of the Late Period, is unique. A vignette from
a Berlin coffin 20132 from Dyn. XXII portrays a funerary
boat with a it-rspocpôpoç lector-priest \Jiry-iib(t)} at the
prow (see Fig. 1)a) His function is clearly ritualistic ;
he is reading from a papyrus-roll or is rather “ reciting
incantations” (sdt
).He is the “scribe of the god’s
S3hw
book (s)” (ss
w
d3t-nr), hich were generally written in
m
the “ House of Life”
(pr
'nh),a scriptorium where theol
philosophy, medicine and even sorcery were dealt with.(2)

COMMENTARY

The figure of a befeathered bierogrammat, whether
engraved on tomb-or temple-walls or depicted in a papyrusvignette, is sometimes met with, but very rarely does
it appear in the round.(6)
(1) Bn-thl-hr(w). See Ranke, Personennamen,
(2 ) 1 ® , 1 ®

ntr

(3) Read m. Cf. ^

^ cest=3 (j 0

I©

I

W

II, 4/5, Lieferung, p. 277. 8.
.tjWb. II 212. 8;9.
nw

^

4‘scribe of the sacred book(s) in the House

of Amün” as principal title of Amenwahsu, from the reign of Ramessës II, Tomb 111
at Thebes.

It is significant that that functionary bore also the title of

“scribe

of the House of Life” . Gardiner, The House o f Life, in JE A, XXIV, 16 (9).
( 4)

Wb. II 212.9.

(5) Le., Osiris.
(6) Conventionally, certain divinities like Min, Amün and Mafe wore special
tall feathers ; Osiris, however, assumed the feather-crown of cAndjti, and Horus had a
feather-crown, too. Later the two feathers came to imply the Two Lands, i.e. Egypt of
the deceased Pharaoh for whom the gods were invoked to “make prosperous his two
plumes” attached to his double crown, Pyr. 1673c. See Speleers, L., Comment faut Al
lire les textes des Pyramides Egyptiennes ?, Bruxelles, 1934, pp. 95-6 = Mercer, S.A.B.,
The Pyramid Texts, London, 1952, Vol. III, p. 787. Cf. Moret, A., Le rituel du culte
divin journalier en Egypte (Ann. Mus. Guimet, t. XIV), p. 240.
The significance of the rôle played by the feather in ancient Egyptian religion is
chiefly due to its close connection with Truth, Justice and Order. Frankfort, H., Kingship and the Gods, Chicago, 1958, pp. 277-78.
For befeathered hry-hb(t) priests depicted in coffins, see Capart, J., A propos du
cercueil d'argent du roi Chechonq, in Chron. d'Eg., No. 36 - Juillet 1943, p. 191ff. figâ.
26, 27, 28, 32. “Ce prêtre porte une coiffure curieuse avec un bandeau qui descend dans
le dos et deux hautes plumes.” Ibid., 195.

In the Temple of Medînet H âbû—'from Dyn. XX—
most of the lector-priests in the Procession of M in’s Fes
tival are bedecked with pairs of feathers on their headst3).
The earliest ‘pterophoros’ known comes from Dyn.
XX, but this by no means signifies that such representa
tions did not occur prior to that Dynasty. Thoy,00 a Ramesside royal dispatch writer, is pictured in his tomb No. 23 at
(!) Möller, G., Die beiden Totenpapyrus Rhind, p. 79; Gressmann, Tod und Auf
stehung, Fig. 3 in Der alte Orient, XXIII, pt. 3 = Gardiner, Onom. I, 57*.
G) Gardiner, in JE A XXIV, 175 ff.
(VMedinet Habu, Vol. IV. ed. Chicago, 1940, PI. 197, N. wall of the second co u rt=
Capart, J., Thebes the Glory o f a Great Past, Brussels, 1926, fig. 63 (facing p. 106).
(4) Th0y

'V

Q Q (C==a ^

• also called “To ”

^

from the

time of Merenptah (1224-1214 B.C.). See Porter, B. and Moss, R.L.B., Topographical
Bibliography. . . Theban Tombs, No. 23.

[6]
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Kurneh in the Theban Necropolis, accompanied by his
wife being led by Horus into the presence of Osiris (PL.
VII, VIII).(J) Later, about the Second and Third Centuries
b . c . the befeathered lector was still functioning even in
a Graecized place such as Hermopolis Magna(L), where
Egyptian ritual customs continued to be observed. In
the sanctuary of House No. 21 at Tuna el-Djebel there
is a picture of a standing lector-priest with a pair of feathers
on his head and wearing a long sleeveless robe and sandals ;
he is reading from an open roll of papyrus held at eye
level ; incense is being burnt.1*0 From the Ptolemaic Period,
(1 ) The text accompanying the scene runs thus:

-1“ M

]

CS]

- ^

f e z i zza i

o

1 * 0 - f f U D k H <=> 1

B U S

3 ^

w

?

A

O \i

sO

zs

III

o I "'ll H#

— ö*i
sic

VS H V
v v c, i o I

“The [royal] dispatch [scribe] [of the lord of the] Two Lands, Thoy, the decea
sed [ . . . ] who hath come forth [ . . . ] for the weighing of his sins with any
god, the Osiris, royal dispatch scribe of the lord of the Two Lands, Thoy, the
deceased. He says: T have come to thee, O lord of the Necropolis, O Osiris, ruler
of the living. I have come to thee [ . . . ] bearing Truth. There has been no false
hood in my body, I have not spoken any falsehood in my opinion. I have not
done any bad affair.’ The Osiris, royal dispatch scribe of the Land, the deceased,
(he) says : ‘Hail to thee, O King of eternity and everlasting, lord of his reve
rence, ruler of the Two Banks (i.e. Egypt), opener of his mother’s body, son of
Geb, born of Nut to be ruler of every land’.”
(2) Gabra, S., in Ann. Serv. XXXIX, 487 and fig. 49.
(3) Daumas, F., Les moyens d'expression du Grec et de VEgyptien, in Ann. Serv
Cahier 16 (1952), p. 184.

[H

and particularly in the Temple of Dendereh, a similar
‘pterophoros’ is four times represented in the E. and W. stair
cases, as well as on the staircase of the Roman Manimisi.
Excavations at Alexandria have proved that the lectorpriest continued to officiate until early in the Fourth
Century a . d .(1) ; he appears in the Kôm el-Shukâfa
Catacombs. On the
right
waof the front r
befeathered priest wearing a long robe and panther skin
and holding a lotus bud and a ewer. In front of him weeps
a woman, a relative of the deceased. On the
a similar priest, but without the two feathers, is reading
a funerary liturgy from a papyrus ; before him stands
another relative, perhaps lighting incense with a torch. (2)
Further mention of such priests is made in Greek
texts, notably in the Canopus Stela (238 b .c.), line 4,
and the Rosetta Stone (196 b . c .) (3)
The text of Pedeamün-nebnesuttaui’s statue describes
him as a scribe of the god’s book(s)” , and does not
explicitly designate him as a
); yet the latter title
is implied. TTt;pocpopai were lector-priests, each with
multiple functions : intellectual, theological and ritual.(4)
In a Saite vignette(0) appear priests in front of the
shrine of Amen-Rè' The fifth figure wearing two feathers
A k^X X XV 0 9 4 ? i o T Ä

KÔm el'ShuW a - Part ° > in **■*>'■ r°y. arc~E

G) Ibid., 21, 22-3, with figs. 7 andi \ nd PI. VII, fig<. Ï and 2.
Budge, E.A.W., The Decrees o f Memphis and Canopus, III, 1904, pp

157

n’ 1908:
W Gardiner, in

AX
JE
XIV, 157; Daumas, op.
PaPyS US from Thebes

SK,o«Z ” 1Jn è
- Ä ? i w“ dhfirst month of Shomu (October 4^ 651 B.c.).* ammetlchus

183.

the Brooklyn Museum

P1-V 'tr '
on lhe (ifth day of the
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must be a lector-priest, a hry-hb(t), although the latter
title is not to be read in the vignette. The priest’s name
outside the temple precincts.(1)” It does not follow that
is Pedeamün-nebnesuttaui, and his legible title inscribed
the scribes were confined to that highly learned institution ;
above him is “s i m d j t - n t r , “ scribe of the god’s book(s)”
they. might perform various occupations in and outside
R a . Parker says, “Though we have no fragment with
that ‘college’ : on the estates of certain gods and in
the title hry-hb(t) we do have one with the titles hm-ntr
temples. “The House of Life” , Gardiner explains, “is well
and ss
mdn-ntr and we can associate fragment and figure
known as a place connected with the activities of the most
with certainty.” (1)
learned scribes of Egypt . . .°° It is in the
that
medical and religious boo s were written and there it was
Junker clearly proves the existence of and connection
that all questions relating to such learned matters were
between s i
m dn
ntr and hry-hb{t) in the Old Kingdom.(2)
settled.” (in Departments <4) containing ‘medical instru
In conclusion, a ss mein
was a lector-priest, a
ments, perhaps even the whole pharmacopoeia’15-15 were
hryhb(t), and he might or might not wear the two feathers
available.
of New-Kingdom representations. An important problem,
Pedeamün-nebnesuttaui holds the title of “ super
however, remains to be solved by egyptologists : Did
intendent of the wc-’êè-priests of Sakhme (
w'bw Shmt),
priests wear two feathers whilst officiating in both the Old
which recently has been proved to possess both sacerdotal
and New Kingdoms ? And if they did, why are they depict
and medical connotations(6). In Pap. Ebers(7) three
ed without them ?
classes of medical practitioners are mentioned, viz the
“sH-’mv” , the “
w
e-eb-priestof
” and the “i w ”
Again, do the “scribes of the god’s book(s)” belong
whom Maspero interprets as médecin, exorciseur-rebouter
to the “ House of Life” ? This is very likely, as can be
and charmeur, sorcier, respectively, and about whom
inferred from the expression $
j£j°] ^ |
JjQ
>
he finally adds : “ Ces trois termes marquent les trois
although Gardiner seems doubtful about i t .*2(3) He writes,
échelons différents de la classe médicale en Egypte” .(8)
“It seems clear from such epithets as ‘scribe of the sacred
O)
Ibid.,111.
(
2
)
Gardiner,
op.cit., 83; cf. 175-176.
books in the House of Amün’ that the administration
Ibid., 159.
of the House of Life was not wholly divorced from that
(O
Ibid.,158.
(5)
Ibid.,
160;
cf. 178; Onom., I, 55*-6*.
of the temple, but since the former was apparently in the
(6) Lefebvre, G., Prêtres de Sekhmet, in Archiv Orientàìni, X X (1952), 57.
main only a workshop, it may usually have been localized
(1) Ibid., p. 6.
( 2) Junker, H., Gîza I., Wien und Leipzig, 1939, fig. 59, p. 244, where he says :
“Die beiden Titel gehören innerlich zusammen....” Cf. Junker, in Ann. Serv. XLIX,
208.
( 3)

Daumas, op. cit., 185, n. 2; cf. Gardiner, op. cit., 164 (22) :
; cf. p. 168-169.

^

Gardiner, op. cit., 176, and Gnom., I, 26.

j

Generally, a
w e-fb-priest follows the prophet and the god’s father, and precedes
the lector-priest and the other temple priests. A prophet might also be chief lectorpriest a L
hry-b(t)
hrytp\. Parker, op cit. 6. A we-'êb priest was in charge of the
daily sei vice in the temple, which he performed after he had purified himself in the
river. Ibid. 9.
(A PI. XCIX, 1 . 2, 3.

09 Maspero, G., Notes au jour
le jour-III,in Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch. XII
1891), 496-503 = Tresson, P., La stèle de Naples, in Bull. Inst.fr. arch. X X X , p. 387,
n.l;= G ardiner, A.H., Egypt o f the Pharaohs, Oxford, 1961, p. 379.
See Docteui Frans Jonckheere, A la recherche du Chirurgien Egyptien, in Chron.
d’Eg., No. 51, Janv. 1951, pp. 28-45.

[10]
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In fact Sakbme’s we-'èè-priests as early as the Old
di.tw is a sdm.tw.f- form with the suffix - pronoun . f under
Kingdom formed a well - disciplined body ; there were
stood, (1) referring to the owner of the statue. He
ordinary priests, their local “ superintendent”
and
rightly thinks that the formula can be grasped in the
a “superintendent”
(mr)of the whole class of the
South manner :
following
as well as of the North
(nPractically all ntr ntj.f- dj.tw N N h j . f . . . and
of them practised medicine, treating both animals and
ntr ntj n N N dj.tw i u . f . . .
human beings; in other words, they were physicians
and veterinaries
(w'bw
t) without any sharp differenti
Shm
Furthermore, he holds that the first three thirdation or particular specialisation.
person, singular suffix-pronouns (** - ) refer to the local god:
“Es möge hinter den Gott und vor ihn gestellt werden,
They might also under certain circumstances take
wenn sein Ka täglich vor ihm steht” . The Saite formula
up magic, persumably to heal certain diseases, so that a
could be put, according to Anthes, thus : “ N. may be
mr
w'bw
Shmtmight at the same time be a and
placed behind his local god (and) before his (the god’s)
wr
swnw(w)
n
nsw.m
ka, who stands in^ front of him (of the god). He (the
Pedeamün-nebnesuttaui apparently belonged to a
deceased) is the w
nj.”
large and well-known family of the Saite Period that produc
ed several im portant priests all of the same name. Both
In translating the text o f Pedeamün-nebnesuttaui
Pedeamün-nebnesuttaui of our statue and his father hold
we have had to follow Anthes’s theory as propounded
similar titles and are—according to the family’s genealogyabove, although further data that may in due course
among the last descendants^) of whom we have knowledge.
come to light will help in settling the difference between
Anthes and the Wörterbuch.
As for the so-called “Saite form ula” , the earliest text
so far known is an XVIIIth Dyn. one inscribed on an
D e H.S.K. B a k k y
ushabti- figui e of the “ overseer of the two granaries,
Amenemheb” , (3) while the latest belongs at least to
Dyn. XXX. (4). The formula basically runs thus :
ntr
mwtyN.
been translated by the

ch.tw

h3.f

h ft.f
k3bsh.
bIII
W
( 8.14) thus :

It has

O, Local God ! Place th y se lf. . . ! ” Yet Anthes,
having investigated the aforementioned Eighteenth-Dynasty text, has rejected the translation on the ground that
(') Lefebvre,
op.cit., 60 ; cf. 59 and 62.
(*) Parker, op. cit., 23, fig. 5 .
( 8) Lefebvre, op. cit., 60; cf. 59 and 62.
(4> Parker, op. cit., 23, Fig. 5.

f1) Anthes, R.,

Der Berliner Hockerdes Petamonophis, in Z Ä S , LXXIII (1937)

tp
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PL VI
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A PTOLEMAIC STELA FROM LOWER NUBIA
BY

Dr H. S. K. BAKRY

Ma teria l . —Sandstone.
Dimensions.—3 ft 4 ins high.
1.5 ft wide.
Excavator’s N o .— Stela 3 :5 and 57.
State

o f Preservation.—Broken in two; slightly
scratched in places.

Inventory No.— 1037, Aswan Museum.
In the first decade of the present century D r G. Reisner
directed excavations on the Island of El-Heiseh, south
of the Aswân Dam, while the archaeological survey of
Nubia was being carried o u t.(1) A cemetery1(2)3* o f rock
tombs of the priests of Philae was discovered on the Island.
Among the finds was the stela with which we are dealing.
(PI. I ; Pis. II A, B; III C )(5).
This stela is round-topped; from the winged sundisk
on its upper part hang two wraei-serpents surmounted
by solar disks, and flanked by the figures of the
recumbent jackals of Anubis. Between the serpents are
inscribed the words :
Os ©
g O

(1) See The Archaeological Survey o f Nubia, Report fo r 1907-1908.
(2) Cemetery 3.
( 3) The Archaeological Survey o f Nubia, Report for 1907-1908 (Piate Volume),
PI. 15 g. Stela 3 : 5 and 57.
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Below are two superposed, incised scenes, the upper
one of which represents the soul, or the human-headed
bird,
Ba,of the deceased, perched in front of the celestial
solar boat, which also has the figure of five seated deities
aboard. The lower scene shows the deceased kneeling
in adoration before six seated deities : Osiris, Horns,
Isis, Nephthys, Sêth and Anubis (Pis. I, II
Then follow
eight vertical lines of incised inscription (Pi. Ill
TRANSLATION

— 29—

[3]

from their cult-centres, and are referred to on the m onu
ments as follows :
(a) Osiris
:“Osiris the great god, lord of Philae,
august soul, who fills the left eye. Abaton.

(b)
Isis : “Isis the mistress of Philae and A baton” .
Ibid., 36.
(c)
Amün “: Amen-Rë', who is in the midst of Abaton,
King of the G ods” . Ibid., < P h o t. 5 0 > , p. 61 ; cf. p. 60 ;
and “Amen-Rë' .... the great god, the lord of A baton” .
Abaton, 61 < P h o t 4 4 > .
(d)
Khnüm :“Lord of Kbk.t(the water-area,
the First
Cataract), lord of Senmüt
(i.eBigge),(1) Chief of Abat
Blackman, A.M., The Temple o f Bigeh, Cairo, 1915, p. 61.

1 A boon that the King gives to Osiris, who presides
over the West, the great god, the lord of Abaton h t
w'b.t),(to) Isis the Great, the mother of the god, the lady
of Philae, 2 (to) Amön, Khnüm, Horns who defends his
father, the son of Osiris, (to) Hathör, Anubis who is upon
(e) Horus : “Who came forth from Isis, the one who
his mountain in Bigge,
(Snm t.Senmüt), Anubis the
lord his father (Harendötes) in Abaton” . Ibid., p.60.
defends
of the Necropolis, (to) 3 all the gods and goddesses who
(f)
athor: "Lady of Senmüt” .
H
p. 59.
are in Abaton and Philae,that they may give an invocation(g) Nephthys : “Nephthys, the sister of the gods,
offering (consisting) of bread, beer, oxen, fowl, wine, milk,
the lady of Philae” . Abaton, 60.
incense, 4 cloth, offerings and provisions, to the soul
of Osiris, Wts - R \
'k j P
, etosiris, son of Pe - Khnüm, de Other deities were adored there :
(a)
Ha'py:“The Upper Egyptian Nile, the father
ceased, 5 engendered by the mistress of the house,
of the gods in Senmüt” .
b16, < Phot. 1 1 5 2 >
A
deceased. For recitation : 'O ye souls which cut . . .
(b)
Nut : "Chief of Bigge (Senmüt), lady of A baton” .
O ye gods, 6 living (souls) ! Come, and bring the soul (Ba)
op.cit., 61.
of Osiris,
Wts-R',
'kj,Petosiris, deceased, 7 the son of Pe- Blackman,
Khnüm, deceased. Unite for him with his body ; his heart
(c)
Harpo crates
:“Lord of Bigge (Senmüt)” . 59.
rejoices when his soul comes for him to 8 his body.
(d)
è'R
Harakh :te “Chief (lit. ‘who is in the m idst’)
His body embraces his soul ! The gods bring it for him
of A baton.”
Ibid.,62.
in the
Hw.t-bnbnin Heliopolis, at the side of Shu, the
Thè scribe, lest he should forget the other deities
son of Atüm .’
worshipped there, added (1.3) “and all gods and goddesses
COMMENTARY
who are in Abaton and Philae” , meaning in our modem
speech, the term “etc., etc.” .(i)
The divinities represented in the scenes at the top of
the stela were worshipped on the Island of Philae, far
(i) Where the ancients supposed the sources of the Nile to be. See Badawi, A.M.,
Der Gott Chnum, 1937, pp. 26, 27, 29, 30, 31.
2

—

[4]
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L.T.
by
de

The prepostion
nafter hip ch
hrto express the dative. Lefebvre, G., Grammaire
Végyptienclassique, Le Caire, 1940, § 494 ; 4 (5).

l 3 t-w'b.t : Lit. ‘the pure (or sacred) m ound’, was
the name of the tomb of Osiris on one of the islands of the
First Cataract, namely Bigge, Senmüt
Xßaxov).
Gauthier,
iet.géogr., I, 23 ; Montet, P., Géographie
D
de
PÉgypte ancienne,Paris, 1961, 2ème partie, p. 19.
L. 3.

Di.sn : The 3rd person pi. suffix is sometimes

alternated into (1 j or 777 • Lefebvre, op.
§ 77. Such
writings without /wvvv' are not uncommon in Middle
Kingdom texts from Edfu. Gunn, B., A Middle Kingdom
Stela from Edfu, in
Ann.Serv. XXIX, 5 -6 .
Erman,
euäg.Gramm. § 9,3.
N

te ]
—s i
may be replaced
rites. The '^-priest is, in a way, very similar to the
priest. Both titles indicate the right to enter and the purity
which are vital to any priest.
It is very significant that the king when carrying these
titles (i.e. either f-rd w y or w'b), never carries either of these
alone ; he must have another priestly title (sometimes
titles) which originally concerns the act and the scene.
See Mohiy El-Dîn 'Abd El-Latîf Ibrâhîm,
o f Egyptian
Kingship according to the Inscriptions o f the Temple o f
Edfu, Liverpool, Dec. 1966 (Ph. D. Thesis), p. 229.

“ There is a special group of priests called
and
fy w , but all that I mean is that the King carries these titles
See also
to prove his right to enter the temple, and to perform the
rites.
W !ba nd
fare priestly titles and their meaning
indicate their functions.”
Ibip. 230.
L- 4 i l ?
wts-R\The names of the priests ofPhilae
are usually preceded by this Ptolemaic priestly title, which
L. 5.
ir(w
)n : Masculine perfective form with
also occurs before the names of the priests of Elephantine,
reference to the past. Lefebvre,
§482 ;
I
Edfu and Denderah. See
WI384.13. This reminds
3. 16-19 ; fern.
Ir.t
‘n,engendered by’, or masculine
one of the rmn.w
"ntr,the bearers of the god”
passive participle translatable as a ‘who’ clause ; here,
I 536 ; 414=
Wb.II 420.3). According to H.W.Fairman,
‘who was engendered by’, Gard.
§§ 361,376,379.
a
wts-R' “is obviously a priest at Edfu and Denderah
3; cf.
ms
‘nbom to ’,
ibid.
who carried one of the portable shrines at the New
Year’s Feast, but it is curious that in the Edfu Nome List
I is an introductory interjection used mainly in
he is specially stated to perform the ritual.
religious and semi-religious texts for ‘O ’,
§ 87. It
The Island of Elephantine was called wts-R' the
Seat of Ré' ” , and that name was adopted by its Highpriest as one of his titles. See Barguet, P., Stèle de la
Famine, 7 = M ontet, P., op. cit, p.24,
— 11

'k-cf. f j in Wb. I 232. 12.

"The > p riest is the

priest who has the right to enter the temple to perform the

may be followed by a demonstrative adjective, here
n m in the plural, which gives the substantive the value o f
a vocative. The demonstrative was regularly used, in late
Egyptian and onwards, as the definite article, (?/•.§§ 110-112,
“the houses of the Egyptians ” ,
e.g. m! 1I
12
Cairo
-j- 24= Barguet, P.,
Le temple
à Karnak, Le Caire, 1962, p. 37.
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sw.wt (?), shadows.

Cf. Pyr. 413 a-e :

Philae < 1 4 4 1 > Phot. 939.

bs of the gods) is in the belly

“Behold, their soul (

® c=.

\ \
of N., their spirits ( ^

^

^

as his soup (à
bones.

la

3hw)

are with N.,

L.6.
ipw demonstr. adj. m. pi. ‘these’,
it gives the demonstrative it follows a vocative value.
Lefebvre, op. cit. § 101.
Come ! It usually replaces the rare

iw,‘come ! Lefebvre, op. cit., 359, 2. Coptic.
(?). Exx. :

imperative

i

A

ìT
I

A/WWS

I

*■—

34.

Edfu I 42 = Wb. II 35. 17
I

linm , ‘join, unite with’. Faulkner, A Concise Dictionary
of

Middle

Egyptian.

ndm-ib,‘to be happy, pleased, glad ; to rejoice’.
II 380. 7; c f ------.6.
îb.k“(O, N.,) thou art happy!”
2024 a;
III

Edfu I 215; cf.

^ 4

I

Osiris) is happy

the sweet libation” . Abaton, 24.

Behold, their soul is with N., their shadows are
taken away from the hand of those to whom they belong.”
See Marcer, S., The Pyramid Texts, London, 1952, Voi.
1,95. This means that the shadows of the gods are taken
away from those (gods) to whom they belong ; their souls
are with N . as well.
Ibid. 11, 192.

(j (j

f l \ \ \ “ and he

ntr.w’, cooked for N. from their (the gods’)
O

m
j.n

[7]

DendIV 63 b ;

§ 110;

1
^ reat’
was happy” . Abaton, 57, etc., etc.

il

Sod’s mother,

According to the ancient Egyptians the bi and
(imperishable body) are two of the elements that form a
human being; they are closely connected with each other.
The b3 is a bird-shaped being having a human head, and
sometimes, human arms, as is shown in the lower scene on
this stela. According to the funerary cult, it perches on
trees, and partakes of the deceased’s offerings and libations,
as is shown in the painted mural scenes of the Theban
tombs. (See Junker, Abaton, p. 68.) It isurvives after
the death of the body. It is a deceased person’s manifes
tation, his spiritual, vital life, his power to assume various
shapes, to move at will in and out of the grave. In the
hiwas represented descending the tombLate Period the
shaft and entering the burial-chamber, in order to unite
with the mummy and animate it. Hence the urgent need
for the preservation of the corpse
738-39). Accord
ing to
yr.854 the bi is born with man, it is “in the blood” .
P
It is also responsible to the gods for any injustices commit,
ted by a person on earth
yr.1098 ; cf
(P
63 = Pirenne,
J.,
Âme,
et
vie
d'outre-tombe
chles
Empire, in
Chronique
d'EgypteXXXIV, No. 68
Juillet, 1959, p. 210-11). In a New Kingdom p apyrus the
deceased expresses his wish that his
should not separate
from his corpse forever. (After Kees,
p. 62.)
Moreover, the “M an Weary of Life” in his “Dialogue” ,
persuades his bi to stay with him in death. (Frankfort, H.,

— 34 —
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Kingship and the
G o d s ,Chicago, 1948, pp. 97-8). Cf,
In
s(w)n.f
," that the gods may bring it (lit.
ntrw
Todtenbuch(Naville) 69 : ” Spruch, durch den man die
him,
i.eth e
ba)ot him”. The direct object-here as a
Seelen mit dem Leib verbindet“ . See also Frankfort,
dependent suffix pronoun-precedes both the indirect object
op.
eit.,pp. 16, 64, 159.
and the subject of the sentence, here a substantive.
Gr.§ 66.
The word
biis simply rendered by the word “soul” ,
although some Egyptologists prefer to translate it as
Hw.t
bnbn.tm
y: Bnbn is normally masculine.
Ilrw
“spirit” , or “ ghost” (Frankfort,
cit. p. 64). The
See
b.I 459.10. It is ‘Das Obeliskenhaus’, the name
W
deceased Pharaoh was called a
457 c; 1943 b-f 1),
of the great temple of the sun-god Rëc or Atflm, and
and until recently certain Egyptologists (Jacobsohn,
especially the name of the Holy of Holies of this temple.
Die Bewustwerdung des Menschen
den aegyptischen
(Gauthier,
op. cit.IV, 68.)
Religion, Hildsheim, 1951) have presumed that only from
the New Kingdom onwards, the common man was thought
Hrwy,Heliopolis. It was first identified with Dento have a
b3.(Ranke, in
Z.
ÄLXXY, 1939, 133.) The
derah by Daressy.^ (Gauthier, op. cit. IV, 36-7.) It might
common people, however, seem to have had a
as one
be replaced by Jwnw. (Ibid. IV, 68.)
reads of the
b3of a non-royal personage on the stela of
Stuttgart (Sethe, Lesestücke, 1928, p. 88 — Pirenne, op. cit.,
i?-gs, ‘in the presence o f ’- Cf. Lefebvre,
cit. §§
p. 208-13). The souls of the dead kings of Heliopolis
299, 528, 400.
(Sethe, Urgeschichte, §§ 127, 165-6, 170, 172-5, 186, 191)
Sw:The atmosphere-god, Shu, is referred to as
escort the King to his
b3. 1143) :
the son of Atüm, in several places in both the Pyramid
They (i.e. the gods) take thee to heaven in thy (capa
Texts and the Coffin Texts.
city as) soul (
b3;) thou art a soul
b3mighty)
(
among them. ’ ’
Pyr.799 c. That is why the deceased likes to be always
D r H. S. K. B a k r y
accompanied by his bi.
“ To say:
Pyr. 2201 a.

O.N., thy soul

is with th e e .”

And
“ It goes well with N. because of his

.”

1782 d.

shnw,sdm.t passive. Lefebvre,
§§ 294,295 :
The ending wh
elps to identify the passive
form ; it usually appears before a nominal subject, but
disappears before a suffix one. Also cf.
§§ 419,420.
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PI. Ill

ASFÛNUL-MATÂ'NEH SONDAGES
BY

Dr H. S. K. BAKRY

I
(December 1963)
On Saturday Dec. 7, 1963 soundings were made
at Asfûn el-Matâ'neh, N.-W. of Esnâ (see map), and
continued till December 26, 1963 (fig. 1),
Site A :

At the beginning nothing was found, and so work had
to be shifted a little to the north, where there were heaps
of sand scattered here and there. The site lies some 132 yd
S.-E. of Sheikh el-Sharkâwy Cemetery. When sand was
removed there appeared the muddy layer with almost
rectangular outlines clearly marked on the surface. Digg
ing here revealed a mummified corpse lying on its right side,
with the head turned to the west, and the feet to the east
(fig. 2). Nothing was found with it. Another fifteen
rectangular pits were dug in the muddy earth to a depth
of 3 ft 3 ins and 4 ft ; each contained only a complete
skeleton lying on its right side and facing southwards
(fig. 3). One of the skeletons was that of a child lying
on its back. Again the head was turned west and the
feet east. With it were found a number of glass beads,
shells and a little corroded bell of bronze (fig. 4).
Site B :

To the S.-E. lies our next site which was levelled by
the bulldozers of the Italconsult Co. carrying out there
a major land reclamation project for the U.A.R. Ministry
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of Agrarian Land Reform. The site was covered with
numerous fragments of pottery. Here excavations lasted
about a week, with the following results :
1. A pottery slipper-coffin at a depth of 1 ft (fig. 5).
2. Two pottery coffins of a man and a woman (fig. 6).
3. A pottery coffin with two pots at the head (fig. 7
4. Two pottery coffins—without their lids—found in

a large pit at a depth of 3 ft 2 ins.
5. A pottery coffin painted white, with two pots
placed at the head (fig. 8 a,

[3)

And in the same site, but a little southwards, were
found the following objects :
13. Two scarabs among the scattered bones of a child
(fig. H a,b).
14. A mummified corpse in a mudc y pit, about 3 ft 3
ins deep, lying on the back, with the head turned W. and
the feet E., with a pair of pots at the head, and another
at the feet (fig. 18
a, b,c). It is interesting to note that
the faces on the pots bear incised lines on the cheeks pres
umably to represent tribal tattoo markings (?), and that
the dead body was wrapped in coarse stuff.

6. Two pottery coffins painted white, with two pots
15. A human skeleton lying on the back, with the head
at the head of each (fig. 9
a, b),and an anklet found round
towards the west, the feet towards the east (fig. 19).
one of the legs of the skeleton (fig. 10). Between the coffins
Nothing was found with it.
was found a red-ware fragment of a lid representing a
face, and painted white (fig. 11).
16. An amulet of befeathered Horns, small beads of
different colours and shapes and a shell (fig. 20).
7. A pottery coffin of a lady, and a pot (fig.
12 a, 6).
8. A rectangular amulet of greenish stone, four shells
and two small bead s in a pit without coffin (fig. 13 a,b).
9. A pottery coffin 4 ft 5 ins long, with a pot placed
at the head (fig. 14 a,
b).
10. A pottery coffin with a fragment of its lid.
11. A pottery coffin 9 ft 6 ins away from No. 10 to
the east, with a fragment of the lid representing the face
but lacking the mouth (fig. 15).
12. A pottery coffin — the best preserved—, 6 ft 6 ins
long, with two pots at the head, found in the sand
(fig. 16
a,
Ib),t is of interest to remark that the ten toes
are marked on this anthropoid lid.

17. A corroded bracelet or anklet, in the form of a
broken ring with pointed ends (fig. 21).
18. A painted gesso-surfaced fragment of a wooden
coffin, showing the figure of Anubis recumbent on a mat,,
with his name written above him thus () g 1 (fig. 22).
Site C :
The next, or third, site is separated from the previous
one by a paved road orientated E./W. Besides a few
beads which were found there
fig. 23) the following
discoveries were made :
1.
Mud-brick buildings used for burial, consisting
of three rooms ;
(a)
A small
room: Its upright walls rise to 6 ft 6 ins
high, just below the earth levelled by the bulldozers.
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Its floor measures 7 ft 5 ins in length and 5 ft 6 ins in
width (fig, 24). There is an arched recess in its W. wall»
It contained nothing but sand.
(b)
A second room : It is 9 ft 6 ins in length, and 8 ft
5 ms in width ; its walls appeared low and its roof (now
destroyed) was vaulted. The floor was paved with bricks.
!t contained a large number of bones and skulls, the colour
of which was almost black, as well as some bovine bones.
In this room were found ball-shaped beads in the shape
of udjat-eyes (fig. 25), an offering table of rough work
manship (fig. 26) and a red-ware bowl (fig. 27), jn its W.
wall there is a door leading to.
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4. Several pits were discovered in the muddy earth,
with recesses in their W. walls, containing human bones
in the sand (fig. 33). In the recess of one of the pits the
bones were found wrapped in coarse linen. A fragment
of gesso, in a poor state of preservation, was also found
there, bearing vertical lines of inscriptions (fig. 34). A
red-ware p ot was among the finds.
5. Three jars w7ere found in front of the recess made,
as usual, in the W, wall of a pit. The jars contained only
sand, and they w'ere buried in the sand of the pit (fig. 35).

6. In another pit there was found a wooden face
. ■ (c)
A
thirdroom : It is 1i ft 10 ins long and 9 ft 5 ins
(fig. 36) and a fragment of plastered wood inscribed with
wide ; its maximum height is 7 ft. It had a vaulted roof
the hotpe-di-nesu-ioramla. (fig. 37) ; in the recess in the
most of which had disappeared. Tn the sand of this room
W. wall was found a red-ware jar (fig. 38).
were j ound bones and skulls and two amulets (fig. 28).
2. In one of the soundings were found some udjateyes and shells buried in the sand (fig. 29).

7. A jar and human bones were found in the recess
of a pit, under its W. wall (fig. 39).

3. Two rectangular pits dug in the muddy earth
(fig. 30) :

8. A pottery coffin was found almost complete,
although smashed (fig. 40).

{a) One is 6 ft 6 ins long, 3 ft wide and about 4 ft
deep ; unaer its W. wall there is a recess containing broken
skeletons buried in the sand.

A

^ The other is 8 ft long, 4 ft 3 ins wide and nearly
, 1 aeep’ also wittl a recess in its W. wall, containing
bones scattered in the sand. Two red-ware jars were
placed sLe by side at the S.-E. corner of the. pit, containing
pieces of rough material (fig. 31). Cylindrical as well
as all-shaped beads were found in the recess, mixed up
with the bones and sand (fig. 32 ,

9. Besides the scattered bones in another pit were
found fragments of painted and inscribed gesso (fig. 41
a, b, c, d), as well as a similar fragment showing two
standing persons holding each other’s hand (fig. 42).
10.
In a shallow pit there were found bovine bones
(fig. 43) « .

C1) Of modern plagued cattle.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. The three excavated sites lie roughly to the S.-W.
of the village of Asfûn el-M atâ'neh W. of N ag' el-Zenêkeh
and S. - E. of Sheikh el-Sharkâwy Cemetery. The
burials had been disturbed there and the pottery coffins
smashed.
2. The burial pits are almost rectangular in shape,
with a depth ranging between 1 ft 7 ins and 4 ft ; they
were dug in the thick muddy layer of the soil.
3. Only one mud-brick building was excavated, con
taining human bones and skulls.
4. Some corpses were buried in pits ; others were
placed in pottery slipper-coffins after they had been mum
mified.
5. The dead body lay on its back, with the face to
the W. and the feet to the E.
6. Some pits had recesses under their W. wall, used
for burial.
7. Pots were placed with the corpse either at the heao
or at the feet, and rarely at both head and feet.
8. Among the finds are bead s, amulets and inscribed
gessos.

PI.

PL I b

F i g . 1.

Th e site before excavation.

F i g . 2.

ana tne teet eastwards.

PL il

F ig . 4. The belongings o f a little child : bead;

a small bell and shelb.

' $*%

■
-----

F i g . 5.

F i g . 6.

A Pottery slipper c o ffin la c k in g the lid .

T w o p o tte ry coffins o f a man and a wom an,

PL IV

E ig . 7

:

( a ).A Pottery coffin w ith tw o pots fo u n d at the head.

;

F i g , 7 (6 ).

The two pots fo u n d w ith the c o ffin.

PI. V

F i g . 8 (a ).

A pottery co ffin , w ith the face smashed at the nose and chin.

F i g . 8 ( ).

T h e tw o pots found w ith the coffin.

PI. VI

F i g . 9 (a).

T w o p ottery coffins, one o f w hich has lost its lid.

h io. 9 (b).

The four pots fo u n d w ith the two coffins.

F ig. 12(6). The pot at the feet.

PI. VIII

F ig . 12(a). A pottery coffin with a pot at the feet.

PL I X

F i g . 13

(a). T h e belongings o f a lost b u ria l : am ule t,
fo u r shells and tw o small beads.

biG* 13 (6 ).

T h e same.

Pottery coffin 4 ft 5 ins long.

F ig. U (6).

The pot.

PL X

F i g , H (a).

PL XI

F

ig

. 15.

A p o tte ry coffin w ith a fragm ent o f the
lid show ing the face.

PL XII

PL XIII

F ig . 17 (a).

T h e two scarabs fo u n d w ith

the bones o f a c hild.

F ig * 17 (/?).

Th e same.

Pi. XIV

F i g . 18

{a). A corpse in a m u d d y pit w ith p o tte ry at head a nd feet.

PL XV

' ' ■’ *

Th e pots at the head,

A hum an skeleton,

PL XVI

F i g . 20.

The belongings o f a lost b u ria l :a n
amulet, beads and a shell«

F ig. 21. A ring used as a bracelet
or anklet.

PI. XVII

ì

J

i

\
1

PL XVIII

—

PL XIX

PI. X X

F i g . 29.

U djat-cyes a n d shells.

PI. X X 1

F ig . 30.

T w o rectangular pitr#

having lost its b o tto m .

j\
/!

PL XXII

Fia. 32 ( b).

Ball-shaped beads

found in the pit.

!

n,

*

p i.

xxrii

PI. XXIV

F i g . 35.

Three jars fo u n d in a p ii.

PI. X X V

F i g . 37. A fragm ent o f plastered w ood inscribed
w ith the hotpe-di-nesu-formula®

F i g . 38.

A ja r fo u n d in the

recess o f a pit.

F i g . 39.

A ja r fo u n d

in the recess o f a pit«

Fia. 41 (a).

Inscribed gessos,

.

Pi. XXVII

PI. XXYITI

F ig . 43.

B ovin e bones.
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II

(February 2 - March 9, 1965)
A. The necropolis of Asfûn lies on the W. side of the
Nile, with the little village of Zenêkeh and the Libyan
desert to the W. It is a part of a large area reclaimed
by the Ministry of Agrarian Land Reform. The area has
been levelled by bulldozers, and canals were dug through
it. A paved road, 20 ft wide runs through the m ite le
of the necropolis from S. to N., and another road was
made from E. to W. There is a Coptic cemetery E. of
the necropolis and close to the arable land of the village
(figs. 1,2). A section of the soil reveals three geological
layers : a sand layer 12—20 ins, a mudo y layer 3 ft 4 ins
4 ft 4 ins thick and a bed of very fine sand. In the last
layer the deceased was buried in a rectangular pit (approx.
6 ft 8 ins x 3 ft 4 ins) dug in the muddy section, thereafter
filled with sand or covered with mud-bricks serving at
the same time as a roof of the tomb.

The lamentable state of the necropolis is due mainly
to (l)th e destructive action of the bulldozers, (2) the action
of the moisture of the mud badly affecting the wooden
coffins, (3) plundering of the tombs, and
the re-using of
the necropolis at later periods for burials.

mzm

[ 8 ]
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Generally, tombs range in depth from 3 ft 4 ins to 4
ft 4 ins. On the W. side there is usually a recess with
a low roof cut in the mud layer, its floor naturally sandy,
used as a burial-chamber (fig. 3 a, b).
After an interment this recess was closed by a wall
of mud bricks.
As a rule the mummified corpse was enclosed in an
anthropoid pottery coffin known as a “slipper-coffin” ;
the deceased is represented on the lid : the face and the
chest. This was sometimes placed within a wooden coffin
of a similar anthropoid shape, plastered and painted with
the conventional religious scenes (fig. 4 , b). A t other times
it was inserted into a whitewashed mud coffin decorated
with coloured scenes (figs. 5—9). These coffins were found
in a bad state of preservation ; the bodies, however, were
mummified and wrapped in coarse bandage.
With the
mummies were found large quantities of beads, amulets,
small canöpic jars and pottery. It is of interest to note
that the beads were in certain cases strung to cover the
face and chest of the mummy, and sometimes the whole
body, with a very attractive result. The mummy wore
a bead necklace with a big scarab as a pendant and four
amulets representing four c ivinities. In one tomb lay the
body of a child with a scarab bearing the name Sebekhotpe within a cartouche and amulets with animal heads,
and three small pots with coloured ornamentation.
To the E. lies a Coptic cemetery, in which the tombs
are built of almost square bricks, with vaulted roofs. In
one of them were found red-ware pots with decorations
typical of the Coptic civilisation and a sandstone monu
m ent with five lines of Cop tic inscription (figs. 10, 11

—
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.BWhen work was resumed on March 24,1965
was first excavated for one wtole day. A number of
tombs came to light, about two feet below the surface,
bulldozers having already removed a layer of sand and
mud at least two feet thick. Each tomb is a rectangular
pit with sides strengthened by mud - brick walls. The
mummy was sometimes placed in a coffin and sometimes
buried without one. Coffins are of pottery, of that kind
called “ slipper-coffins” white-washeo ana accrned with
floral designs. Small blue beads were found scattered
over the entombed mummies, and amulets appeared in
one tomb (fig. 12
a,b).
Thirty three tombs were excavated in three cays.
It is noteworthy that the mummy was laid in the grave,
with the head turned to the west, the face southwards;
generally the arms were crossed on the chest or, in the
case of women, placed over the pudenda ; sometimes they
were held at the sices. The mummy was bedecked with
a beautiful net of beads resembling the dresses seen
on females, ( as for instance Queen Nofretary-meryenMüt), in the tombs since the Old Kingdom.

Site(
b)is about a mile to the north of site (a
Tombs there were of the same type as the afore-mentioned
ones, but differed in that each held more than one burial.
They are dug about 4.5 ft. deep in the mud and consist
of a passage and three lateral recesses to house the bodies
buried in the sand. The passage was sometimes used for
burial in addition to the recesses.

Excavations were shifted to the west of the cemetery,
to an area (
d) of about ten acres, with the paved ro
running through its middle
(seks etch-plan(1 and fig
Thirty tombs were opened and they were in better con
dition. Again the tombs are rectangular and dug in the thick 1
(1) Infra, PL LXXXIII.

PI. X X I X
[IO]
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mud; they measure 4 ft 4 in sx 5 ft and 3 ft 4 insx 5 ft deep.
On the west side of each tomb t here is a recess with a square
entrance 2 ft 8 ins X 2 ft 8 ins closed by mud-bricks ; it
was used as a burial-chamber, as has been mentioned before.
In it is placed the mummy in its coffin of pottery or of wood,
or without any coffin (fig. 4 a, b), usually wearing a necklace
with a large scarab, beads and amulets (fig. 13 a-g).
Wooden coffins were in a bad state of preservation ;
they are decorated with religious scenes and texts (fig. 4 a ,6).
Fragments of painted gesso belonging to wooden coffins
bear Egyptian texts (fig. 14
a,d). With the bones of a
child buried in the sand were three vessels—two of red-ware
and one of faïance (figs. 15
16, 17)—, some amulets,
shells (figs. 18, 19), a small scarab inscribed with Sebekhotpe in a cartouche.

F ig . 1

A vast area w aiting fo r excavation, w ith concrete
constructions f o r drainage at right low er corner.

To the east of the cemetery sondages were made in
the sand (e) bordering c n the cultivated land. Two Coptic
tombs were dug. One consists of three small square
rooms 6 ft 8 ins high, with the sides lined with square bricks
and mud-bricks. The second tomb has one chamber 3
long, and 6 ft 8 ins high, with a vaulted roof ; it contained
bones and smashed pottery decorated with geometrical
and floral designs. In both tombs there were more than
one burial. In the second tomb was a Coptic stela
(f ig .

1 1 ).

F ig .

A part o f the site excavated, lo o k in g east.

n fr .,1 ■ n . i . .

. 3 (a). T w o tom bs dug in the m u d d y la y e r;
in one are seen the remains o f a m um m y.

F ig . 3

(b). A tom b o f the same type.

11. X X X I

F ig . i (a).

Th e m u m m y and its a n th ro p o id coffin (in very ad
c o n d itio n ) decorated and inscribed in red and black. T h e
head o f the m um m y was turned to W . and the ieet to h .
and the face upwards; the arms were crossed on t e chest.

v °-

F ig . 4 (

b)
. The lowest part of the coffin, larger.

PI. X X X II

F i g . 5.

A m um m y in its tomb

msKemam

|âé!§

Th e deceased in a p o tte ry anthropoid coffin

PI. XXXIII

¥ ìg.

8» A m u m m y in a w ooden coffiti8 both in
a v e ry bad condition o f preservation.

I

PL X X X IV

ig .

9.

T w o m ummies in one grave,
w ith their pottery.

0

F

F i g . 10.

A C hristian tom b, 2.5 yd deep, w ith a valuted
ro o f ; therein was found a C o ptic stela*

PL X X X V

F i g . 11. (a). Th e C optic stela.

PI ITXXVT

i*

PI. X X X V II

F ig . 13 (a). A group of scarab, four amulets and two wings,
of faience, and perforated for suspension; the group,
as usual, was found on the chest of a mummy.

F i g . 13 (

b.) A scarab, fo u r amulets and tw o w ings, all o f
blue faïence, and perforated fo r suspension.

»1

PL XXXVIII

F ig . 1 3 ( c).

A scarab o f bluish faïence, 1.5 ins lo ng ; a jackal-headed
am ulet o f blue faïence, 1.5 ins long ; a hawk-headed amulet o f
blue faïence, 1.5 in s ; a hum an-headed amulet o f faïence, 1.5
in s ; two wings ( o f a scarab) o f faïence— all perforated fo r
suspension.

- 'x

■ . v

„

.

a

F i g . 13 (d).

T h e same group (with an amulet missing), o f faïence.

PI. X X X IX I

r !?

F ig . 13 (e).

A group o f scarab, fo u r amulets and a p a ir o f
’ w ings— all o f faience, and perforated fo r suspension,
fo u n d on the chest o f a m um m y.

h

V- v

r.

:■ •:

tv'/;

il'-

F i g . 13 ( / ) . A group o f faïence scarab, three amulets (a fo urth
missing) and one w ing (a second m issing )— o f faïence,
and perforated fo r suspension.

PL X L

F i g . 13 (g). A group o f scarab, three amulets (a fourth
missing) and a p a ir o f wings— all o f blue faience,
and perforated fo r suspension.

F i g . 14 (a ).

Fragm ents o f inscribed gesso fro m a w o o de n

coffin.

PL X L I a

Fw.

H

(b ).

F i g , 14 (c).

Fragm ents o fin scrib ed gesso from a w o o d e n cofân .

Fragm ents o f inscribed gesso fro m a w ooden coffin.

PI. X LI

PI. XLII

F ig . 15 (a ). A red-w are p o t w ith one handle, the surface
decorated w ith re d circles.
H e ig h t 2.5 ins.

PI. X LII1

F ig , 16.

A red-ware p o t w ith a lo w fo o t; the surface d eco ra ted
w ith y ello w , red a n d green p a ra llel circles.
H e ig h t ca. 4 ins.

PL X LIV

red-ware p o t w ith a bluish glazed
(now corroded). H e ig h 4 ins.

PI. X L Y

F is . 18. T h re e sm all
yes o f Mue
faïence, p e rfo ra te d fo r suspension.
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III
(February, 1966)
The excavation area lies three miles N. of the Ministry
of Agrarian Land Reclamation Camp, about half a mile W.
of Nag' el-Zinêkeh and the same distance from the Muslim
Cemetery. It is traversed by a road to the new villages
which extend about six miles northwards and westwards.
The Coptic Cemetery which has been excavated, lies N.-W.
of the Mausoleum of Sheikh Mohammad el-Amir on the
edge of the cultivated land.

Work started in
area(A), W. of the site dug last seaso
and 6480 sq. yd yielding twenty-five tombs, were excavated
(Pl.XLVI;cf. PI. LXXXII1).
T consists of two
rooms : one measures 7 ft x 7 ft : the other 9ft x 7ft.
The latter contained two wooden coffins, badly preserved,
each inscribed with funerary texts in black ink, and both
their sides are decorated with figures of divinities. On the
outside surface of one of the coffins are scenes of ploughing,
cultivation, harvesting and storage of grain in granaries
a,b;PI. XLVIII). The two coffins were
(PI. XLYII, fig. 1
laid in the tomb side by side : one in the north, the other in
the south. In the upper part of one of the lids is represent
ed the sun-disc in the middle, flanked by two serpents
wearing the crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt, beneath
the word *=» Bhd.t (PI. X L IX , fig. 2; PL L). The first
O©
coffin is 6 ft long and 16 ins wide (at chest). The head of
its mummy turned to the W., the face upwards, and the
two hands placed on the pudenda. It was the mummy
of a lady. When the mummy was unwrapped the head
was found severed from the body (PI. XLIX, fig. 3). As to

[12]
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the second mummy in the second coffin, it was lying on
the back, the head oriented W., the face turned upwards
and the hands were placed on the pudenda. It was 5 It
long, and was the mummy of a young girl. At the foo
of the coffin is a scene of Nephtbys outspreading her
w;n2S rpi LI 4
a,).The scenes and the inscriptions are
painted red, yellow and blue (Pis. LU, LUI).
The second tomb is approached through a rectangular
entrance dug in the ground, 5 ft long and 2i/2 ft wide, with
a chamber at the W .,7 ft long and 5 ft wide, containing an
inscribed but smashed wooden coffin. In it was the
mummy of a woman lying on its back, the head missing
and the hands over the pudenda (PI. LIV fig. )•
e
mummy measures 5 ft long, i t s width at chest is 11 ms.
The coffin contained nothing but the mummy.
The third tomb is similar to the preceding one. It
contained two smashed wooden coffins. In the S. coffin
was a female mummy lying on its back, the face upwards
and the two arms crossed on the chest, the right one p ace
over the left. It is 5 ft long and 1 ft wide (at chest). In
the N. coffin a male mummy lay on its back, the hea
turned S., the face upwards, and the two arms at the
sides. The mummy is 5 ft long and 1 ft wide (at chest)
(PI. LY, fig. 6 a, b).
The fourth tomb is 14 ft long and 7 ft wide. The
sides had collapsed. Inside were three inscribed coffins,
completely smashed, containing three female skeletons. The
coffins were placed beside one another pointing W. The
N. skeleton is 3 ft 4 ins long, and 12 ins wide (at chest). It lay
on its back, the face turned upwards, the head westwards an
the two hands over the pudenda. The second skeleton—in the middle—incomplete, is 3 ft long and 12 ins wide
(at chest), the face upturned. The third skeleton h ad
the head and the legs smashed. Nothing was found with
them. (Pb LVI, fig. 7 a, b.)
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The fifth tomb is a burial-chamber measuring 7 ft long
and 3 ft 6 ins wide. It contained an uninscribed pottery
coffin. This is 5 ft 9 ins in length, 1 ft 7 ins in width (at
chest), 1 ft wide (at feet), 10 ins in height and 2 ins in thick
ness (PI- IATI, fig. 8 a, b). The upper part of the lid is in the
shape of a human face and shoulders. The lid was broken.
In the coffin was a mummy placed on its back, the face up
turned and the head westwards ; the two arms are placed
on the chest, with the right hand on the left. The mummy
is 5 ft long, 1 ft wide (at chest) (IT.LVIII, fig. 9). Nothing
was found with it.
The
sixth
tombis rectangular in shape, measuring 5 ft
in length, 2 ft in width and one ft 10 ins in depth- Within
was an uninscribed pottery coffin without a lid, contain
ing human bones. The latter coffin is 5 ft long and one
ft 10 ins wide (a t chest) and one ft 2 ins (a t feet)
(PI. LVII1, fig. 10).
The
seventh
tombwas a family grave. Its entrance is
dug in the mud, measuring 5 ft in length, 2 ft 4 ins in width
and 3 ft 4 ins in depth. It leads to a burial-chamber in
the west, 10 ft long and 6 ft 8 ins wide, containing five
wooden coffins completely smashed. In them were female
mummies lying on their backs; the hands were placed
over the pudenda (PI. LIX, fig. 11).
The
eighth
tombmeasures 6 ft long,
ft wide.
contained the mummy of a woman, 4 ft 8 ins in length ;
the head was found severed from the body (PI. LIX, fig.
12). The mummy was surrounded by bricks.
The
ninthtomb has a room dug in the mud 6 ft 8 ins
long, 3 ft 4 ins wide, and 5 ft deep, leading on the W. to
two burial-chambers : one in the S.-W., the other in the

It
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N -W. (Pl.LX, fig. 13 a,b., H- LXt, fig 13 c). The S. bunalchamber was completely empty. In tbe N.-W. chamber
were two uninscribed pottery coffins placed s.de by s.de
the lids of which were -broken; the upper end of each
lid bears the shape of a human face. The coffin in
the S.-W- measures 6 ft 3 ins long and one ft 6 ms wide
fat chest) one ft wide (at feet ). Both coffins contained
mummies (PL LXH, fig- 14 ajb; H . LXII1, fig. 14
that in the S.-W. coffin w: s covered by a bead net and bad
four amulets representing the four sons of Horns : Hapy,
Imseti, Kebehsenwef and Duamütf, and a faïence scarab and
its two wings were found on the right breast (Pi. LXIV, fig.
15
a,b).The amulets were perforated so as to permit their
attachment to the bead net covering the whole body.
The mummy is 5 ft 4 ins long, one ft wide (at chest);
it lay on its back, the face turned upwards. The two arms
were put on the chest, the right hand over the left. This
is the mummy of a man. The other mummy is 5 ft 2
ins long and one ft 2 ins wide (at chest). Nothing was
found with it.
Tombs
Nos.10-24 are similar, and simple in architec
tural style, in the sense that each is a rectangular pit without
a chamber. Nothing was found therein (PL LXV, figs. 16,17).
Tomb No. 25 (Pis. LXXXIIl, LXVI, fig. 18 a,b,
LXVI1, fig- 18 c, d , LXVITI, fig- 18 e, O H ) is built o f
mud brick, measuring 27 ft 8 ins long and 22ft wide.
Its entrance is in the east, and measures 6 ft 8 ins in length,
with three steps leading to an entrance doorway also
constructed of mud brick, 3 ft 4 ins high and 3 ft wide. The
doorway leads to a small hall 8 ft 4 ins long and 10 ft wide.
In its N. wall is an entrance to a burial-chamber (A) measuring 22 ft long and 7 ft 10 ins wide and 6 ft 8 ins high. In its
S wall are two entrances leading to two other burialchambers : one (B) is 10 ft long, 5 ft 8 ins wide and 6 ft 8 ins

high the other (C)10 ft long,5 ft 8 ins wide, and 6 ft 8ins high.
In the S w a l l of the burial-chamber (B) is an entrance to
another burial-chamber (D), 11 ft in length, 6 ft 4 ms m
width and 6 ft 8 ins in height. Burial-chamber (E) has
its entrance in the S. wall of the hall , it is 11 ft in length,
9 ft 8 ins in width and 6 ft 8 ins in height. Here were
found fragments of a wooden coffin and a pottery coffin
as well as faience
ushabti-figurines and wooden dolls
(PL LXIX, fig. 19). In chamber (C) was an uninscribed
pottery coffin, the lid missing (PL LXIX, fig- 20). This
coffin is 5 ft 8 ins long. Burial-chamber (E) yielded a
wooden coffin very badly preserved, measuring 6 ft 8 ins
long and 2 ft 8 ins wide (PL LXX, fig. 21). Very fragile
fragments of its lid bear funerary formulae and scenes of
divinities such as Anubis, executed in black ink on a
gesso surface (PI. LXX, fig. 22
E xcavations were then shifted to the north o f the ro a d
to the migration villages in the west.
An orca (ß) of 4320 sq. yd was excavated, but only
one simple tomb (Nc. 26) was uncovered, not far from
the previously excavated site (PL XLVI). It is a rectangular
pit measuring 6 ft 8 ins in length and 2 ft 4 ins in width
and contained three smashed mummies (PLLXXI fig.
23). Nothing was found with them.
The Coptic Cemetery (PL LXXI I)
On Feb. 17, 1966 work was shifted to the N.-E.
near the Mausoleum of Sheikh Mohammad el-Amu
and the cultivated land. An area of 72 sq. yd was excavat
ed, and a Coptic cemetery revealed (Pis. LXXI 11, LXXIV,
fig. 24
a-d).Many fragments of Coptic pottery were
found, with various Coptic decorations (Pis. LXXV,
fig. 25
a-c,LXXVÏ).
The cemetery is surrounded
by a mud-brick wall of which only 13 yd 1 ft were
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uncovered. In its middle is another wall oriented N./S.,
measuring 20 yd. Forty-two brick monuments were
found near-by daubed with lime and to the east of the
wall thirty-five more monuments.
Underneath each
monument lie two pits, each housing a body. TheE. of
the cemetery was reserved for children, and the W. for
men. It is noteworthy that the heads had been severed
from all the bodies. The upper part of the back of each
corpse leant against the W. side of the pit.

On it is inscribed the Cross (PI. LXXIX, fig. 30). In the
débris were found some pots (PL LXXX, fig. 31 a, b),
a bracelet of brown glass (PL LXXI, fig. 32), a decorated
bead of a horse (PL LXXXI, fig. 33 ), apparently part
of a missing vessel and pot bottoms decorated with crosses.
The remaining tomb-stones are similar, nothing was
found with them.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The excavations o f 1966 are

Description of Some Monuments
1. The first tomb-stone is a large monument made
of brick and daubed with lime, measuring 5 ft 4 ins in
length and 2 ft 8 ins in width. Its eastern side shews an
unidentified saint standing between two crosses and touch
ing them with his hands (PI. LXXVI1 fig. 26). Its S.
side shews a garment with two legs appearing irom it
(PI. LXXVIII, fig. 27). When this monument was raised,
two pits were found under it, in which were buried two
children, without shrouds. Nothing was found with them
(PI. LXXVIII, fig. 28).
2. The second tomb-stone is a large one. Under
it was a small pit containing the skeleton of a child with
nothing deposited with it.
3. The third tomb-stone is also a large one of brick
and mud brick, 6 ft 8 ins long and 6 ft 8 ins wide,
too. Under it were two pits : one in the north, the other
in the S. (PL LXXIX, fig. 29); they contained human
skeletons and a skull, to the W. of which is a damaged stela
of sandstone with a part missing. W hat is left measures 1 ft
3 ins in length, 1 ft 2 ins in width and 2.3 ins in thickness.

regarded as the
c o n tin u a tio n of those of previous seasons (PI. LXXXI I).
2. Some tombs were dug in the mud layer as far down
as the sand ; others were pits with their sides lined with
mud brick and with vaulted roofs.
3. Some tombs had one single burial ; others more
than one.
4. Some mummies were put in pottery coffins ; others
in inscribed wooden coffins, which very likely point to
the Late Period. Both kinds of coffins were found smashed
in many cases, owing to the action of bulldozers.
5. The poor quality of mummification proves that
it was a vast popular and middle class cemetery for men
and women.
6. As far as the Coptic Cemetery is concerned, a
Coptic tomb consisted of a brick tomb-stone, sometimes
painted, covering a single pit or a double pit with burials.
D e H. S.
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A PRIVATE BATH DISCOVERED
AT KÎMÂN-FÂRIS, FAYÜM
BY

FOAD YACOUB

This bath was discovered (together with some other
baths) in 1964, by the Department of Antiquities. It is a
Roman private bath, attached to one of the houses in the
town of Fayûm (Crocodilopolis, named the Arsinoite
home during the reign of Ptolemy II “Philadelphus
after his wife’s death and deification, about 270 b .c .)
The outer walls of the bath are of clay, while the inner,
surrounding walls are of brick. The average height of
the walls is about 70.0 cm. The walls are coated with
plaster, but only that on the eastern wall of part A is
well preserved.
The entrance to the bath is situated in the east, and is
83.0 cms. wide. There is a trace of a limestone threshold.
The bath consists of two parts, and the entrance leads into
part A
(Seig
f 1), which is paved with pink plaster, and
measures 2.85 x 1.20 m. This part was used as the
“tepidarium ” , the intermediate room between the outer
air and the heated bath.
From part A, one enters the inner part B. through an
entrance 57.0 cm. in width. This .inner part is also paved
with plaster. Part B is a rectangular room, measuring
3.20 X 2.18 m., and at the northern side are two basins
in the form of armchairs joined together, C. (Foot-baths).
Both are built of brick and coated with cement. Each
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basin measures 100.0 cm long and 54.0 cm. wide A slab
of limestone at the base of the back, was used as a seat for
the bathers. It measures 7.0 cm. thick, and the height of
the back is about 50 cm. In each basin is a small, round
cavity, 21.0 cm. in diam., where the waste water collected,
and was emptied by means of a dipper. The foot-baths
are very well preserved, and are similar to those in the
public baths, discovered in this site.
About 48 cm. to the west of the two foot-baths
mentioned above, is a small, rectangular basin of brick, D .
It measures 53.0x46.0 cm. on the inside, and is 50.0 cms.
deep. It is coated with plaster on all sides. In its eastern
side is a round opening, 3.5 cm. in diam, used to drain
waste water from the basin. (Fig. 2.)

T?ig. 2.—Part tkB” with its foot baths
and the basin “ D ,r

[2]

To the north, under the floor of part B, between the
foot-baths C. and the basin D, is a brick vault, measuring
75 X 57 cm., and extending 63.0 cm. to the south, under
the floor. Traces of fire and ashes were found here, showing
that it was used as a furnace for heating the bath-water
(Fig. 4). At the same time, it served as a kind of hypocaust
for the radiation of hot air into part B, which was the
caldarium of the bath.
This bath is in a very good condition, compared
with other private baths discovered in the same site.
F oad Y acoxjb

■Part “ A ” and Part “ B ”

In the southern wall of part A is a brick vault, E,
leading to a water-pipe of pottery. It carried the waste
water of the bath to the water-pipe outside the bath
(Fig. 3).
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EXCAVATIONS IN THE DESERT ROAD
AT DAHSHUR
BY

M. BASTA

The desert road, which begins near the western side
of the Pyramid of Pepy II, was first discovered in 1887 by
Prof. F. Petrie. In his book, A Season in
, he
mentioned” ... I found, moreover, another road, marked
in a different way, by lines of gravel swept up on either
side of it, and leading to the Oasis of Amon, or Siwa, or
as the Arabs said, to Tunis” . He also stated : “This
road differs from the Fayoum road in not having any
distance m arks.” Thus, it is quite clear that none of the
seven stelae which were discovered in our time were
known to Petrie. Furthermore, the traces of the Fayoum
road and its block distance marks, mentioned by Petrie,
are now lost in modern tracks.
Our recently discovered stelae escaped destruction
by having been thrown in pits, which were later covered
by wind borne sand.

Petrie gave a brief description of the road, from its
beginning in the plain of the pyramids to an uncertain
distance but it is quite clear that he did not follow the
road very far, as he did not show in his plan the limestone
blocks, except in three places.
After Petrie, no researches were made in this road
until Dr. Goedicke reported(1) that in the spring of
Ci) Mitteilungen des deutschen Archaiologischen Instituts. Band 185pp. 26-47*
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M useum , to g e th e r w ith the stela w hich w as also trans-

1957 Mr. Elmar Gamper, the First Secretary of the Austr
ian Embassy, noticed this road while wandering in the
Western Desert, and discovered some pieces of limestone
there. He informed the Antiquities Dept, and received
permission to make a study of the road. A description of the
road, with details o f its width, length, and the positions of
two stelae, are accurately mentioned in his article. He
ex p ec ted that other stelae might be found if further excava
tions were made in some spots along the road. My excava
tions in 1963 proved his anticipations to be correct, because
I found four more stelae in these spots ; one at a distance
of two kilometres west of the Pyramid of Pepy II, the
second at five kilometres from the same pyramid, the
third at about eight kilometres, and the fourth at about
eighteen kilometres from the pyramid.
Refering to the Inspectorate files, I found that the
late Mr. Zakaria Goneim, Curator of Sakkara (1951-1958)
wrote a report on the road, after a hasty inspection on
June 3rd, 1957. He mentioned that he had inspected
the road, and that its direction ran from east to west,
beginning from a spot near the Pyramid of Pepy II.
The borders c f the road still retain some pieces of limestone
in different parts, and that he expected that the limestone
blocks scattered on both borders might be stelae dating
back to the era of King Psamtek I, since a complete stela
of that King was previously found on this road. Mr.
Zakaria did not mention anything about the remarks of
Dr. Goedicke.
When I was appointed Inspector of Saqqara, I trans
ported the two stelae, previously discovered on the road,
to the Cairo Museum. That was in May and September,
I960. They are now in the Court to the west of the

p o rte d there in July, 1956.

In 1963 I requested the authorities to finance me
with the necessary funds to make soundings on th e n ™ ,
in order to search for any remaining stelae. I dug o
the two borders of the road (PI. D from its beginning
„ear the Pyramid of Pepy II, to the point where tt n u t
the modern Cairo-Fayoum desert road. I also
soundings in the road itself, in order to make sure of every
part of it. The following are the results of these excavations :
Two kilometres to the west of the Pyramid of Pepy M,
I found a stela, but in a very bad condition Both the
stela and its pedestal were broken to pieces. It measures
216 cm. high, 70.0 cm. broad, and 46.0 cm. «tack.
The pedestal measures 134 cm. long, 87.0 cm. broad,
and 66.0 cm. high. Half of the stela is lost’ “ d ‘he
inscriptions are destroyed, except for a trace of the titles
of King Psamtek I. (Pis. H, HDHalf a kilometre to the west of the above-mentioned
stela and at about 200 m. to the south of the road, a pit
was ’discovered. It was dug in the gravel, and cased
with limestone. (PL IV). The pit measures 175 cm. long,
165 cm. wide, and 50.0 cm. deep. It contained nothing ex
cept some bones, and remains of the bandages of a mummy.
N o doubt it was a grave, but for whom, we cannot say.
Was it a grave for a guard of the road, or for a traveller .
Three kilometres to the west of the first stela, the
excavations revealed the remains of another stela which
had been completely destroyed. But we found a small
piece of it, bearing a relief of Ho: us the falcon.
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The Text on the Lower Part. (See Pi- VI)

At a distance of about eight kilometres to the west
of the Pyramid of Pepy II, we discovered a third stela.
It had been thrown, with its pedestal, in a pit dug in the
gravel. When discovered, it was lying on the inscribed
face. On its back, which was first seen, there are some
Greek letters (?), reading :

Translation :
Col. 1 : f of
iof. . Col. 2 : “ This, upon the western mountain . . . ”
Col. 3 : “ Western (desert) like the Sun Disk; he put
it (or him) on what belongs to him (or them)

NIKOCTPAT Q*? Ä

Col. 4 : “ (His Majesty came, or went out ?) to look
at (5) everything which His Majesty adored ; after t h a t . ..

Dimensions •'

Col. 5 : " His Majesty amused himself in looking
at his armies (doing it.)”
Col 6 : "After that, the land was content by smiting
its enemies. Egypt. .
- - •
Col 7 : As it should be correctly done, nourished?
( pjt), equipped?, stretched on it

142 cm. high, 109 cm. broad, and 64.0 cm. thick.
Fortunately, the face of this stela bears the remains of
seven vertical lines of hieroglyphs. The upper part bears
the titulary and two cartouches of King Psamtek I,
executed in relief, (Pis. V, VI).

(Right side):

[8]
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The Text on the Upper Part : (See PI. VI)

Commentary :

Translation :

It is clear that the first line of the text is the continuation
of some other text, presumably upon another stela,
unfortunately now completely destroyed

“Bhdt.,the Great God, Lord of Heaven.
^ W 3 dytw
o f Dep and P e(2\ Mistress of the Great
House12(3) , may she give life. The Son of R e ,
Psamtek, may he live forever” .
(Left

hdt,Bthe Great God, Lord of
Nhbt, the White One of
Mistress of the
“Pr-nsr " T
. he King of Upper and Lower Egypt,
W
A
-ibR
\may he live forever”.
:side)

(1) Contrary to what is usually known, Widyt is condsidered here as the Goddess
of Upper Egypt.
(2) The two sacred towns of Lower Egypt.
(3) The name of the Pre-dynastic national shrine of Upper Egypt, as Hierakonpolis.
(t) “Ce nom parait avoir servi a designer les sanctuaries de deux lo^lités consacres
spécialem ent au Culture du dieu Horus” . Gauthier,
Vol. Ill, p. 60.

;

In spite of the condition of the text, it is evident th at
it refers to a battle in the Western Desert against invaders
who were attacking Egypt, but were smitten and overcome
by King Psamtek I, who restored the land to peace and
contentment. This meaning coincides with the texts on
the three stelae published by Dr. Goedicke.
At a distance of about eleven kilometres from the
Pyramid of Pepy II we found the fourth stela. It was
transferred to the Cairo Museum on May 18th 1960,
and was published (without permission ! ) by Dr.
Goedicke. (PI. VII).
3

m
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Three kilometres beyond the fourth stela, a fifth one
was found, and transferred to the Cairo Museum on
September 17th, 1960. It was also published by Dr.
Goedicke. (PI. VIII).

proofs. Petrie thought that the road extended until Siwa,
or even Tunis. But as there is no further trace of the road
after this supposed place of the barracks, we cannot

[6]

Excavations around some stone foundations near
the last mentioned two stelae produced no results ; they
may be considered as having been a guard’s shelter.
A sixth stela was found about eighteen kilometres to
the west of the Pyramid of Pepy II. It also had been
intentionally thrown, with its pedestal, into a pit. This
stela measures 185 cm. high, 97.0 cm. broad and 44.0
cm. thick. It had been burned in the past, and bears
clear traces of fire. However, the cartouche of King
Psamtek can be easily read, as well as part of his titulary,
and the beginning of the first column of the text. (Pis.
IX, X) :
“ . . . to His Majesty eternally those who accompany
them ” .
It is worth mentioning that all the stelae found had
been thrown in pits, purposely dug to contain them and
their pedestals. In my opinion that was done by the
Libyans, who apparently wished to hide the records of
their defeat by King Psmatek I. This could have happened
when corruption dominated the country after the Saitic
era, perhaps in the Persian time.
In conclusion, I must mention that excavations were
made at the far west end of the road, where the surface
of the ground is covered with pot sherds : but without any
results. Dr. Goedicke expected to find here more antiquities,
which would illuminate our researches, but unluckily,
nothing was found. His supposition that there may have
been barracks at this spot, is acceptable, although it lacks

Petrie’s theory.
Speaking of the prosperous condition of Libya in the
late period, Dr. Ahmed Fakhry states'11 : “S iw a flourished
in that period, and soon became one of the chief caravan
stations and link between the Sudan, N orth Africa and
the interior of Egypt, because the routes o f the caravans
connected
it with
Memphisand
Dr. Fakhry also notes that on his way back from
Siwa to Memphis'25 Alexander the Great took a desert
road, via Karet-umm-el Soghaeyyaer and El Moghara,
that took about a fortnight to cover. Dr. Fakhry also
points out the unchanging character of the desert roads
“ Since they were first used in the remote ages, millions
of men and animals have trodden them, and so in the
course of time, they were marked upon the face of the
desert.
These quotations show that desert routes between
Siwa Oasis and Memphis were known since very ancient
times. Was our desert road, with the stelae of Psamtek I, one
of these roads ? Or was it a road leading to another
route, which in turn led to Siwa ? It is difficult to give a
decisive opinion on this problem, as our efforts failed to
find any extension of that road beyond the high spot
supposed to have been barracks. It is quite possible that
this road, bordered by gravel, leads only to the barracks,
from where began the caravan road to the Oasis.
acc ep t

Tanta,

D
ecem
ber7, 1965

(i) Siwa Oasis, p. 27.
(5> Ibid, p. 40.
<3) Bakria Oasis, p. VIIL
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PI. Il

The first Stela very near to
the pyramid of Pepi II
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PL V

The third stela found 8 kilometres west of Pep II pyramid

PL VI

PL Vili

Text on the sixth stela

A BRONZE HOARD AT ATHRIBIS
BY

IBRAHIM

KAMEL

Introduction :

During April 1963, the Antiquities guardian at Tell
A th rib (1) reported the discovery of some bronze statuettes
during construction work by the Benha Council. Procee
ding to the spot, I found a pit, 2 m. deep, at the bottom
of which were a great number of statuettes, looking like
a corroded lump of bronze, mixed with wet mud. They
appeared to be statuettes of some deities. They were
handed to Mr. Abdel Latif Erfan, of our Chemical Labo
ratory, who was able to restore them to a fairly good
condition.
A few pieces of the hoard are of coarse work, b u t the
majority are well-modelled forms of the God Harpocrates
of Athribis, and of the Goddess Isis.
The hoard consisted of fifty-five pieces, and the
statuettes were registered at Zagazig Inspectorate under
Nos. 442 to 496, according to the serial numbers given
to the pieces of the hoard, at the time of their discovery.
Description and Classification :
Plates Nos. I to IX show the different forms of the
statuettes found. Most of them are of the god Harpocrates
in the form of a boy, standing or sitting, and wearing
the various Pharaonic crowns, or the usual headdresses (i)
(i) Athribis, or
Egypt.

^

^

© . was the capital o f the Xth Nome of Lower

See Porter and Moss, Bibliography, Vol. IV. p. 65, 66.
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o f other deities. In most pieces he is shown wearing the
side-lock of youth, and suck ing the finger of his right
hand. The height of the figures varies from 9.0 cm. to
14 0 cm. ; a few have a loop for suspension at the back.
The goddess Isis is shown, either standing with
both arms at her sides, or with the right placed upon
her breast, or seated, and suckling her son Horus. In
each example she wears the lunar disk and co w ’s horns
upon her head. I give here a shortlist of the different
forms found :
1. Nos. 442. 452, 455, 460, 484, 488, 492. The god
Harpocrates, seated or standing. He wears the uraeus

upon the forehead, but has no other headdress.
2Nos. 443, 447, 449, 459, 463, 466, 467, 469, 471,

475 478 480, 485, 486, 487. Harpocrates, seated or
standing,’ and wearing the Double Crown, “S ekh em tr.
3. Nos. 445, 448, 450, 451, 453, 456, 457, 461, 462,
A il 474 477 The god Harpocrates seated or standing,
and weiring the s o ile d "late compound crown,”
(or “Triple Crown”)

7. Nos. 458, 489. Harpocrates in the form of the god
Amon, with the pair of plumes,
upon his head.
8. No. 479 perhaps represents Harporcrates in the
form of the goddess Renunet (?). He is shown with the
head of a uraeus-serpent projecting from a heavy wig.
9. Nos. 465, 468, are figures of the goddess Isis,
standing, and wearing the disk and cow s boms. There
is a loop for suspension at the back.
10. Ncs. 454, 481, 482, 483 re p re s e n t the goddess Isis,
seated, and suckling her son Horus.

11. No. 493 is a group of nine bronze stands, on
which are the feet of statuettes. Seven of these stands
are inscribed in hieroglyphs
(SPis. XI, XII, X II
12. No. 494 is a group of uninscribed stands, bearing
parts of seats.
13 . Nos. 495, 496 are “Aegis” amulets.

The first
has a human head, wearing the Double Crown. The
second is a crowned, animal-headed aegis. Both have
ring at the back for suspension.

4 Nos 464, 476. The god Harpocrates, standing on

a smalt pedestal, wearing the Blue Crown, “
5 Nos. 444, 491.

The god Harpocrates in the form
of the god Atum. In No. 444 he is standing, and wears
the uraeus, but no headdress, and holds a stan (now
missing). No. 491 represents the same god Atum in the
form of an ichneumon.
6. Nos. 446, 470, 473, show Harpocrates in the form
of the god Khonsu, with the full and crescent moon
upon his head.

Remarks :
(a) Nos. 446, 447, 476, 477, 487, 489 are inscribed on
all four sides of the stands. Pis. X I and X II show these
inscriptions under the registration numbers given here.
The formulae begin from the right-hand corner of the
front of the pedestal, and continues to the left. The god
is always referred to as
great god, Lord of Egypt” , or
given life” .

|

“ H arPocrates the
Harpocrates,
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... Nos 443,478 have incised inscriptions on two sides
of Ä
n

s / h n t

these are now ^

vjo 489 is Horus Khenti-khati,

JZ*.«

D1 H ’
™

“ “

' 1

to the same god.
(J) No 463, which represents Harpocrates standing,
has t

figure of a small kneeling person, fixed

stand, m front of th g

ptolemaic times, or

W The ’■0ard, See The late form of Harpocrates»’
perhaps a little earlier.
to theSe, with his finger
u su a lly s h o w s himm a^nnl
sta tu e tte s permit me
t ^ n - e ^ c i s e

dating than that.

[ 5]

From the scientific point of view, it is essential for the
Antiquities Dept, to control the whole ancient area o f
Athribis. Fixed points, A, B, C, D are marked around
the area, (as shown in the accompanying map) and a
decree has recently been issued to prevent any un
authorised digging in this marked area.
The Great Temple :
To know exactly the position of the Great Temple
of Horus at Athribis, we have to examine the finds made,
until now, in the area between the modern autostrade
and the Coptic Cemetery, and which is bound on the west
by the Nile. The four maps(1>, scale
sheets 3-M,
2-N, 3-N and 3-0, help to indicate these sites precisely.
Omitting these finds which date to the Roman Period,
the remainder is as follows :
(a) The triad of Ramesses I F ’

The Position of the Hoard •
(b)The “Treasure of Athribis (Le trésor d ’Athribis)(
. - V, these statuettes were found lies
The site in w
^of Ramesses II, which has
(c)
Large sandstone blocks, which were seen during
80.0 m . n o rth -w e s t of
^ original place. The site is
the XIXth centuryw.
now been set uprig
modern Autostrade. The
(d)Fragments of a sandstone statue of a lion(5).
aiso 50.0 m. - been cultivated since many years, and some
wl°le aiea ha
below the subterraman water.
(e) Some blocks from a Ramesside tomb(6).
( / ) The ancient quay, which was seen during the
XIXth century(7).

tructed around the position of the n
. , . tho e x a c t s p o t in w h ich th e b ro n z e
in order to point
ouUhee^
^ map of

statuettes were fou ,
N o. 32, according to
Benha,® marking the new pi
J
finds ftom
the numbers of the records of the pr
Tell-Athribis.
(2 ) Dabrawski,

__
A n n . S e r v .,

LV1I, p.

_______ -—

CD Engelbach, Ann. Serv., XXV, p. 181.
(2) Op. Cit. XXVI, p. 178-185 ; Gauthier, Ann. Serv., XXI, p. 211-213.
(3) Habachi, Mitteil. des Deutsch. Inst Band 15, 1957, Teil, p. 74; Engelbach,
Ann. Serv., XXIV, p. 181-185. ris. I-IV.
(4) Brugsch ; Recueil des Monuments Egyptiens, I-II, p. 18-19.
(*23456) The statue was in situ until 1961, when it was transported to the Egyptian
Museum.
(6) Gauthier, Ann. Serv., XVI, p. 17.
(?) Jomard, Description de VEgypte, ch. XXII, p. 3.
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One

m ay b e a

a b o u t th e ex a c t
little s u sp e c t^ ^ ^ re a l evidence

o f th e h o d s d a n d

!b ou t their originai P“^

e ,as
“ he vicimty ; but there is »»

_

i n

(a)A limestone block, measuring 63.0 x 32.0 cm. ;
height : 20.0 cm. One side bears parts of four vertical
m a y h av e lines
beenof incised hieroglyphs, apparently a speech by the
god Amon-Re, as follows :

tr a n s p o r te d f r o » ‘
p o s itio n s o f a , b ÿ
£
d o u b t a t all a b o u t th e o S
f o n g in a l p ' « * ’
T h e sandstone b lo c k s c w ere ^
r f ^ h e r ® , also

d u r in g the X lX th cen tu ry .

,

^

F ro m these fo u r fixed P ° 'n t^ ®
• „ f o r th e a n c ie n t T em p le of H o t

Îo w n ty

a t A tb n b is , as
^ b ere

th e d o tte d

th e e a s t, w hile

According to
the quay was on the w est.^^

wete on the nor
the s u b je c t o f th

a to u g h

^

^

of the Tbmple
btonze hoar ,

icle> was found,

I brahim K amel

tW es

The statuettes bearing ‘^

cf their

“ “ ghrings to the patron
in the magazines of

owners, had been ^
god of the Nome, and w
Temple-

Other Inscribed Blocks *
;nscribed blocks,w
! have mentioned thatTwo o t t o >f ^
t e fow
«, b (Pi, X) were four. ^
'OTOiiB-d level*

20.0 m . to the s
il

the Triad o f R am esses H___ —------—

(b)A limestone block, measuring 66.0 x 72.0 cm,
and 14.0 cm. thick. It seems to be part of the casing
for one of the walls of the Temple, and is broken into*
two pieces. The inscriptions mention the god H orus
and one of the Shoshenk kings of the X X II net
Dynasty.*n

y iv p. 66-68,
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PI. IV

463
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464

466

PL VI

PL Vili

PL X

V

(a).—A limestone block with
inscriptions adddressed to Amon.

(è). — A limestone block with
the names o f Shoshenk.
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A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE
EXCAVATIONS AT TURA, 1963 - 64
BY

ALI EL-KHOULI

Building operations in the Tura Cement Factory in
1955 revealed to the Departm ent of Antiquities that part
o f the area had ancient remains below the surface. Con
sequently, excavation was undertaken with the assistance
o f the Cement Co. so that the site could be cleared for
future industrial development. Much of the earlier work
on the site was done by Egyptologists of the Department
o f Antiquities, who will publish their results separately.
My own connection with this important work began in
1963, when I was instructed to direct the excavations from
Tomb 131
(SeGeneral plan PI. I). Although ravaged by
ancient plunderers the necropolis is of considerable impor
tance, particularly in connection with research in the archaic
period of Egyptian history. Funerary remains of various
periods were disocovered, ranging from the First Dynasty
to Roman times, and in the following short report
I have described some examples of the tombs of different
periods. A detailed account of these burials at Tura,
which number over four hundred, will be published at a
later date.

1

ARCHAIC PERIOD
Tomb 186 (PI. II).
This tomb of the Archaic period was completely
plundered and re-used in Roman times, when two stone
sarcophagi were placed in it. It consists of a large rectan
gular pit with a descending stairway on the north side.
A t the bottom of the pit is a room built of mud brick which
must have originally contained the burial. (PL VII A).

\
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The important feature of this tomb is a small pit situated
on the west side of it and marked on the map as 191. (Pk I)
This would appear to be an offering pit belonging to it, and
fortunately it bad escaped the attention of the plunderers.
In it was a box of unbaked clay measuring 48 X 36 X 19 cms.
(Pis. V ili, IX) Inside were the skeletons of two birds, and
miniature votive red ware pots. Below were three unbaked
clay figures of bound captives, shown on Plate X.
Fortunately, although in very fragile condition I was able to
preserve these unique objects with the aid of paraffin wax.
Tomb6 (PI. III).
This small intact tomb of the Archaic Period was
located by one of my predecessors. It consists of a bricklined pit of two compartments, one for the burial and the
other for the funerary furniture (PI. VII B). The root of the
burial chamber was originally of tim ber beams and planks,
traces of which were still preserved, and the magazine was
covered with vaulted brickwork. In the burial chamber
was the contracted skeleton lying on the left side, with the
head to the north. With it were six alabaster dishes,
and in the magazine six wine and two sealed food jars
The rather slim wine jars suggest a date towards the end of
the First Dynasty or perhaps even a little later. ( See PI. ).
Tomb 252 (PI. IV)
This small intact tomb is typical of the shelf-type of
the end of the First Dynasty. Brick walls resting on
a shelf cut in the sides of the rectangular pit probaby
originally supported a wooden roof.
e s ee
,
owner lay in a contracted position on the left side, wi
the head to the north. With it were two tubular vases
three dishes and a bowl, all of alabaster, and on the south
shelf of the tomb were three red ware pottery food vessels.
See PI. X I I A and X I B.
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Tomb 249 (PI. V).
Although plundered and completely empty, this large
tomb is unique in its architectural interest. A rectangular
brick superstructure covers a stairway substructure consist
ing of a stonelined burial chamber and two magazines
one each side of the stairway entrance passage - a design
typical of the end of the First Dynasty. The burial was
protected by double stone portcullis gates dropped down
grooves cut in the brickwork of the walls of the
stairway and entrance passage. The burial chamber was
roofed with stone slabs.
{SePI. X II B.)
M IDDLE KINGDOM
The usual type of burial belonging to the period of
the Middle Kingdom consists of a rectangular pit, on
average 2.00m. long, 0.70m. wide and 1.00m. deep. The
skeleton lies in an extended position on its back, with the
head to the north. Pottery offerings were placed in a
corner of the burial pit, but there appears to have been
no fixed rule with regard to their position.
In some of the richer graves of this period the pit
is cut much deeper, and contains a limestone sarcophagus.
(See PI. XIII).
ROMAN

PERIOD

Most of the burials of this period were intrusive, and
were placed in the pits of earlier burials. The mummy
with arms crossed on the breast was placed in the typical
stone sarcophagus of the period. All were orientated
head west. (PI. XIV
B),

P). I
[4]
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At the north end of the Tura necropolis the remains
of a brick paved road of the Roman period was uncovered
during the excavations, for a distance of nearly 28 metres.
(PI. VI). Covering the tombs of the necropolis, the road,
which is 2.60m. wide and 0.80m. thick, leads towards the
quarries, and it is to be hoped that it can be traced to
its origin during the course of further work on the site
(PI. XIV A).
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BERICHT ÜBER DIE ARBEITEN IN DEN
GRÄBERN DER QUBBET EL HA WA
BEI ASSUAN 1961 UND 1962 "
VON

ELMAR EDEL

Zur allgemeinen Orientierung über die Numerie
rungssysteme in den Gräbern der Qubbet el Hawa erscheint
es zweckmässig, einige Erklärungen vorauszuschicken.
Sowohl in der oberen wie in der unteren Gräberreihe gibt
es bisher drei verschiedene Zählweisen. In der oberen
Reihe numerierte der erste Ausgräber, General Sir Francis
Grenfell, die ihm bekannten Gräber mit den Zahlen 25
( Mhw) bis 36 (
tI.), wobei er vorsichtigerweise
pw
Sì-m
die Zahlen 1 bis 24 freihielt für etwaige südlich von
Grab Nr. 25 noch zu findende Gräber. Aus mir unbe
kannten Gründen hat er freilich eine grosse Anzahl da
zwischen liegender Gräber gar nicht mitgezählt, obwohl
sie ihm zumindest zu einem Teil zugänglich gewesen sein
müssen. Da diese Grenfellnummern auf der Front der
Gräber mit arabischen und europäischen Ziffern in
sehr haltbarer schwarzer Farbe aufgepinselt sind, habe ich
diese Nummern in meinem Plan und bei der Beschriftung
etwaiger Fundobjekte beibehalten, wobei ich die Lücken
der Numerierung durch Zusatzbuchstaben des Alphabets
ausfüllte. So gab ich beispielsweise einem 1905 von Lady
Cecil freigelegten Grab zwischen den Grenfellgräbern Nr.
26 und 27 einfach die Nr. 26a. de Morgan hat dagegen in
seinem Plan Général die Gräber 25 - 36 fortlaufend von 1
(1) Der Vorbericht über die Arbeiten in den Jahren 1959 und 1960 erschien
in den AS AE 57 (1962).

[4]
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de Morgan auf seinem Plan Général in seinem Catalogue
des onuments I S. 142 zwischen den Gräbern B 1 (Sbk.° ^ f a n _S' 195^ und B 2
; Morgan S.
h a ti
k5 ° rtlaUfenden N r- 29 verzeichnet hat. Ich
hatte auch bereits erwähnt, dass Morgan versehentlich
u f S 197 statt des Planes des Grabes B 2
den Plan dieses 8-Pfeilergrabes gegeben hat. Im Frühjahr
1961 legte ich nun dieses 8-Pfeilergrab frei, das nach de
Morgan unterhalb von Grab N r 30« liegen musste.
Es enthielt leider keine Inschriften in der Kultkammer
und auch nicht auf der Aussenfront, wie ich erhofft hatte,
so dass de Morgan recht hatte, wenn er ihm keine
B-Nummer zugebilligt batte. Wie schon erwähnt hat er
ja nur den Gräbern mit Inschriften A-Nummern (in der
oberen Gräberreihe) bzw. B-Nummern (in der unteren
Gräberreihe) gegeben.
Obwohl das 8-Pfeilergrab (de Morgan Nr. 29 = Edel
Nr. 92) keine Inschriften in der Kultkammer aufwies,
konnte sein Besitzer dennoch festgestellt werden und zwar
mit Hilfe der zahlreichen beschrifteten Töpfe, die sich
1962 bei der Öffnung der Schächte fanden. So fanden
wir bei der Freilegung des Grabes verworfen vor dem
Eingang im Sand allein schon 22 beschriftete Töpfe ;
im Schacht I (Südschacht) weitere 29, in der Sargkammer
des Schachts II gar 104 und im Schacht IV 27. Den
Schacht III wagte ich wegen seiner Gefährlichkeit leider
nicht zu öffnen. Im Südschacht (I) fand sich unter 29
beschrifteten Töpfen allein zehnmal ein smr-w'tj
htp als Stifter von Töpfen erwähnt. In ihm ist also
mit grosser Wahrscheinlichkeit der Sohn, und zwar der
älteste Sohn, des in diesem Schacht (I) Bestatteten zu sehen.
T ».
(Vu
G rab 6ineS FÜrSten U qi4h 3US der 12‘ b a s t i e , dessen Statue sich vor einigen
Jahrzehnten auch auf der Insel Elephantine gefunden hat.

tò]

Verschiedentlich nennt er sich Jp j z* smr-w'tj
htp
“Jpfs Sohn, der Einzigartige Freund
”,
wobei diese
Jp j eine Dame sein muss, da Sbk-htp ver
schiedentlich auch z3.s "ihr Sohn” genannt wird. Nun ist
Schacht I sicherlich für eine Frau bestimmt, denn auf
dem Boden des (ausgeplünderten) Schachts fand sich ein
Kupferspiegel, der zu einem Frauenbegräbnis passt. Also
werden wir zunächst annehmen dürfen, dass in Schacht I
die Dame Jp j, die M utter des Sbk-htp, lag. Dazu passt
auch, dass sich noch andere Kinder der Jpj, (und auch
Enkel !) in diesem Schacht durch ihre Töpfe verewigt haben.
Nun finden wir auf einem Topf in diesem Frauenbegräbnis
auch einen Würdenträger namens
smr-w tj
Jj-n-hnt‘Siegler des unterägyptischen Königs, Einzigartiger
Freund
Jj-nht". Das Nächstliegende ist es wieder
anzunehmen, dass dieser Mann ihr Gatte und der Vater
des
Sbk-htp war, denn er steht gerade eine Rangstufe
höher als dieser (vermutlich älteste) Sohn. In einzigartig
schönerWeise kommen uns nun hier zwei Töpfe aus Schacht
III des Grabes Nr. 98
3Stt-k3) « zu Hilfe mit
(Jj-sm
der Aufschrift
Jj-n-hnt zJpj
3 sbei de
Vater
undMutter des Stiftenden angegeben werden - ein
Fall, der mir bei unseren Töpfen jetzt erstmalig begegnete :
"Des
Jj-n-hntund der
Jpj Sohn, der ‘Freund’ ”
Nun wurde mit einem Schlage auch folgende Ergänzung
einer Aufschrift möglich, die sich auf einem Topf des
Schachts I in Grab 92 gefunden hatte :
]
smr-w'tj
Sbk-htp ! In Schacht II ist wiederum unser
Sbk-htp gut vertreten, übrigens auch eine ganze Reihe
anderer Leute. D er Sei acht muss nun seinem Vater
Jj-n-hnt gehört haben, denn auf einem Topf steht
(i) Vgl. dazu

SE75 (1962) 37. 41.
A
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Stt-htp'Zisdiwtj-bjtj Jj-n-hnt jnj m pr
"FJmmei für
Stt-htp s Sohn, den Siegler des unterägyptischen
Königs
Jj-n-hnt; gebracht aus dem Hause deines (!) Sohnes
Sbk-htp-. Somit ist der Besitzer unseres 8-Pfeilerarabes
Nr. 92 bestimmt - übrigens der erste Fall dieser Art, bei
dem es ausschliesslich auf Grund der Töpfe möglich war,
Schächte bestimmten Personen zuzuweisen.
Ich erwähnte bereits die Beziehungen zwischen Grab
92 und 98, dem ganz in Vergessenheit geratenen Grab, das
einst Colonel Hclled Smith 1886 ausgegraben, und das
ich wiedergefunden und freigelegt hatte. Die Synchronis
men reichen aber noch weiter. In Grab 105
finden wir einen
smr-w'tjSbk-htp (MANN) jp j
(FRAU) "Einzigartiger Freund Sbk-htp, den die Jpj geboren
h a t” , der ganz sicher mit unserem Jpj
Sbkhtp
“Jpj’sSohn, der Einzigartige Freund
”
identisch ist, da auch andere Querverbindungen zwischen
Grab 92 und 105 nachweisbar sind.
Grab aber
nimmt wegen seiner vielen beschrifteten Töpfe, wie ich
bereits in meinem letzten Vorbericht S. 39 - 40 ausgeführt
habe, eine Schlüsselstellung ein. Er ist grob gesagt Zeit
genosse von
Mhw (Nr. 25), Ssbnj (Nr. 26), Hwjn-hnmw
(Nr. 102) und dem Gottessiegler Sbk-htp (Nr. 90), deren
Gräber zu den markantesten und wichtigsten Gräbern
der Qubbet el Hawa aus der 6. Dynastie gehören. Dank
den Töpfen von Nr. 92 kann nun also auch Grab 92 {sdì
wtj-bjtj Jj-n-hnt) und 98 mit seinen schönen farbigen Reliefs
dieser wichtigen Gruppe zugesellt werden.
Bevor ich weiter über die Funde anderer beschrifteter
Töpfe spreche, möchte ich kurz über die Schliessung der
Lücke zwischen Grab 90 (‘Gottessieglei ’ Sbk-htp) und 92
(Sieglerdes unterägyptischen Königs’ Jj-n-hnt) berichten.
m A S A E 57 (1962) 39.

m

Ich hatte in dieser Lücke die Existenz eines einzigen
Grabes [Nr.* 91] vermutet und daher dem eben bespro
chenen 8-Pfeilergrab die Nr. 92 gegeben. Tatsächlich
aber fanden wir 1962 ein 8-Pfeilergrab normaler Grösse
(90 c) und drei ganz unbedeutende kleine Gräber (90 a,
90 b, 91), von denen eines (90 b) noch dazu über 90 c
gelegen war :
90 b
90 a 90 c 91
Nicht einmal das grösste dieser Gräber, 90 c, wies
Inschriften auf. Es überraschte dadurch, dass ich in
ihm erstmalig einen Schacht fand, dessen Sargkammer
eine noch völlig intakte Bruchsteinvermauerung aufwies.
In der Sargkammer befanden sich zwei ineinander gestellte
Kastensärge aus Holz, deren Inschriften mit den üblichen
Totengebeten den Toten als einen
“Gottessiegler’ namens jjj
^
auswiesen. Die
Särge hatten zwar durch Ameisen gelitten, waren aber
doch bei weitem besser als alles, was ich sonst bisher ge
funden hatte, so dass die Inschriften ziemlich vollständig
kopiert werden konnten. Die Beigaben waren betrüblich
dürftig : eine Kopfstütze, ein Stock, ein Paar Sandalen,
alles aus Holz, und ausserdem 101 komplett erhaltene
Töpfe von ca. 11 cm Höhe, eines Typs, wie er für die
Aufbewahrung von Früchten oder Getreide sehr häufig
benutzt wird. Ich hatte solche Töpfe in Assuan erstmalig
im Grabe des tbbj (Nr. 109) angetroffen, wo allein
145 solcher Töpfe die Aufschrift
(wohl eine Getrei
deart) trugena). Von den 101 Töpfen dieser A rt (“/ " Töpfe ) trug nicht ein einziger eine Aufschrift. Nicht
einmal Topfverschlüsse und Fruchtreste fanden sich, so
dass die Töpfe leer mitgegeben worden sein dürften
Ich bin überzeugt, dass dieser Schacht es seiner höchst
( 1) Hier liegt einer der sehr wenigen Falle vor wn auf
7” L
erscheint, “für den” der Topf gestiftet wurde
, dem Topf der Name dessen
namen auf diesen Töpfen den8 Stifter.
' ? t tetS SOnSt bezeichnen Personen-
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Ausstattung verdankt, dass er nicht schon

nach dem Begräbnis ausgepbb^ert wurdeeinige Jahrzehnten*
crbachtfüllung einen
In Schacht II fanden wir in
••Herhaupt nicht
v -^ 1 • die Sargkammer war überhaupt i
Rinderscbadel ,
^ Vom Schacht aus z u g ä n g lic h ,
vermauert, sondernJ
*
schien zu passe„, dass die
Z u dieser einfacheren A," 8
^ ^ dnem Kasten
teuerste Ausrüstung, e
„schachtelten Särgen beund nicht aus zwei meina
, di den Toten ebenfalls
stand. Er wies die Totengebete auf, died
^
als "Gottessiegler” namens ^ J

^

dnes smr. wHj,

zierten. Er fuhrt jedoch nvi
K t ^
sß ut s0 gut
steht also um einen Gra
zu sehen
wie sicher, dass wir m
^ ^ i g l e r s ” geerbt
haben, von dem er das
KopfstUtze, einen Stock
hätte. Auch hier fanden
An Töpfen fanden
und ein Paar Sandalen bei
30
Töpfe ohne
wir in der Sargkammer nu
.
anderer Topf war vollInhalt und Aufschrift, a er ^ ^ offenbar im Hinblick
gefüllt mit weisem , fernem S 1 ’
lhjng mitgegeben
auf den
< î l L Fund aber bestand m
worden war.
e^.re
denen einer den Namen des
zwei beschrifteten Topfen,
hk-htp “Einzigartiger
Stifters
^ r ^ « u n d
der andere
Freund und Gottessieg er
.
wir den gleichen
nur den Namen
aufw js, m dem ^
^ ^ c_
Mann erblicken d” fen' bbesitzers, zeitlich bestimmt :
genauer der Sohn des G
" “ d’ anderer als der BeDer Stifter dieser T op fe l s t ■ ^
gleichen Namen und
sitzer von Giab Nr-- ,9 0’ ! h
Titel trägt. Damit is a

[9]
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Grab 90 c zeitlich in die
eingereiht. Das wird nun

Gruppe " f f 6f S“ ^
erhärtet, dass wir einen
wiederum dadurch
Schächten I und H
••Gottessiegler” M m » auch m

ries Snmr-Grabes (Nr. 105)™fanden,und zwarnichtweniger
“ elfmal! Während er bei der Auffindung dieser Töpfe
für uns zunächst nur ein Name war, kennen wir jetzt
also sogar sein Grab.
Die Hauptarbeit bestand in den Jahren 1960 und
1961 jedoch nicht in der Säuberung von Gräbern, sondern
in der Säuberung von Schächten in den schon bekannten
und zugänglichen Gräbern. Die Arbeit wäre in diesen
zumeist ausgeplünderten Schächten nicht sonderlich inter
essant gewesen, wenn sich nicht die Fundserie von beschrif
teten Töpfen fortgesetzt hätte, über deren Anfänge ich
bereits in meinem ersten Vorbericht einige Auskunft
gegeben habe. In diesem Bericht möchte ich nun eine
Übersicht über die Anzahl der bisher gefundenen beschrif
teten Töpfe geben, die im übrigen alle aus der zweiten
Hälfte der 6. Dynastie stammen :
Zahl der Töpfe mit
Jahr

Fruchtnamen
und
Personennamen

Fruchtnamen

Summe
Personennamen

I960

280

31

93

404

1961

193

25

35

253

1962

25

119

30

174

498

175

158

831

Summe

673
Töpfe
mit
Fruchtnam en

333
Tö p fe
mit
Personennam en

(i) In AS AE 57 (1962)40 habe ich diesen Namen bei der Aufzählung der Namen
von Topfstiftern im Grab des S n n w noch unerwähnt gelassen.
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Man sieht also, dass die Zahl der gefundenen beschrif
teten Töpfe in jedem folgenden Jahr abnahm. Nun
sind aber Töpfe mit Titeln und Personennamen wegen
der historischen Aufschlüsse, die sie gewähren, ungleich
interessanter als Töpfe, die nur Früchtenamen aufweisen
Eine Statistik, bei der die Zahlen der Töpfe mit Personen
namen addiert werden ohne Rücksicht darauf, ob 'die
betreffenden Aufschriften auch den Früchteinhalt der
Töpfe angeben (Addition der 3. und 4. Spalte der
obigen Übersicht) ergibt aber folgendes Bild :
Nur
Fiuchtnam en

Jahr

Personenname
m it oder ohne Fruchtnam en

Summe

I9 6 0

280

124

404

1961

193

60

253

25

149

174

1962

!
j

109
92

j
1

498

333

253

Jj-n-hnt

182

.

. .

178

102

Hwjn-hnmw

147

............................

Summe . . .

—

760

Interessant dürfte in diesem Zusammenhang auch
sein, dass die 253 beschrifteten Töpfe von Grab Nr. 109 in
einem einzigen Schacht gefunden wurden (Schacht I),
so dass dieser Schacht bis jetzt auch gleichzeitig als der
ergiebigste von allen Schächten zu gelten hat. Schlüs
selt man die Funde beschrifteter Töpfe nach Schächten
auf, so ergibt sich für die vier reichhaltigsten Schächte
folgendes Bild :
Name des Schachtinhabers

109/1

ib b j ...................

105/1 Ò

H w sn j

.

beschriftete Töpfe

253

. .

173

92/11

Jj-n-hnt

...............

104

92/1

j p j ....................................................

78

Summe . . .

Nicht besonders erfreulich ist es freilich, dass es
einige wenige Gräber sind, die die Hauptmasse der be
schrifteten Töpfe liefern. Die vier ergiebigsten Gräber
vereinten nämlich von diesen 831 Töpfen allein 760 auf
sich :

ib b j ............... ...
Snnw ....................

831

Mit anderen Worten : Trotz stetig abnehmender
Fundzahl der beschrifteten Töpfe war das Ergebnis des
letzten Jahres doch erfreulicher als das eines jeden vorher
gegangenen Jahres.

beschriftete Töpfe

105

Grab/Schacht

Summe

Name des Grabinhabers

—

608

Bei insgesamt 57 bis jetzt geöffneten Schächten ent
spricht die Menge von 831 gefundenen beschrifteten Töpfen
einem Durchschnitt von 14,6 beschrifteten Töpfen pro
Schacht. Da leider die Verteilung, wie wir sahen, recht

[12]
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extreme Häufungsspitzen zeigt, enthielten nur 20 von
diesen Schächten tatsächlich beschriftete Töpfe wobei hier
der Durchschnitt gleichauf 41,5 beschriftete Töpfe ansteigt.
Von den 333 Töpfen mit Personennamen (mit oder
ohne Nennung der gestifteten Frucht) konzentrieren sich
allein schon 270 auf folgende Gräber :
Name des Grabinhabers

Grab Nr.

Töpfe mit
Personennamen
118

92
Snnw

105

96

...............................................

56

109

270

—-

Summe . . ,

Ausschlaggebend für die Datierung eines Grabes ist
nun freilich nicht die Zahl der Töpfe mit Personennamen,
sondern die Zahl der durch die Töpfe nachgewiesenen
verschiedenen Stifter. Ein Schacht mit zwanzig Töpfen
mit dem gleichen Titel und Namen ergibt weniger Inform a
tion als ein Schacht m it nur zwei Töpfen von zwei
verschiedenen Stiftern. Was die Zahl der Stifter angeht,
so stehen hier folgende Schächte an der Spitze :
Ö
V
J-

kHViiVlJ

Schacht

A
JA

Name des Schachtinhabeis

105/IÒ

H w s n j ..............................................

. 09/1

i b b ] ...................................................

99/TII

?

19 oder 20
14
12
12

92/11
92/1

Stifter von Töpfen

J p j ..................................................

11
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Am imteren Ende dieser Skala stehen Schächte, in
denen zwischen 5 und 1 Stiftern bezeugt sind. So lässt
sich bereits ein dichtes Netz von Synchronismen aufstellen,
aus dem sich ergibt, dass die Mehrzahl der bis jetzt unter
suchten Gräber (Nr. 25. 26. 90-98. 102-109) im Verlaufe
von ein bis zwei Generationen in der Zeit vor und nach
dem Tode des M h w während der Regierungszeit Phiops’s
II. in der 6. Dynastie angelegt wurde.
Das Photographieren der beschrifteten Töpfe und
vor allem die Herstellung genauer zeichnerischer Kopien
der Töpfauf Schriften
verlangsamt den Fortschritt
der weiteren Säuberung der Schächte naturgemäss ganz
erheblich, zumal die Schrift bei Töpfen mit poröser
Oberfläche gelegentlich auch recht mühsam zu lesen ist.
Eine Fortsetzung der Arbeit aber würde sich lohnen,
da die Qubbet el Hawa gegenüber allen anderen
Nekropolen wegen der Beigabe beschrifteter Töpfe doch
eine Sonderstellung einzunehmen scheint.
E lm a r E d e l

BERICHT UBER DIE ARBEITEN
IN DEN GRÄBERN DER QUBBET EL HAWA
BEI ASSUAN 1963
VON

ELM AR EDEL

Auch im Frühjahr 1963 war es mir vom 9. Februar
bis 25. April durch das freundliche Entgegenkommen des
Service des Antiquités und dank der finanziellen Unter
stützung durch die Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschft mög
lich, die Säuberung der Nekropole auf derQubbetel Hawa
weiter fortzusetzen. Zur Bearbeitung des inzwischen
stark angewachsenen Knochenmaterials kamen noch ein
Anthropologe, Herr Dr. Knussmann aus Mainz, und ein
Zoologe, Herr Dr. Bohlken aus Kiel, mit mir nach
Assuan. Infolge zeitlicher Umstände und der Menge
des vorliegenden Materials war es aber diesmal noch
nicht möglich, das ganze anthropologische Material zu
vermessen und zu fotografieren.
Es fanden sich auch diesmal wieder althieratisch
beschriftete Töpfe, und zwar 58 an der Zahl. 47 davon
kamen aus dem Schacht der Gemahlin des Nj-sw-hwj,
namens 'nhs-nj (Grab Nr. 34 g). Leider enthielten die Töpfe
nur Namen von Früchten, so dass die Frage der genauen
zeitlichen Stellung dieses Grabes und des Grabes ihres !
Mannes noch unklar bleibt. Die Töpfe nennen als ihren ^
Inhalt die Früchte ß d ,
'nnwt,und
Sargkammer dieser Dame fanden sich höchst überra
schenderweise auch die Knochen dreier Hunde zusammen
liegend und dabei ein Rinderknochen, den die tierliebende

In de
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Dame ihren Hürden ins Jenseits mitgegeben hatte. Für
die Bestimmung der Knochen bin ich Herrn Dr. Bohlken
zu Dank verpflichtet. Der Fund ist umso bemerkenswer
ter, als sonst stets darauf geachtet wird, dass der Rinder
kopf und die Rinderkeulen, die man dem Toten als
Wegzehrung mitgibt, ausserhalb der Sargkammer, nämlich
vor der Sargkammervermauerung, deponiert werden. Hier
aber wurden Hunde als gleichberechtigte Begleiter des
Toten in die Sargkammer zugelassen. Ob sie mumifiziert
waren, liess sich ebensowenig mehr feststellen wie bei
der Leiche derc
rihs-njselbst, deren Sargkammer im übrigen
ausgeplündert war.
In Grab 107, Schacht I, fanden sich weitere 11
Töpfe, alle mit der gleichen Aufschrift

“Hwj der Ältere, der Sohn der Königsedlen ( namens)
Nfr-nwj”. Ob das der Name des Schachtinhabers o.er
der eines Spenders ist, lässt sich leider nicht mit Be
stimmtheit ausmachen. Grab 107 ist sonst völlig in
schriftlos, und auch die Schächte II und III hatten im
Voijahre keine beschrifteten Töpfe geliefert.
In der Sohle des Schachtes I befand sich ein Loch,
das in den Westteil einer offenbar noch älteren Kultkam
mer des Alten Reichs führte. Diese Kultkammer wies
auf der Westwand die Darstellung dreier Männer auf mit
Beischriften, aus denen der Name des Grabinhabers als

^ Iy

1 ^ IP S

y

AAAA/NA

Hgag

“Grosses Oberhaupt des Königs, Sbk-htp zu entnehmen
war. Das ist der gleiche Titel, wie ihn auch der
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Besitzer des Budgegrabes,
Jjjträgt ; er ent
spricht dem uns geläufigeren Titel“Grosses Gauoberhaupt”,
den Jjj-sm i S tt-lo auf einem Topf führt. Auch die
Scheintüre wies farbige Inschriften auf, doch waren sie
praktisch nicht zu lesen, da das Grab voll von Särgen
aus der Spätzeit war, und diese die Scheintüre fast
ganz verdeckten. Da ich keinen Restaurator für die
Särge bei mir hatte, liess ich Schacht I von Grab 107
wieder zuschütten, nachdem ich einige späte Osirisstatuet
ten aus dem neu entdeckten Grab geborgen hatte. Eine
davon war tadellos erhalten und sehr schön gearbeitet.
Die Statuette trägt auf der Rückseite ein Totengebet mit
dem Namen Amonertaios
nDas Grab ge
(Jm
hört der dritten Gräberreihe an, von der man bisher noch
gar nichts kannte. Sein Eingang liegt unterhalb von Grab
Nr. 107 und sollte im nächsten Jahre geöffnet werden.
Die sonstigen gesäuberten Schächte der unteren Reihe,
91/1 ; 92/HI ; 108/1, und die Schächte in den Yorhöfen
von 98 und 103 ergaben nichts Besonderes, doch
konnten die Pläne der Gräber nach der Reinigung dieser
Schächte entsprechend vervollständigt werden. Bemer
kenswert wegen seines guten Erhaltungszustandes aber
war ein kleines Grab ohne Kultkammer dicht unter Grab
91 (91/a), das ein völlig ungestörtes Begräbnis einer männ
lichen Leiche mit meist tadellos erhaltenen Töpfen ent
hielt. Dabei befand sich ein Waschgefäss mit darin ste
hender Ausgusskanne, wie ich sie in den Gräbern der
Qubbef el Hawa noch nicht gefunden hatte. Dazu gehörte
ausser mehreren Schalen noch eine sehr grosse Schüssel
und ein rohes Gefäss mit Holzkohlen als Inhalt.
Auch die Reinigung des Grabes 34 e (Grab des
)
wurde weitergeführt. In der Laibung der Türe und vor
4
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der Türe waren grosse Schuttmergen aus koptischer Zeit.
Es zeigte sich, dass die Kopten über dem altägyptischen
Schutt vor der Türe, der noch eine grosse Anzahl von
Wasser schalen, Muscheln mit Augenschminke und Adonis
gärtchen enthielt, eine Kammer aus Bruchstein (3 X2,60m)
gebaut hatten, deren Boden 0,25m über idem alten Kult
kammerniveau liegt. Diese Kammer hat einen Eingang
in ihrer Nordwand, so dass sie in koptischer Zeit als
Vorraum vor das alte Grab gelagert war. Die Kammer
wies zwei Feuerstellen auf mit reichlichen Resten von
Holzkohle. Auf einer ovalen geflochtenen Matte lag ein
Fell eines Tieres, das offenbar auf dem Feuer zubereitet
worden war. Das Ganze steht in Zussammenhang mit
anderen koptischen Mauern, die sich im Innern der Kult
kammer befinden, und auf deren Verputz koptische In
schriften stehen. Vor der restlosen Freilegung aller kop
tischen Bauten, die im Zusammenhang mit der namenlosen
koptischen Klosterruine über Grab 34 e stehen, ist es
aber schwer, sich ein Bild von dem Verwendungszweck
der einzelnen Gräber in koptischer Zeit zu machen.
Auch an der Sandbrücke wurde gearbeitet, die immer
noch zwischen den Gräbern 93 und 98 liegt. Anschlies
send an Grab 93 kamen drei kleine Gräber zutage, die
mehr den Namen Schächte als Gräber verdienten. Aus
ser Knochen enthielten sie nichts. Die Kleinheit dieser
Gräber entspricht dem, was bereits Bouriant im Ree.
Trav. über die im Südteil der unteren Gräberreihe gele
genen Gräber festgestellt hat, und war insofern nicht
überraschend. Da Bouriant aber auch das von Cd..
Rolled Smith freigelegte Grab Nr. 98 mit seinen farbigen
Reliefs völlig übersehen hat, sollte das nicht abhalten,
auch diese Gräber alle freizulegen.
E
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LIST OF OBJECTS FOUND
AT DER EL-BAHAR1 IN THE AREA
OF THE TUTHMOSIS IH ’S TEMPLE
BY

LESZEK DABROWSKI

Season 1962-63 and 1963-64

During the seasons 1962-63 and 1963-64,*(1)as in the
previous one, members of the Polish Centre of Mediter
ranean Archaeology with Dr. L. Dabrowski acting
on behalf of the Antiquities Service as a head of the Polish
Mission were working at Dêr el-Bahri. The restoration
work at the temple of Hatshepsut, as well as the clearing
of the temple of Tuthmosis III, discovered during the
season 1961-62(î), were continued ( PI. I ).
From November 1962 till May 1963 the great base of
the column (diam. 2m06) and proto-doric columns (diam.
of the base lm 50 ) diam. of the column 0m 92, height of
the columns about 0m 67 with the base ) were discovered
in situ in the temple. There were discovered 17 fragments
of these columns bearing hieratic inscriptions written in
black ink ( from Ramesside Period), 120 fragments of
broken clay jars used by the embalmers, covered with
remains of hieratic writing referring to their contents, 4

(i) For the report and
Preliminary Report written
Is) Cf. L. Dabrowski,
the Hatshepsut Temple at

the plans o f the excavations during these seasons (see
by L. Dabrowski, A S A E above,
Preliminary Report on the Reconstruction Works of
Deir el Bahari, A S A E LVHL

[2 ]
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It is a pity that till now no fragment of the wall of the
temple has been found in situ. All the parts of the walls
are so fragmentary that it is now impossible to restore
the inscriptions and the scenes. Some trials have been
undertaken (Pis. Vili, IX, XII). Up to now we were
During the third season, from November 1963 till
able to restore only a few scenes : the boats on the Nile
April 1964, two other proto-doric columns and two great
with rowing oarsmen, Tuthmosis III offering incense
bases were found in
situ(PI. II.) Among the hundreds to the sacred bark of Amün, Wsr litt carried by the priests
of fragments of the walls, and architraves, and ceiling
and some representations of the gods Amün and Min.
slabs, there were found :

Coptic ostraca and hundreds of fragments of the sandstone
and limestone walls, sandstone architraves, pillars and
cornices, fragments of statuettes cut in various kinds of
stone, undecorated clay jars and faience-ware.

A basalt statue of Senenmut (F. 4031 ), some fragments of
the Hieratic papyrus ( F.5594 ) , three intact wooden coffins
belonging to the families of the clergy of the god Mont
Ir.
ty -rw -t’w(F. 4032),
Ns- h(F. 5592),
(F. 5593) a wooden bottom of the coffin (F. 4033) and
a small intact wooden coffin (F. 4034), Coptic Ostracon
(F. 5148). As in the previous seasons, plenty of fragments
and blocks belonging to the Hatshepsut temple were found
in the débris, e.g. the limestone fragment of the head
of an Osiride statue ( F. 4476 ) belonging to the just
restored colonnade on the third terrace. This season’s
inventory of all decorated blocks found during the exca
vations has reached No. 2071,
doubling the previous
one which was only 1370.
Thousands of undecorated stones found during the
last two seasons from the walls, and uninscribed fragments
of the columns and very small pieces of walls and ceilings
painted blue with yellow stars had not been included
in the inventory.^

It must be added that the walls of the temple
like the columns, were covered with hieratic inscriptions
during the Ramesside Period.
-

All the reliefs are painted and the colours are preser
ved extremely fresh and vivid. Some of the reliefs have a
great artistic value and belong to the best of the XVIIIth
dynasty art.
The list(1) below contains only a small choice of the
most interesting and representative material of each of
the above mentioned categories of the finds(2).
Coffins and papyrus will be published in a separate
article. All hieratic inscriptions on the columns and walls,,
as well as the statues of Senenmut will be published by
Mr. M. Marciniak, hieratic inscriptions on the jars are
in the hands of Mrs I. Pomorska and Coptic ostraca are
studied by Mr. S. Jakobielski.

(1) The present list of finds is the second one. The first was written by Mrs. J.
Lipinska, Cf. List of the objects found at Deir el-Bahari, Temple of Tuthmosis IH
Season 1961-62, ASAE, T. L V IX .

(i) AÎÎ the finds are stored in the magazine specially built for this purpose,
(PL III.) Only some very big slabs were left in situ.

I

(2) Photographing was in the hands of Mustafa A. Maksud
Museum.

from the Cairo
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A.—STONE.
Statues and Fragments of Statues.
1. Statuette of a kneeling scribe. PI. IV, figs. 1,2,3,4.
Inv. No. F. 2209.
Porphyry.
H. 0.17m; L.0.13m; W.0.075m.
The head of the statuette is missing. The statuette
represents a kneeling scribe wearing the long
plain robe, pleated only in the sleeves and the
lower frontal part. In his hands the scribe holds,
before his legs a shrine surmounted by Hathor’s
head, supported by a pillar. At the back there
are the remains of an inscription as follows C4
1
2. Fragment of a statuette. PI. V, fig.l.
Inv. No. F. 1855.
Sandstone.
H. 0.12 m ; L. 0.09 m ; W. 0.04 m.
The head of a man. Left part is lost. The whole
surface bears many scratches. The face is painted
red, the hair black.
3. Fragment of a statuette. PI. V. fig. 2.
Inv. No. F. 2963.
Basalt.
H. 0.08 m ; L. 0.07 m ; W. 0.04 m.
Fragment of a man’s head. The whole surface
bears many scratches.4
4. Fragment of a statuette. PI. V. fig. 3.
Inv. No. F. 4167.
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Alabaster.
H. 0.10 m. L. 0.09 m.
A fragment of a man’s head. The right side of the
head is lost. The eye is painted black, the inside
of the ear is red.
5. Fragment of a group statuette. PI. V. fig. 4.
Inv. No. F. 5475.
Basalt.
H. 0.10 m ; L. 0.13 m ; W. 0.05 m.
Fragment of two heads, probably of husband and
wife. The man is wearing a short beard and ear
rings in the shape of buttons. Above the fore
head of woman is seen the lotus flower.
6 . Fragment of an Osiride statue. PI. V. fig. 5
Inv. No. F. 2148.
Limestone.
H. 0.17 m;

L. 0.46 m;

W. 0.21 m.

A fragment efthe torso of an Osiride statue belong
ing to the colonnade on the Third Terrace of the
Temple of Hatshepsut. On the surface of the
block ,s preserved the end of the left part of a
stoo, decorated with two «h-sig„s a„d three '„hsigns.
7. Fragment of a statue. PI. y. fig g
Inv. No. F. 1837.
Sandstone.
h . 0.20

m;

L. 0.27 m ; W. 0.10 m
A fragment of a hand painted red.

Lim eston .

H. 0.12 m;

L. 0,07 m; W 0.06 m.

A fragm ent o f the b ack o f the statu ette bearing
the rem ains o f an inscription in low relief p ain ted
blue. F o u n d in 3 pieces.
9.

12. Ostracon PI. VI, fig. 6.
Inv. No. F.2337
Limestone
H. 0.15 m; L. 0.10 m; W. 0.04 m.
Limestone flake showing remains of a draughts
man’s design in black ink, and hieroglyphic signs

F rag m e n t o f a statu ette.

PI. VI, fig. 2.
Inv. No. F. 1844.
Limestone.
H. 0.11 m; L. 0.05 m; W. 0.03 m.
The frag m en t o f the back o f the statuette bearing the
rem ains of two columns o f inscription. It is painted
blue.
10. F rag m en t o f a statu ette.
PI. VI, fig- 3.
Inv. No. F. 1350.
L im estone.

H. 0.05 m;

L. 0.07 m; W. 0.03 m.

F rag m en t o f the b ack o f a statu ette bearing the
rem ains o f tw o colum ns o f an inscription p ain ted
blue.

i h

o

incised fo r practice. //VVw \

PI. VI, fig. 5.

(lOQnvT

OI S n r W

W

/

0.01 m.

Fragment of a stela representing the legs of a
man sitting on a chair; below, there are remains
of an offering-formula :
14. Basin PI. VII, fig. 2 and 3.
Inv. No. F. 3444.
Sandstone.
H. 0.10 m; L. 0.32 m.
Fragment of a basin covered on the whole
surface with inscriptions running along the sides
i

5
1 DI
& 1 [W
] A• I1

p ro b ab ly

carved by a scu lp to r’s p u p il fo r practice.

^

D

inscription

%

c— ^

an

/Wwv\

û

surface was re-cut and the
added :

Inv. No. F. 2375.
Limestone.
H. 0.15 m; L. 0.20 m; W. 0.04 m.
L im estone flake w ith

///VVVV\
///W
VV>

Limestone.
H

4
}

13. Funerary stela. PI. VII
Inv. No.F. 2083.

as follows

11. Ostracon.

in
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15. Offering table. PI. VII, fig. 4.
Inv. No. F. 3425.

L 'S t

t ! l

m
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Sandstone.
H. 0.10 m ; L. 0.30 m ; W. 0.30 m.
A primitive table for liquid offerings.

H. 0.10 m ;

L. 0.33 m ;

W. 0.32 m.

A primitive table for liquid offerings, crudely
executed with scrachtes on the surface.
B.—WALL BLOCKS WITH PAINTED RELIEFS
17. An acrobatic dancer. PL VIII.
Inv. No. F. 2259.
Limestone.
H. 0.40 m ; L. 0.60 m ; W. 0.30 m.
Found in three pieces, now joined together. On a
white background is represented an acrobatic
dancer wearing only a short loincloth. The girl
is arched above the sign of the sky. The body of
the girl is painted pink, the hanging down hair
is painted black. On the right side of her can
be seen the hands and part of the leg of another
girl. Below, there is an inscription painted in many
colours

rUXLLUi A“ n '■ o

A—Da
/W W W

LJ
Above the dancer and on the left side of the stone
are preserved the remains of an inscription with
cartouches of Tuthmosis III.
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18. Bark of Amün. PL IX, fig. 1 (for details, see Pis.
X and XI).
Inv. No. F. 1859.
Limestone.
H. 0.48 m;

16. An offering table. PL VII, fig. 5.
Inv. No. F. 3443.
Sandstone.

108 —

L. 1.10 m;

W. 0.60 m.

Found in two fragments now joined together,
depicting the great scene in which Tuthmosis III is
offering incense to the sacred bark of Amün, Wsr-hn.
The upper part of the Pharaoh’s
- painted
black, and the red hand holding a burning censer,
are preserved. The prow cf the bark is decorated
with a ram’s head with an uraeus and disk
between the horns. Round the ram’s neck hangs
the wsh collar. On board, facing the prow, stand
two figures of the goddesses - Mafet and Hathor.
Behind them is seen the standard with the sphinx.
Above the scene there are the remains of the cartouches of Tuthmosis III. The colours of the
hieroglyphs and the entire representation are very
fresh and vivid.
19. Fragment of the bark of Amün, Wsr-hn. PI IX
fig. 2.
Inv. No. F. 2059.
Limestone.
H. 0.40 m;

L. 0.70 m;

W. 0.12 m.

Block relating to the previous one, representing
the Pharaoh’s figure kneeling before the shrine!
Behind the king stand two figures of steersmen,
each holding a cobra-shaped rope which hane
from the steering oars, on their upright suppor
ting post.

20.

F ra g m en t

of the bark of Amün. PI. IX,

[11]
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fig.

3.

Inv. No. F. 1859 c.
Lim estone.

H. 0.25 m ; L. 0.80 m ; W. 0.63 m.
Fragment of the bark of Amün related to the pre
vious ones, representing two paddles of the oars
decorated with wdjt eyes and remains of a wsh
collar. All is painted yellow and green.
21. Fragment of the bark of Amün. PI. IX, fig. 4.
Inv. No. F. 2417.
Limestone.
H. 0.26 m ; L. 0.31 m ; W, 0.10 m.
Block with the representation of two figures of
the goddesses Mä'et and Hathor. Behind them is a
sphinx raised on a standard wearing the crown
with horns and plumes s
The colour has
disappeared. The stone belongs to the same series
as the previous ones.
22. Pharaoh’s head. PI. XII.
Inv. No. F. 3342.
Limestone.
FI. 0.44 m ; L. 0.20 m ; W. 0.14 m.
A fragment bearing a Pharaoh’s face painted
red, having a beard marked by a blue line around the
cheeks. On the head the king is wearing the
helmet painted black with a yellow uraeus.
23 . Figure of the god Amün. PI. XIII, fig. 1.
Inv. Nos. F. 2386 and F. 2311.

Limestone.
H. 0.40 m. ; L. 0.60 m.
Fragment of the figure of Amün, found in 9 pieces
now joined together. The face of the god is painted
green like the whole body and the beard is black.
On his head the god wears a flat-topped cap
on which two white feathers with yellow and
red contour lines stand stiffly upright, with a ribbon
hanging down behind. The god’s neck is decorated
with the
wshcollar painted yellow, red and white.
On the left side of the stone are preserved 5 lines
of hieratic inscription painted in black ink and
part of an offering pot with a lotus flower on a
red stalk.
24. Girls. PI. XIII, fig. 2.
Inv. No. F. 2240.
Sandstone.
H. 0.20 m.; L. 0.40 m.; W. 0.07 m.
Found in two pieces. On the greyish background
the bowing girls are shown wearing short loincloths
painted in black with white stripes. The bodies
of the girls are painted pink, the hair falling down
on either side of the faces is black, eyes and earr
ings, white.
25. Pharaoh’s head. PI. XIV, fig. 1.
Inv. No. F. 2186.
Limestone.
H. 0.25 m.; L. 0.65 m.;

W. 0.30 m.

Fragment of the Pharaoh’s head wearing the
crown painted white. The face of the king is painted
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red. Behind the crcwn, is seen the upper part of a
tall water-jar. This block belongs to the wall of
Hatshepsut’s temple.
26. Figure of a man. PI. XIV, fig. 2.
Inv. No. F. 1609.
Sandstone.
H. 0.09 m. ; L. 0.10 m. ; W. 0.03 m.
The upper part of the figure is preserved. The
man is wearing a short wig and holds a stick.
The body is painted red, and the hair black.
27. Figure of a man. Pi. XIV, fig. 3.
Inv. No. F. 1609.
Limestone.
H. 0.10 m. ; L. 0.16 m. ; W. 0.03. m.
A fragment from Hatshepsut’s temple repre
sents a man’s chest and left arm, painted red.
28. Figure of a servant. PI. XIV, fig. 4.
Inv. No. F. 1597.
Limestone.
H. 0.10 m. ; L. 0.16 m. ; W. 0.05 m.
A fragment from the temple of Hatshepsut
represents a servant’s head and arms. He is
wearing a short, plain wig and carries a chair
or chest. Before him can be seen the right arm
of another man.
29. Pharaoh’s figure. PI. XV, fig. 1.
Inv. No. F. 2001.
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Limestone.
H. 0.24 m; L. 0.38 m; W. 0.33 m.
A fragment of stone represents Pharaoh’s torso
painted red on a white background. A small
piece of wsk collar is visible.
30. Pharaoh’s figure. Pl.XV, fig.2.
Inv. No. F. 2041.
Limestone.
H. 0.15 m. ; L. 0.35 m. ; W. 0.07 m.
On the white background is preserved a small
fragment of Pharaoh’s body painted red, and
the king’s white apron - an enlongated pleated
trapezoid held up by a broad belt with central
buckle. The upper part of a bull’s tail is fixed at
the back.
31. Pharaoh’s Apri-hetmet. PI. XV, fig. 3.
Inv. No. F. 1253.
Limestone.
H. 0.11 m. ; L. 0.09 m. ; W. 0.03 m.
A fragment representing on a white background
the frontal part of Pharaoh’s Apri-helmet, painted
black with a yellow and red uraeus-serpent.
32. Pharaoh’s apron. PI. XV, fig. 4.
Inv. No. F.1942.
Limestone.
H. 0.11 m ; L. 0.25 m ; W. 0.18 m.
A fragment representing on a white background,
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part of Pharaoh’s apron and an ornament of
vari-coloured uraei. Small remains of the legs,
painted in red are also preserved.
33. Figure of a man. PI. XV, fig. 5.
Inv. No. F. 1816.
Limestone.
H. 0.12 m ; L. 0.18 m ; W. 0.05 m.
A fragment showing part of a leg and knee painted
red, and a stalk hanging down with a flower,
painted green and yellow.
34. Figure of a man. PI. XV, fig. 6.
Inv. No. F. 2073.
Limestone.
H. 0.09 m ; L. 0.17 m ; W. 0.04 m.
A fragment of stone representing on a white back
ground a pleated white apron and remains of red
legs.
35. Pharaoh’s figure. PI. XV, fig. 7.
Inv. No. F. 2338.
Limestone.
H. 0.09 m ; L. 0.12 m ; W. 0.07 m.
Found in two pieces. On the white background
are the remains of Pharaoh’s apron in the shape
of an elongated trapezoid hanging from the wide
belt with framework and uraei. A bull’s tail hangs
down at the back. Pharaoh’s legs are painted
pink. Behind the figure a vari-coloured border of
the scene is seen.
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36. A fragment of a hand. PI. XVI, fig. 1.
Inv. No. F. 2022.
Limestone.
H. 0.11 m ; L. 0.30 m. W. 0.20 m.
Found in two pieces, and the surface of the stone
has been blackened with smoke. Remains of
the hand, with a bracelet against a pleated dress
is preserved.
The stone belongs to Hatshepsuts, temple.
37. Hand PI. XVI, fig. 2.
Inv. No. F. 1290.
Sandstone.
H. 0.09 m ; L. 0,19 m; W. 0.05 m.
On the white background a fragment is preserved,
of a red hand holding the sign of life, painted blue.
38. Man’s head. PI. XVI, fig. 3.
Inv. No. F. 2244
Sandstone H. 0,04; L. 0,09 m; W. 0,06 M.
On a greyish background a fragment of a head
with face painted red. The Nose, lips and beard
are well preserved. Remains of green wig with
white stripes are preserved.
39. Hand. PI. XVI, fig. 4.
Inv. No. F.1835.
Limestone.
H. 0.24m ; L. 0.35 m ;

W. 0.19 m.

The whole surface of the stone is badly scratchedOn the white background there are remains of
blue hand holding a stick. On the right side
there are traces of the hieroglyphic inscription.
(1 O
Ö

m
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40. Hand. PI. XVI, fig. 5.
Inv. No. F. 1857.
Limestone.
H. 0.11 m; L. 0.13 m ; W. 0.02 m.
On a white background a fragment of a hand
painted red. On the right side of the stone can
be seen slight traces of the painted decoration.
41. Water. PI XVII, fig. 1.
Inv. No. F. 1663.
Limestone.
H. 0.08 m.; L. 0.12 m.; W. 0.01 m.
A stone fragment representing water, painted blue.
42. Lotus bud. PI. XVII, fig. 2.
Inv. No. F. 2003.
Limestone.
H, 0.10 m. ; L. 0.04 m. ; W. 0.05 m.
On a white background are the remains of a pink
stem with green lotus bud.
43. Flowers. PI. XVII, fig. 3.
Inv. No. F. 1867.
Limestone.
H. 0.11 m. ; L. 0.04 m. ; W. 0.05 m.
On the white background are represented two
green lotus buds on pink stems.
44. Flowers. PI. XVII, fig. 4.
Inv. No. F. 2092.
Limestone.
H. 0.03 m. ; L. 0.10 m. ; W. 0.05 m.

— ill
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On the white background is a part of a bunch of
flowers painted green on pink stems. Detail from
an offering table.
45. Offering table. PI. XVIII, fig. 1.
Inv. No. F. 2039.
Limestone.
H. 0.16 m ; L. 0.30 m ; W. 0.39 m.
A stone from the temple of Hatshepsut represents
an offering table piled up with foodbasket with
blue figs, ribs of beef (?); painted red, and bird
painted in various colours.
46. Offering table PI. XVIII, fig. 2.
Inv. No. F.5640
Limestone.
H. 0,13 m ; L. 0,11 m; W. 0,06 m.
A stone represents a bunch of flowers painted
pink and yellow.
47. Food offering. PI. XVIII, fig. 3.
Inv. No. F. 2023.
Limestone.
H. 0.09 m ; L. 0.12 m ; W, 0.04 m.
On the white background are remains of the
offering bird with red legs, and a bunch of blue
grapes.
48. Offerings. PI. XVIII, fig. 4.
Inv. No. F. 1339.
Limestone.
H. 0.08 m ; L. 0.14 m ; W. 0.10 m.
A stone showing an offerings - basket with figs, and
a bird painted in pastel colours.
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49. Bird PL XIX, fig. I.
Inv. No. F. 1558.
Limestone.
H. 0.30 m ;

L. 0.28 m ;
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Limestone.
H. 0.05 m ; L. 0.18 m ; W. 0.03 m.
W. 0.19 m.

A stone from the temple of Hatsbepsut repre
sents a part of a bird.
50. Bird. PI. XIX, fig. 2.
Inv. No. F.2210.
Limestone.
H. 0.19 m ; L. 0.36 m ; W. 0.33 m.
On the white background are the remains of the
wings painted pink and blue and claws holding
the i n sign.

Stone representing a bird’s wing painted in
black, white and green.
C—FRAGMENTS OF THE
TUTHMOSIS III.

CARTOUCHES

OF

54. Cartouche of Tuthmosis III. PI. XX, fig. 1.
Inv. No. F. 2253.
Sandstone.
H. 0.08 m ; L. 0.09 m ; W. 0.07 m.
Found in two pieces. On the grey background
is a cartouche with the
- sign painted in
green, hpr black and rf - red and white on a
yellow background. On the left side of the
cartouche are remains of the inscription ntr nfr
and on the right side are remains of the profile of
the king’s face.
-

51. Bird. PI. XIX, fig. 3.
Inv. No. F. 2213.
Limestone.
H. 0.06 m ;

L. 0.18 m ;

W. 0.06 m.

On the white background are the remains of the
bird’s wings and tail painted black, red and green.
52. Bird. PI. XIX, fig. 4.
Inv. No. F. 2036.
Limestone.
H. 0.10 m ; L. 0.15 m ; W. 0.07 m.
Remains of a black wing painted on a white back
ground.
53. Bird. PI. XIX, fig. 5.
Inv. No. F. 2213 a.

55. Cartouche of Tuthmosis III. PL XX, fig. 2.
Inv. No. F. 2019.
Limestone.
H. 0.08 m ;

L. 0.10 m ;

W. 0.02 m.

Remains of the cartouche with the
- sign
painted green, and rc- painted red and white on
a yellow background.
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56. Cartouche of Tuthmosis III. PI. XX, fig, 3.

[21]

60. Cartouche of Tuthmosis III, PI XX. fig. 7.

Inv. No. F. 2387.

Inv. No. F. 1304.

Lim estone.

Limestone.
H. 0.09 m ; L 0.10 m ; W. 0.02 m.
A stone with remains of a cartouche. Fragments
of the
m n-and hpr- signs are painted on a yellow
background.

H. 0.13 m. ; L. 0.Ì6 m. ; W. 0.05 m.
Found in three pieces. On the white background
are the remains of the cartouche with the
sign
painted blue on a yellow background.
57. Cartouche of Tuthmosis III. PI. XX fig. 4
Inv. No. F.2081
Limestone
H. 0.14 m ; L. 0.14 m ; W. 0.08 m.
On the white background are the remains of the
cartouche with the preserved
- and r'- signs
painted red and blue.
58 . Cartouche of Tuthmosis III. PI. XX, fig 5.
Inv. No. F. 2095.
Limestone.
H. 0.14 m;

L. 0.06 m;

W. 0.07 m.

Remains of the cartouche. On the yellow back
ground mn- , Apr-and
signs are painted green,
black and red.
59. Cartouche of Tuthmosis III. PI. XX, fig. 6.
Inv. No. F. 2472.
Sandstone.
H. 0,06 m ; L. 0,15 m ; W. 0,03 m.
A stone with remains of a cartouche ; mn - and r'
signs are painted on a yellow background.

61. Cartouche of Tuthmosis III, PI XXI, fig. 1.
Inv. No. F. 2180.
Limestone.
H. 0.12 m ; L. 0.17 m ; W. 0.01 m.
Remains of cartouche. On the yellow background
is a fragment of Dhwty on the standard painted
white and the upper part of the Mi-sign.
62. Cartouche. PI. XXI, fig. 2.
Inv. No. F. 1968.
Limestone.
H. 0.09 m. L. 0.18 m ; W. 0.04 m.
On the stone are the remains of the cartouche,
and the
jsign.
s
63. Cartouche. PI. XXI, fig. 3.
Inv. No. F. 1947.
Limestone.
H. 0.10 m. L. 0.17 m ; W. 0.05 m.
Found in two pieces. On the yellow background
there are remains of the ms - sign painted pink,
and j'-sign painted red.
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64. Cartouche. PL XXI, fig. 4.
Inv. No. F. 1839
Limestone.
H. 0.30 m; L. 0.19 m; W. 0.04 m.
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On the white background are two columns of
an inscription painted in various colours :

A stone showing the blue register line and part
of the inside of the cartouche painted yellow
with remains of h'w - and hh- signs.
65. Cartouche PL XXI, fig. 5.
Inv. No. F. 2066.
Limestone.
H. 0.23 m; L. 0.14 m; W. 0.08 m.
White background outside the cartouche, yellow
inside. Remains of
hpr-and 5-signs are preserved.
66. Cartouche. PL XXI, fig. 6.
Inv. Ne. F. 1283.
Limestone.
H. 0.10 m; L. 0.17 m; W. 0.05 m.
A fragment of a cartouche with a yellow back
ground, and remains of
sign painted black.
Outside the cartouche is re - sign painted red
and white.
D-FRAGMENTS OF THE INSCRIBED WALL STONES
67. An inscription PL XXII, fig. 1.
Inv. No. F. 2058.
Limestone.
H. 0.34 m;

L. 0.52 m; W. 0.25 m.

On the right side of stone there are remains of
a red hand with the nails painted white.
68. An inscription. PL XXII. fig. 2.
Inv. No. F. 1817.
Limestone.
H. 0.13 m ; L. 0.14 m. ; W. 0.06 m.
A stone with remains of an inscription painted
in various colours on a white background.

69. An inscription. PI. XXI1, fig 3
Inv. No. F. 2389
Limestone.
H. 0.15 m ; L. 0.10 m ; W. 0.20 m.
A stone with remains of an inscription carved in
two columns on a white background.

[24]
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70. An inscription.
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PI. XXII, fig. 4.

On the white background there are remains of an
inscription, painted in various colours :

Inv. No. F. 2445.
Lim estone.

H. 0.06 m; L. 0.09 m; W. 0.05 m.
A stone from the temple of Hatshepsut bearing
the remains of an inscription :
ZVvVvTi

71. An inscription. PI. XXII, fig. 5.
Inv. No. F. 2054.
Limestone.
H. 0.14 m ; L. 0.13 m ; W. 0.07 m.
A stone with remains of an inscription, painted
pink on a white background :

72. An inscription.
Inv. No.

PI. XXIII, fig. 1-

F. 1991.

Limestone.
H. 0.13 m ; L. 0.20 m ; W. 0.17 m.
A stone showing the remains of an inscription
painted green on the white background :

73. An inscription.
Inv.

No.

Limestone.

PI. XXIII, fig. 2.

F. 2263

H. 0.15 m ; L. 0.20 m ; W. 0.05 m.

74. An inscription. PI. XXIII, fig. 3.
Inv. No. F. 2242 a.
Limestone.
H. 0.05 m ; L. 0.12 m ; W. 0.03 m.
On the white background are remains of an inscrip
tion painted in many colours :

75. An inscription. PI. XXIII, fig. 4.
Inv. No. F. 2399.
Limestone.
H. 0.10 m ; L. 0.19 m ; W. 0.06 m.
A stone with remains of an inscription painted
black on a white background :

76. An inscription. PI. XXIII, fig. 5.
Inv. Ne. F. 2068.
Limestone.
H. 0.10 m ; L. 0.12 m ; W. 0.05 m.
On the white background of the stone are remains
cf the sky painted blue with yellow stars, and
remains of the nh,
ddand
various colours.

signs pain
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77. An inscription. PI. XXIV, fig. 1.
Inv. Ne, F. 1926.
L im estone.

H. 0.08 m; L. 0.13 m ; W. 0.05 m.
On the white background are remains of the lower
part of the m-sign, and the upper part of the wsign, painted yellow and white.
78. An inscription. PI. XXIV, fig. 2.
Inv. No. F. 1314.
Sandstone.
H. 0.06 m; L. 0.07 m ; W. 0.07 m.
On the surface, painted white, are remains of
an inscription painted white, black and blue :

79. An inscription. PI. XXIV, fig. 3.
Inv. No. F. 2382.
L im estone.

H. 0.32 m ; L. 0.37 m ; W. 0.20 m.
Found in two pieces with remains o f a painted
inscription in various colours :
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81. An inscription. PI. XXIV, fig. 5.
Inv. No. F. 1281.
Limestone.
H. 0.14 m ; L. 0.22 m ; W. 0.09 m,
A stc ne from the temple of Hatshepsut with the
remains of an inscription and cartouche painted
yellow, red and blue :

82. An inscription. PI. XXV, fig. 1.
Inv. No. F. 1647.
Limestone.
H. 0.11 m ; L. 0.17 m. W. 0.06 m.
A stone from the temple cf Hatshepsut with
the remains of an inscription painted yellow
on a blue background.
83. An inscription. PI. XXV, fig. 2.
Inv. No. F. 2280.
Limestone.
H. 0.20 m ; L. 0.36 m ; W. 0.03 m.
A stone from the wall of the temple of Hatshepsut.
The smoke-blackened surface bears the remains
of an inscription :

80. An inscription. PI. XXIV, fig. 4.
Inv. No. F. 2032.
Lim estone.

H. 0.20 m; L. 0.25 m; W. 0.13 m.
On the w hite b ack g ro u n d are rem ains o f an
inscription an d cartouche o f T uthm osis II.

[27]

84. An inscription. PI. XXV, fig. 3.
Inv. No. F. 2435.
Limestone.
H. 0.10 m ; L. 0.12 m ; W. 0.11 m.
A stone from the temple of Hatshepsut.
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The smoke-blackened surface is covered with
the remains of an inscription :
85. An inscription. Pi. XXV, fig. 4.
Inv. No. F. 2090.
Limestone.

H. 0.19 m ; L. 0.28 m ; W. 0.13 m.
A stone from the temple of Hatshepsut with
remains of an inscription :

86. An inscription. PI XXVI, fig. 1Inv. No. F. 1983.
Limestone.
H. 0.08 m ; L. 0.18 m ; W. 0.06 m.
On the white b ack g ro u n d are remains of an inscrip
tion painted yellow, red and green.
87. An inscription PI. XXVI, fig. 2.
Inv. No. F. 1907.
Sandstone.
H. 0.14 m ; L. 0.22 m ; W. 0.11 m.
On the yellow painted surface are the remains of an
inscription painted blue and black.
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88. An inscription PI. XXVI, fig. 3.
Inv. No. F. 1786.
Sandstone.
H. 0.08 m ; L. 0.18 m ; W. 0.05 m.
On the white surface are remains of the signs
painted blue and red.

89. An inscription. PI. XXVII, fig. 1Inv. No. F. 2340.
Limestone.
H. 0.16 m ; L. 0.26 m ; W. 0.15 m,
A stone from the temple of Hatshepsut with
the remains of an inscription :

90. An inscription. PI. XXVII, fig. 2.
Inv. No. F. 2205.
Limestone.
H. 0.12 m ; L. 0.50 m ; W. 0.31 m.
A stone with the remains of an inscription painted
on a white background.

91. An inscription.
Inv.

No. F.

Limestone.

Pi. XXVII fig. 3.
5580.
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H. 0.41 m ; L. 0.39 m ; W. 0.15 m.
On the white background are remains of an
inscription :

92. An inscription. PI. XXVII fig. 4.
Inv. No. F. 2242
Limestone.
H. 0.06 m ; L. 0.15 m ; W. 0.29 m.
On the white surface are remains of a hieroglyphic
inscription with the traces of hieratic writing.

93. An inscription. PL XXVII fig. 5.
Inv. No. F. 3941.
Limestone.
H. 03.6 m ; L. 0.20 m ; W. 0.04 m.
On the white background are the remains of an
inscription painted in various colours.
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On the white background are the remains of an
inscription painted green and blue.

95. Fragments of the hieroglyph
PI. XXVIII, figs.
1 - 4.
Inv. Nos. F. 1928, F. 1324, F. 1982, F. 2384
Limestone.
Fragments cf the
m -sign painted white
yellow and black on a white background.
96. Fragments of the hieroglyph. £ Pl.XXIX, figs. 1-4
Inv. Nos. F. 2147, F. 1642, F. 2344, F. 2390
Limestone.
Fragments of the
hr- sign painted on a w
background. The face is painted yellow, the hair,
beard and eyes are black, nose and ears are
painted red.
97. Fragment of the sign ^ PI. XXX, fig. 1.
Inv. No. F. 2288.
Limestone.
98. Fragment cf the sign
PI. XXX, Fig. 2.
Inv. No. F. 1315.
Limestone.
99. Fragment of the sign

94. An inscription. PI. XXVII fig. 6.
Inv. No. F. 1670 a.
Limestone.
H. 0.08 m ; L. 0.11 m ; W. 0.05 m.

[31]

Inv. No. F.
Sandstone.

PL XXX, fig. 3.

1301.

100. Fragment of the sign ^
Inv. No. F. 2391.
Limestone.

PL XXX,

fig .

4.

(5)
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f -f r a g m e n t s

and

o f t h e p i l l a r s , a r c h it r a v e s

c o r n ic e s

101. Pillar. PI. XXXI, Figs. 1 and 2.
Inv. No. F. 1902
Sandstone.

A fragment of a pillar of which only two sides are
preserved. On one side the scene represents
P h a ra o h wearing the Mt - crown and the god Amün
w ith his arm round the king in a protective atti
tude. On the other side a fragment of the upper
part of the figure of Amün is preserved. The god
wears a flat-topped cap on which two feathers
stand stiffly upright and a ribbon hangs down
behind.
102. An architrave. PI. XXXII, fig. L
Inv. No. F. 5286.
Sandstone.
H. 0.89 m. ; L. 0.40 m. ; W. 0.30 m.
A fragment of an architrave with the remains of
the hieroglyphic signs

|^ \

104. Column. PI. XXXIII, fig. L
Inv. No. F. 2501.
Sandstone.
H. 0.15 m. L .0.20 m ; W. 0.07 m.
A fragment of the column covered with gesso,
in
with the remain of an inscription
sunken-relief.
105 • Torus - mouldings, PI. XXXIII, figs. 2 - 6.
Inv. Nos. F. 2505, F. 2506 a, F. 2503, F. 2504,
Sandstone.
Fragments of a torus - moulding painted white
with yellow stripes.

106. Torus - moulding. PI. XXXIII fig. 6.
Inv. No.

F. 2341.

Limestone.

Fragment of a torus - moulding from the temple
of Hatshepsut, with curved stripes.

painted in

various colours on the white background.

[33]

107. Cavetto - cornice. PI. XXXIV, fig. L
Inv. No. F. 2432.

103. An architrave. PI. XXXII, fig. 2.
Inv. No. F. 2038.
Sandstone.
H. 0.35 m ; L. 1.05 m ; W. 0.33 m.
A fragment of an architrave bearing, on a white
background above blue register, the remains of
an inscription painted in various colours.

Lim estone.

H. 0.20 m ; L. 0.15 m ; W. 0.16 m.
A frag m en t o f a cav etto -cornice from the tem ple
o f H a tsh e p su t o n it are represented a p a rt o f a
co b ra a n d sun-disk p a in te d red.

108.

K
heker- ornament.
Inv. No. F.2381.
Limestone.

Pi. XXXIV, fig. 2.
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H. 0.14 m ; L .0.24 m ; W. 0.22 m.
A stone from the temple of Hatshepsut bearing
A fragment of kheker - ornaments, painted blue
and red.

109. Funerarystick. PI.XXXY,
Inv. No. F. 2549
Wood.
H. 0.13 m.

fig. 1.

Head of the god Anubis on a stick. Right ear is
missing.
110. Plaquette. PI. XXXV, figs. 2, 3.
Inv. No. F. 2468.
Blue faience.
H. 0.03 m ; L. 0.02 m ; W. 0.05 m.
Faience plaquette with a hieroglyphic inscription
on the both sides. /--------N

VC?
111. Pot. PI. XXXV ; fig. 4.
Inv. No. F. 1453.
Red clay.
H. 0.30m ; Diam. 0.05 m.
Pot without decoration.

Inv.

PI. XXXV, fig. 5.
No.

F. 1501.

Red clay.
H. 0.43 m ; Diam. 0.27 m.
Two handled jas. Empty. On the outside, a
short hieratic inscription in black ink.
113. Jar. PI. XXXV, fig. 6.
Inv. No. F. 2260.

G ,- MISCELLANEA.

112. Jar.

[35J

Red clay.
H. 0.47 m ; Diam. 0.12 m.
Jar sealed with a mud stopper. Inside are linen
bags filled with sawdust and natron.
114. Handle. PI. XXXVI, fig. 1.
Inv. No. F. 5396.
Wood.
L. 0.17 m.
Fragment of a handle in the shape of a hand.
115. Cobra. PI. XXXVI, fig. 2.
Inv. No. F. 5534.
Wood.
H. 0.13 m.
Fragment of the upper part of a cobra, carved
in plain wood.
116. Mallet. PI. XXXVI, fig. 3.
Inv. No. F. 5437.
Wood.
H. 0.26 m ;
Part of the mallet is missing. On one side there
is a hole.
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117. Hoe. PI. XXXVI, fig. 4.
Inv. No. F. 4318.
Wood.
L. 0,37m.
Wooden hoe or mattock made of two pieces
of wood - the blade ( paddlelike and rounded at
the lower end ) and the handle - joined together
at the apex of the ^ with a tenon - and slot
joint and held together by a transverse lashing
of palm - fiber rope.
118. Funerary cone. PI. XXXVI, fig. 5 and 6.
Inv. No. F. 5532.
Mud.
H. 0.15 m,
Fragment of a funerary cone with the remains
of 5 of lines cf illegible inscription. Only two
words are well preserved.

119. Bricks. PI. XXXVI, fig. 7 and 8.
Inv. Nos. F. 5586 and 5d85.
Mud.
H. 0.18 m. L. 0.40 m ; W. 0.12 m.
Bricks - each bearing on its broad upper surface
an oval stamp impression with the throne name
of Tuthmosis III-Men-kheper -followed
by some illegible vertical and horizontal signs.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT
ON THE RECONSTRUCTION WORKS OF
HATSHEPSUT’S TEMPLE AT HEIR EL BAHARI
During the Seasons 1962/63 and 1963/64
BY

LESZEK DABROWSKI, D. Sc.

The first season of work at Deir el Bahari in the year
1961/62(1) was given to intensive investigation, taking
measurements and project-making. Several pressing safe
guarding operations at danger-threatened places on the
3rd Terrace of Hatshepsut’s Temple were carried out. It
was, then, that the fascinating discovery of traces of a hypostyle hall was made, (PL I, 1,4). At the same time the
discovery of a hitherto unknown temple of Thutmose
III, situated near the Temple of Hatshepsut on the south
west side, was also made (PI. I, 1).
In the 2nd and 3rd seasons the programme of works,
previously elaborated, was systematically realized.(2)
(lì In autumn of 1961, the Egyptian Service of Antiquities started work on the
reconstruction of the temple of Hatshepsut at Deir el Bahari. The management of
the work was entrusted to me by arrangement with the Polish Centre of Mediterranean
Archaeology of Warsaw University in Cairo. Professor K. Michalowski executed
scientific supervision of the whole project. Vide : L. Dabrowski, A S A E , Vol. LVIII,
Cairo, 1964. pp. 37-60.
(2) The personnel of the Mission in the 2nd and 3rd seasons were the following :
on the part of the Egyptian Service of Antiquities, Mr. Ramadan A. Saad, Egyptologist;
on the part of the Polish Centre of Mediterranean Archaeology, Mrs. DabrowskaSmektala, Egyptologist, Mr. J. Górnicki, architect, Mr. W. Kotataj, architect, Mr. M.
Marciniak, Egyptologist, Mrs. J. Tauszynska, architect, Mr. K. Tauszynski, architect.
The following persons contributed to the work of the Mission : Prof. T.
Dzierzykray-Rogalski, anthropologist, Mrs. J. Lipinska, archeologist, Mr.S.Jakobielski,
Coptologist, Mr. J. Gazy, renovator, and Mr. M. Niepokólczycki, geologist. Poh tographic work was performed by Mr. Mustafa A. Maksud.
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The Front Colonnade of the Upper Terrace

A project has been made, first of all, for the reconstruc
tion of the front pillars with Osiris figures. Secondly,
the studies on the reconstruction of architraves have made
a considerable progress, (PI. I, 1, 2, 3). The pillars
will be reconstructed fully, and in such a way as
to make possible in the future, the covering of the whole
gallery with architraves and ceiling. A few pillars had
been reconstructed by J. Baraize« , but some of those
will require at least partial rearrangement.
As regards the stone figures of Osiris, only a partial
reconstruction is possible on account of the small number
of original fragments preserved. It is astonishing that
only a relatively small number of torso fragments (14 in
all) has been found, as compared to the considerably larger
number of Osiris head fragments (over 20). Fragments
of the lower parts of the legs are the least numerous. The
possession today of the most important elements of the
figures is of an outstanding importance for the recons
truction work.
During the 1st and 2nd seasons a considerable number
of original°fragments of Osiris figures was found, which
made possible the provisional assembage of the more impor
tant parts of the statues. Work on reconstruction proper
started on the 3rd Terrace, concerning pillars and Osiris
figures ; 14 original and 50 newly-hewn blocks have been
assembled there (P I II, Figs. 2, 3). Also, the founda
tions under the figures have been reinforced and works
have been carried out on the repair and reinforcing of the
previousely reinforced concrete block before the Osiris
figures on the north side.
(i) L. Dabrow ski, A S A E , Vol. LVIII, Fig. II.

[3]

The guiding rule in the reconstruction of the pillars
and Osiris figures is to preserve intact the original fragments.
The missing parts are completed with limestone. Only
in cases dictated by constructional necessity, iron-rein
forced artificial stone is introduced. The original fragment
is then isolated from the rest by means of linen tissue and
a layer of plaster. An activity of outstanding importance
for the reconstruction of the Osiris statuary is the work
on the clearing up of the ground to the south-west of
Hatshepsut’s Temple. In that area there are, besides the
newly - discovered temple of Thutmose III, hundreds of
blocks from the temple of Hatshepsut. At the end
1963/64 season a few fragments of Osiris figures, a
well preserved head among them, were found. It is
hoped to find there more similar fragments.
Third Terrace Court of Hatshepsut’s Temple
Investigation of the 3rd Terrace court was finished
in the 2nd season (PI. 1,4). Another work concluded
at that time was the reconstruction of the Ptolemaic Portico
(PI. Ill, Fig. 4) that stands before the entrance to the
Main Sanctuary. Moreover, foundations were then
constructed under the two preserved rows of bases that
run along the front wall, on the south-east side.
The results so far obtained point out, as I have already
said,(1) that on the site of the court there had extended, in
the times of Queen Hatshepsut, a hypostyle hall. Under
the floor made of re-used blocks have been found hitherto
unknown bases arranged in rows, in their original position
situ).w
The central part did not, however, contain bases*2
(in
U) L. Dabrowski, A S A E , Voi. LVIII, pp. 47-51.
(2) L. Dabrowski, A S A E , Voi. LVIII, Fig. II.
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and so a definite proof is still lacking in favour of the hall
taking up the whole area of the court. It is to the hypostyle
hall that the proto-Doric columns with a broad inscribed
belt on one side, now lying on the 3rd Terrace court, pro
bably belong. They were found in the floor of the court
or in the nearby talus heap, to the south west of their
present position.(1) The columns had been re-used for the
construction of the columns for the Ptolemaic Portico
that stood in the court. The fragments preserved point out
to their being of two sizes : small ones, 62 cm dia;, and
larger ones, 72 cm dia. at the capital, which is found only
in the architecture of the hypostyle type. Attention should
be turned now to a large number of preserved architraves
that certainly come from the lower aisles surrounding
the central part of the hall. The width of the architraves,
62 cm on the average, as well as the characteristic
truncated corners found in many of them (45° angle )
point out to their coming from the hypostyle hall. More
over, three such architraves were found by us in the floor
of the 3rd Terrace court (Nos. F. 1347, F. 1294 and
F. 17). Others were found in the 2nd Terrace.
Both the architraves and columns bear cartou
ches of Thutmose II, but the name of Queen Hatshepsut
can be seen showing clearly from under. It is to be
supposed that the hall, by the order of Thutmose III,
was dedicated to the memory of Thutmose II after Hat
shepsut’s death.
Ü) The information about the place of finding the fragments of columns at present
in the court of the 3rd Terrace has. been supplied to me by Mr. Rashid Noeir, director
of excavations of the Service of Antiquities, and also by the representatives of the
Metropolitan Museum of Arts in New York, who carried their investigations nearby.
Also our own investigations proved the existence of several such fragments under the
3rd Terrace court floor.

I

[5)

A fact of an outstanding importance for further inves
tigation is the discovery nearby, in the south-western
direction, of a hypostyle hall in the newly-discovered
temple of Thutmose III (PI. V). Beth the halls date back
to nearly the same time and their plan was probably the
same. They could have suffered demolition in the first
millennium B.C. together with the whole complex of
temples at Deir el-Bahari.
Clearing-up of the Ground on the South-west Side.
Discovery of the Temple of Thutmose III.
During the 2nd and 3rd seasons clearing operations
were in progress on the huge talus slope between the temple
of Hatshepsut and that of Mentuhotep’s (PI. 1,1), adv
ancing some 12m towards the rock, i.e. towards the south
west. New parts of the temple of Thutmose III, first
discovered in the 1st season, were then found (PI. VII),
together with a large number of abandoned blocks originat
ing from the temple of Hatshepsut. Especially valuable
for the reconstruction was the discovery of a fragment
of the stone Osiris head topped by a white crown, and a
few fragments of torsos.
As regards the temple of Thutmose III, the supposition
for its being about 40 m broad on the front, was confirmed.
The whole of the left side of the temple,
from the south
west, was erected on a terrace that no longer exists. Only
the foundations of the front wall (PI. 1,9) are pre
served. In this situation the part of the temple being
now uncovered is its right wing situated on the side of
Hatshepsut’s temple. In this part, in the middle of the
pit, three huge sandstone bases were found
situ.
Their diameter was 2.04 m., the height being 0.19 m. Also,

[6]
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a few fragments were found belonging to columns that
once stood on those bases. The columns were proto-Doric
32-sided, their diameter being 1.34 m. The column
drums were also made of sandstone and consisted of
two parts. The whole of the arrangement point out to the
columns standing originally in two rows, transversally to
the main axis of the temple, each row having probably
six columns. The columns supported the central, high
part of the temple.
The large columns were surrounded by two rows of
smaller ones, of 91-93 cm dia. The latter were also protoDoric, but 16-sided. Out of that colonnade 5 bases and
7 columns have been found
on the north-west
side. The columns are preserved to the height of about
2 m. The material is sandstone, but the surface is faced
with plaster that very closely resembles limestone. The
columns were in many places covered with hieratic writing
from the Ramesside period.(1) The colonnade was originally
surrounded by a wall of which only the foundations have
remained (stylobate) on the south-east and north-east
sides.
Among the columns and bases discovered
there lay scattered blocks belonging to architraves, columns
proto-Doric capitals, vaults, cornices, bases and stone
windows. Among those, in turn, lay numerous smaller
fragments of walls, covered with coloured reliefs.(2)
The temple had been destroyed, as the traces point out,
as a result of the falling of large pieces of rock from above.
(1) The hieratic inscriptions on the columns are copied by Mr. M. Marciniak.
(2) List of Objects found at Deir el Bahari (Temple of Thutmose III) was pre
pared for publication in the Season 1961/62 by Mrs. J. Lpinska, in the Season 1962/63
and 1963/64 by Mrs. E. Dabrowska-Smektata.
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The event took place probably at the beginning of the
first millennium B. C. After the cataclysm, the ruins
supplied material for the erection of other buildings.
This is evidenced by the discovery among the ruins of a
considerable number of stone drums of about 50 cm dia,
roughly hewn out of some older fragments belonging
to the temple.
Above the ruins of the temple, in the talus heap, there
has been found the statue of Senenmut, a famous architect from the time of the XVIII Dynasty, as well as 5 wooden sarcophagi from the Late Period.(1> The finds from
the temple of Thutmose III are kept in a specially erected
store on the east side of the 1st Terrace of Hatshepsut’s
temple. It is there that preliminary restoration work and
scientific investigation of the finds are carried out.
The existence at Deir el Bahari of a temple ofThutmose
III has been so far unknown. A. Mariette in the middle
of XIX century had some suspicion as to the existence
there of a third temple.(2> Only H. Winlock who had been
carrying on investigations there for many years on behalf
of the Metropolitan Museum of Arts of New York,(S>
knew that the beginning of the ramp dated to the times
of Thutmose III (PI. I, 10) but he did not believe it
went much further.
L eszek D abrqwski*3

O' The anthropological problem is worked out by Mr. Dzierzykray-Rogalski.
m
T ex te,

Manette-Bey A„ D e ir E l B a h a r i : D o c u m e n ts T o p o g ra p h iq u es, H isto riq u es
Leipzig 1877, p. 5-6.

(3) Winlock H E., E x c a v a tio n a t D e ir e l B a h a r i 1911-1931, New York 1942.
Of the same author : articles in
Bull.of th e M u seu m o f A r ts . December
1924 to March 1932.
*
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PRELIMINARY REPORT
CONCERNING THE RESTORATION OF THE
WALL ON THE 3rd TERRACE OF THE
HATSHEPSUT TEMPLE AT DEIR EL-BAHRI
During the Season 1965-1966
BY

fi. DABROWSKA

and

P. OARTKIEWlCZ

Restoration work during the season lasting from
15.1.1966 till 15.IV.1966 comprised the reconstruction
of Osiride statues on the 3rd terrace, as well as the erection
of the protective wall above the niches on the western
wall of the Hypostyle Hall and the reparation of the
brick vault above the Lower Southern Portico(1>.
This part of the report is concerned mainly with the
restoration of the inner and outer faces of the eastern wall
of the Hypostyle Hall on the 3rd terrace and some
problems connected with itta>.
Due to the fact that the season was very short, and at
the same time the most helpful gang of workers for trans
ferring the blocks was occupied at the temple of Tuthmosis
HI, or with the other works at the Hatshepsut temple, it
was impossible to complete all the work planned by us for
that season. In spite of the above mentioned difficulties
detailed studies were undertaken :
W For previous seasons see L. DabrowsKi - Preliminary Report on the recons
truction works o f the Hatshepsut temple at Deir el-Bahari during the 1961-62
season,
A S A E 1 . LVIII/19ti4/p. 37-60, Pis I-IX : L. Dabrowski - Rekonstrukcja
swiatym Hatshepsut, Ochrona Zabytkow Rok XVII/1964 Nr. 2 p. 39-49.
<2> 111 £hat work were occupied members o f the Polish Centre o f Mediterra
nean Archaeology o f Warsaw University at Cairo collaborating with Dr. L.
Dabrowski who is working on behalf o f the Antiquities Department.
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j ^Classificationof the blocks.
Almost all thè blocks belonging to the temple were
classified and grouped in rows on the terraces and inside
the Hypostyle Hall, according to their decoration and
destination ( architraves, inscribed wall blocks, torusés,
cavette etc). Fragments of these blocks were closed in
small compartments in the Northern Colonnade on the 2nd
terrace and in the chapels on the 3rd terrace.
During that work there were found among the stones
some 200 connections of the wall blocks Nos. 13874417
1323-1359-1360-1416 (PI. IV B), 1356 - 1404, 2041 2042,
1580-2043 (PI. IV D), 2044-2045, 1344-1345-1346-1348
(PI. IVd) 1726-1727-1728-1729, 2048-2049, 2046-2047,
2051-2052-2053, 2054-2055, 537-890,180-979, 191-2088,
1120-2091-2096 (Pi. V B ) , 645-646-647-635-662-685-648649, 2053 - 2092, 2115 -2118 1213 - 1214, 1186- 1196,
1233-1234, 2Ó-199-2139-2140-2141 ( PI. VD), 2090-2091,
64-185 2080-2081,2083-2084-2086, 588-2114, 53-2421085 - 2122 - 2123 ( PL V C. ), 187 - 2120, 2098 - 2099,
2124, 2125, 2126, 2127, 2128, 2094-2095, 2102 - 2103,
33-2132-2131, 52-2133, 1024-2134, 179-770, 61-2100-2101,
48 a -h -c -d -, 184
a - b ,2118
187-2120, 599^20822093-2104-2105-2136, 2116-2117, 1037-2137, 2028-2029,
1387-1417, 1343-1344-1345-1348. 2245-2244 (PI. IV C,)
2067-2068, 1356-1358-1404, 1359-1360-1393, 1496-1498,
1710-1711, 1154-1059-1930-2115 (PL I.) and son on.
For technical reasons it is impossible to demonstrate
here the all examples. PL IV -shows some connections
of wall blocks belonging to the outer face of the eastern
wall of the Hypostyle Hall. PL V presents efforts in
restoring some of the destroyed and broken wall blocks.
Ali Abid Hassan was very helpful in that work, and it is
a pity that he was working with us for one month only.

Study

of
theprinciples
of
decoration of the temple in order to obtain sufficient
data for
drawing
reconstruction
of
the figures
on
the
walls

1 • Analytical studies were therefore begun on the
proportions of the figurai representations.
2.
Studies of the dependances between the dimen sions of the frieze and dado in relation to the scale of
the other representations.
Ad. 1—Measurments were made of the figures on
the walls of the Lower Porticoes, in the Hathor’s Chapel
and in the Chapel of Tuthmosis I. At first some inaccuracy was observed in the proportions of the figures.
It is possible that this is due to the survying process.'
Ad. 2 — (a) Analysis of the “frieze” on the walls
of the temple shows two type of design : one - f kr.t
second-horned cobra crowned with sun disk. The" first
design occurs always in the rooms originally roofed on
the 3rd terraces and in various places in the Hathor’s
chapel ; the second one occurs on all walls of the middle
colonnade and on the walls of the uppermost porticoes
on the 3rd terrace.
(b) Preliminary classification of the cobra design
aliows us to establish the percentage of the missing
wall-blocks with that decoration and to establish the
subtypes of the cobra design.
(c) Comparative measurments of the dado were taken
from the decoration on the walls and the percentage and
size of the missing blocks were established. All wall-blocks
with dados consisting of two coloured bands red and
yellow bordered and devided by black stripes running
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round the walls - the lowermost register in the temple,
were measured, and all the missing blocks in the walls
with that decoration were counted. The measurments of
the dimensions of dados in situ made it possible to
establish which blocks belonged to the eastern wall of the
Hypostyle Hall.
III. —S tu d ie s on th e construction o f the eastern
of

[ 5]

(a) measurments of the restored fragment of the wall.
Scale 1 : 20 (Pis. I and III).
(b) detailed measurments of the newly found blocks
Scale 1 : 5 (PI. II).
(c) project of the restoration of the fragment of the
wall scale 1 : 20 (Pis. I and III).

the H y p o s ty le H a ll.

At the work, it was observed that the position of the
granite doorway is inaccurate.
It is probably a result
of the partial destruction of the doorway when the temple
fell into ruins. This inaccuracy was never rectified during
the previous restorations. The doorway is leaning now
about 12 cm westward from the vertical owing to the
settling of its foundations.
This inclination resulted also in an inaccurate reconst
ruction of the neighbouring parts of the wail on both
sides of the granite doorway. Our investigations revealed
in addition, that during previous reconstructions no all
owance was made for the protrusion of the doorway out
of the outer face of the eastern wall. This protrusion,
about 3 cm large, was marked with a slightly different
execution of the vertical granite blocks of the doorway.
IV.—

Project

and

of

th e fr a g m e n t

of

the

e a s te r n

realisation
of
w a ll

o
th e

of

inn

theH a ll.

As a result of the studies and of the newly found
connections among the decorated blocks it was possible
to restore a fragment of the wall, consisting mainly of the
blocks belonging to the inner face of the eastern wall, and
to place them in their original positions. In completing
this task there were made :

Due to the necessity of some corrections at the granite
doorway, the construction of the restored wall has a
temporary ch aracter. Thus for the substructure were used
small broken pieces' of limestone jointed with mud, while
the wall face was filled up with mud bricks jointed with
stone elements, of the substructure by means of mud
.mortar.
.
.. ;v
During these works the existing wall-blocks were duly
rearranged on the outer face of the eastern wall, and
a newly found block was inserted in its original place
(pi. Hi). " V ;' ; ^•*'
i
^
J ;.'
Y '— Description of

therestored'fragmo f the

From among the greatest group- of the recently found
wall-blaçks it was ^possible to restore some fragments d f
inner face of the northern ,part, of the eastern walk at the
entrance tc Hypostyle Hall on the 3 rd terrace. Twenty
five wall blocks were put in their original places (PI. II)
, Nos. 67, 69, 70,,71, 72, 73, 75, 76, 80, 82, 675,. 701, 881,
1054, 1059, 1154, 1930, 2056, 2069, 2087, . 2111, 2112,
2113, 2115..
........
For the present state of th e preservation o f the northern and southern
part o f the eastern wall o f the Hypostyle Hall see E. Naville, Temple o f Deir
el-Bahari vol. V, Pis. CXXlt, CXXII1, CXXIV - CXXVI. and PM II, 116.

:
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The bottom register of this fragment of the scene is
almost the same as that on the southern part of the
eastern wall of the Hypostyle Hall.(1)
In the middle of the restored part of the wall there are
represented in similar scale two figures o f Tuthmosis III
standing back to back. One figure is turned northward and
the other southward. The first figure is almost completely
preserved. The king is dressed in an apron with a bull’s
tail hanging behind him. His breast is covered with two
falcons with wings spread in a protective attitude; they
are holding in their claws s/rw-signs. His neck is decorated
with plain vwi-collar; the King’s head is crowned with the
blue helmet. In his right hand he is holding a long stick
or standard and in the left one the sign o f life. Above
his head are seen cartouches with his royal titles behind
remains of the sign of life holding a fan, and below there
are preserved remains of a usual inscription ( See pi. I ).
The King is following the procession o f twelve priests
holding in their hands standards with various religious
emblems. Only the two last figures, closing the procession
are holding the jars (?). Above them are seen the feet, pro
bably of attendants standing in groups. An upper wall block
No. 518 has the face very enoded, and the relief depicts
a very small figure of Tuthmosis III dressed in an apron,
and holding in one hand the sign of life and in the other
a jar of wine. He is described there as " King o f the
Two Lands, the good god, offering the wine” . Above his
head is represented the sky. Tuthmosis III is standing
behind two priests, one o f them is holding in his hands
the censers. Above that group are seen the feet of the
marching men holding standards as above.
U>
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That part of the representation is separated from the
figure of Tuthmosis III by an inscription written in four
columns of which only the lower ports are preserved
(See PI. II)

The next figure of Tuthmosis III turned southward (to
the granite doorway) is now incomplete. Till now other
stones belonging to that figure are not fount'. The king
was probably dressed here as the previous one. Only on
the head he wears a round wig with fillet knotted at the
back, with loose ends hanging down on the back of his
neck. Above the wig an
c-fetarown is attached, and ram
horns with sun disk. Above his head are seen remains
of cartouches. The Pharaoh is standing here in front of
three figures and offering them all kinds of food piled
in three rows. Two figures are sitting. Now it is impos
sible to identify them because only a few elements are
preserved. Probably they represent Amün and Hatshepsut (?). Behind them is standing on the
sign
a mummyfied figure of the god(Khonsu or Ptah) holding
in his hands
nhh,
hand
wsym
the wall is very destroyed and its reliefs are sometimes
completely illegible from a distance, it was recut, and the
same representations were newly carved on it.
Scenes on the walls represent the ceremonies con
nected with a festival of Amün which took place in the
Hypostyle Hall. Some parts of the walls were destroyed by
Tuthmosis III, enemies of Amün and in Christian times.
The following seasons allowed us to gather more
material for the restoration of the wall with the missing
stones, and threw more light on that part of the temple
and the ceremonies celebrated there.
E

See,E. Naville, Temple o f Deir el-Bahari, vol. V. PL CXXIIL
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PRELIMINARY REPORT
ON THE RECONSTRUCTION WORKS
OF THE TEMPLE OF HATSHEPSUT
AT DEIR EL RAHARI
During the Season 1964-1965
BY

Dr. JADWIQA LIPINS KA

Upon the agreement between the Egyptian Antiquities
Service and the Polish Centre of Mediterranean Archaeo
logy in Cairo the work at Deir el-Bahari started on Novem
ber 3rd 1964 and lasted until April 21st 1965.
The mission under the supervision of Prof. Dr.
Kazimierz Michalowski consisted of the following persons :
A.—From the Polish Centre of Archaeology :
1. Dr. Jadwiga Lipinska, Egyptologist, head of the
mission during the absence of Prof. K Michalowski ;
2. Prof. Jan Slusarczyk, Sculptor, conservator, in
charge of the restoration of the Osiride statues ;
3. Mr. Eugeniusz From, Architect, in charge of the
architectural studies and documentation for restoration
and excavations ;
4. Mr. Zbigniew Borkowski, archaeologist, ( joined
the Mission at the end of February 1965 ) ;
5. Prof. Dr. Tadeusz Dzierzykray-Rogalski, anthropo
logist, consultant ;
6. Dr.
sultant ;

Elzbieta

Prominska, anthropologist, con
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7.
Mr. Andrzej Dziewanowski,photographer, (joined
the mission at the beginning of April 1965 ) ;
B. — From the Department of Antiquities :
1. Mr. Ramadan M. Saad, Inspector of antiquities;
2. Mr. Abdallah Sayed, Inspector of antiquities
(left the mission in December 1964) ;
3. Mr. Mohammed Saleh, Inspector of antiquities
(joined the mission in December 1964) ;
4. Mr. Ibrahim Abdel Qader, conservator ( joined
the mission at the beginning of March 1965) ;
5. Mr. Mohammed Rizk, photographer, (joined
the mission in January 1965 ).
The work of this season was concentrated on two
main points :
I. The preparatory work for the reconstruction of
the gallery of the Osiride pillars on the upper terrace of
the Hatshepsut temple.
II. The excavations in the area adjoining the temple
of Hatshepsut from the South-West, where the temple
built by Tuthmosis III had been discovered in 1962.
I.— The reconstruction of the Osiride pillars of the upper
terrace o f the Hatshepsut temple.
As the most necessary step before the reconstruction
of the Osiride statues, a preliminary operation of modelling
the plaster dummy of the complete Osiride statue of average
dimensions has been executed. With the help of this model
the four lowest blocks, i.e. the feet of the Osiride statues
No. XVI, XVII, XVIII and XX - were completely cut in
new stone blocks, and four further blocks for statue No.
XVI have been erected and prepared for final carving and
fitting with the original fragments.
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For the Osiride pillars No. XV-XIX, the complete
documentation and working project of reconstruction
to scale 1: 10 was finished. This was supplemented with
detailed lists of necessary new blocks to be quarried and
carved to replace the missing, original pieces.
Prior to the erection of the pillars, we completed
the essential operation of stiffening the reinforced concrete
plate in the northern half of the upper terrace.
To finish the work of protecting the insecure southern
and western walls of the Southern Hall of Offerings, wooden
supports and a stone wall were provided. Also, the
emergency blockage with cement to support the leaning
wall in the northern colonnade of the middle terrace was
completed.
IT—

The

excavations

in

the

area

Three seasons of work on clearing the rocky platform
between the temples of Hatshepsut and Mentuhotep have
revealed many important blocks belonging to the temple
of Hatshepsut buried in the debris. In order to obtain
all available material for reconstruction, the work of this
season has been accelerated in hope to complete the excava
tion. This has not been accomplished yet, and although
the entire platform of the ruins of the temple of Tuthmosis III is now unearthed (cf. pi. I), there is still
much debris covering the rocky slope above the northern
part of Mentuhotep temple to be cleared next season.
In the course of excavations many wall blocks and
even larger fragments of Osiride statues from the Hat
shepsut temple have been recovered. The most important
finds are as follows : Inv. No. F 6058, 6059,6963-three
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fragments of the lower parts of the Osiride statues ; Inv.
No. F 7219-part of the chest of an Osiride statue ;
Inv. No. F 7943 - another smaller fragment of the chest;
Inv. No. F 6684 - inscribed and decorated block ; Inv.
No. F 5742 - fragment of inscribed block.
The excavations of the remaining part of the temple
of Tuthmosis III covered the area measuring approximately
40x30 metres, where the average thickness of debris was
about 6.5 m. reaching the height of 24 m. in the north western corner formed by the surrounding cliffs.
The clearance of the debris covering the face of the
cliff limiting the platform from the west revealed two
rock-cut tombs. Both of them were undecorated and
crudely cut in soft argillaceus schist. They were presu
mably built in the Late Period, when the temple of
Tuthmosis III had been already destroyed. Tomb I has
the entrance 6.19 m. above the level of the temple
pavement(°, while the entrance to tomb II is situated
1.93 m. above this level.
Tomb No. I ( cf. PI. II) consists of a long corridor
ending with two side chambers, each of them containing
a vertical shaft. The shafts are connected by a small
narrow passage and below the southern chamber another
subterranean chamber was roughly cut and found filled
partly with debris. The clearance of this tomb exposed
several fragments of broken sarcophagi, smashed mum
mies and small objects of funerary equipment^.
( i) As the level of the pavement in the fore-and back parts of the temple is different,
all the measurements of the heights are taken from the point “zero” established in the
north-east corner of the temple.
( 3)

Cf. List of objects, part Ill/a.
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In front of the second tomb, two parallel walls about
1.5 m. high, built of undecorated limestone blocks
(presumably taken from the temple of Hatshepsut), formed
a causeway about 4 m. long ( cf. PI. HI, fig- 3). Inside
the entrance of the tomb, there were mud-brick walls on
each side of the short passage(1) (cf. PI. HI, fig. 4), leading
to the larger irregularly shaped chamber from which opened
to the south another smaller chamber with a shaft ending
below in subterranean chambers. This tomb contained
fewer finds than the previous one(2)3*.
The removal of debris from the ruins of the temple
of Tuthmosis III brought to light innumerable fragments
of inscribed and decorated blocks, in addition to about 2000
larger objects. Among the most valuable finds belong :
the complete black granite statue, about 2metres in height,
of the king Tuthmosis III enthroned t3', two partly destro
yed life - sized standing statues of this king, in red
granite<4), and his smaller black granite headless statue in a
kneeling position00. A fragment of the head in white
marble with perfectly preserved face of the kingt6) belongs
among the masterpieces of Egyptian art, as well as a beau
tifully painted relief representing the god Amon-Min(7).
Included in the most important discoveries in the temple
are hundreds of hieratic graffiti from the XIXth and XXth
Dynasties found on columns and fragments of wallst8).
(!) The dimensions of the bricks are 28 + 14+10 cm. and are similar to the bricks
from the tomb of Pabasa.
(3) Cf. List of objects, Part Ill/b.
(3) Cf. List of objects, Cat. No. 1.
Cf. List of objects, Cat. No. 2, 3.
Cf. List of objects, Cat. No. 4.
<6) Cf. List of objects, Cat. No. 5.
<7) Cf. List of objects, Cat. No. 57.
C8) The publication of all hieratic graffiti from the temple is being prepared by
Mr. Marek Merciniak from the Polish Centre of Archaeology in Cairo.
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The excavations carried on in this season uncovered
completely the remnants of the western half of the temple.
Further work will recover the blocks scattered in the debris
which covers the southern slope of the rock, but the whole
preserved in situ part of the temple is already cleared. The
temple was originally damaged by a rock-slide about the
end of the XXth Dynasty and was subsequently used as
a quarry until some other event disturbed the stone-cutters,
causing them to leave unfinished work and tools (cf. PI. IV).
The site was then abandoned and covered with thick
layers of debris in which were discovered the Late Period
burials as well as numerous pots with embalming mat
erials (1)23.
The indications for dating the destruction of the temple
are numerous. The most important and clear datum is
the abrupt cessation of the hieratic inscriptions on walls
and columns in the temple. There are no graffiti later
than the XXth Dynasty. Another important fact is that
the name of the temple, mentioned several times in the
inscriptions of the XVIIIth Dynasty and after, appears
for the last time in the reign of Ramesses IX.(S> As the
temple of Mentuhotep surely could not survive the fall
of huge structure situated above it, the archaeological
evidence of its destruction indicates the demolition of our
temple at the same time. The conclusions of Hall concern
ing the history of Mentuhotep temple are in accordance
with the data obtained from the excavations on the
temple of Tuthmosis I II(i).
CD In this season we found a number of such pots, but the only burail in debris
belonged to the Coptic Period. It was found in sector 1-5. on the level of 2,72m.above
the pavement. Cf. List of objects, Cat. No. 26.
(2) Cf. J. Lipinska, Studies on the identification of some sanctuaries at Deir
el Bahari, JE A - in printing.
(3) Cf. L. D . Ill, Ph 236 A.
W Cf. Naville, Hall The
XlthDynasty T em ple, Vol. I, p. 12 ; 14-15.
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Both these temples, evidently, became used as quarries
shortly after the end of the XXth Dynasty. As the burials
from the time of the XXVIth Dynasty were found in
aheap of debris 1.5 m. above the temple 'pavement(1)
this is proof that the site was then already long abandoned
and turned into a cemetery.
There is still the unsolved question of quarrying the
stone blocks from the temple. We found in the debris
many roughly cut blocks of walls, columns, and architraves,
all shaped cylindically, and with one end rounded (cf.
PL IV, fig. 6) looking as if they were intended as big bowls
or mortars. Their destination and use is still obscure.
The havoc and destruction caused by the quarrying in
the temple make it difficult to recognize even its plan in
certain places. Fortunately, the sequence of destruction
followed according to this scheme : the first to be dism
antled was the sandstone pavement, while the walls or
their remnants preserved after the catastrophe were still
standing. Then the ceilings, architraves and the upper
drums of proto-doric columns were removed, all these
were made of sandstone. Evidently the sandstone was
considered more valuable than poor local limestone of
which most of the walls were built. When the work was
interrupted almost all the walls were already dismantled,
and their blocks and fragments scattered, but the wallfoundations of sandstone were left in many places, allowing
us to reconstruct the plan of the temple. These wallfoundations were not cf the common type. The construc
tion of the temple was very simple, the site was prepared
U) Cf. E. Dabrowska-Smektala, Coffins found in the area of the temple of
Tuthmosis III at Deir el-Bahari - in preparation.

[8]
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for building by means of levelling the soft schistic rock,
and paving it with sandstone slats with the bases of columns
built in. Then the course of walls and entrances were
carved directly on the blocks of pavement, in most cases
the lines marking the walls drawn crosswise without any
relation to the order of the blocks of pavement. In th;
south-eastern quarter cf the temple, by now completely
disappeared, the rock is precipitous, and in order to
level it with the rest of the temple platform, the substruc
ture of large limestone and sandstone blocks was built to
support the pavement. This part evidently was pushed
by the rockslide, as many blocks of the temple columns,
pillars, architraves, cornices, and decorated walls have
been found scattered in the debris below in the temple of
Mentuhotep. Some blocks of this substructure are
still in situ and other surely were removed at the time of
dismantling the temple. In any case, this quarter of the
temple disappeared and no trace of any construction to the
south of the axis in the fore-part of the temple can be found.
The discovery of the existing in situ part of the cuter
northern wall of the temple proved that the walls followed
closely the markings carved upon the pavement slabs.
Beside this fragment of wall only two other were found in
situ in the whole temple, as other walls being dismantled
completely. The above mentioned fragment, (cf. PI. V, fig.
7) nevertheless, indicates the construction of non-existing
walls. It is preserved to the height of about lm. and cons
tructed with two sandstone blocks in the thickness of wall,
measuring together 1.5 m., the length of blocks ranging
from 1.4 m. to 2.24 m. The inner surface of the wall
was whitewashed and covered with hieratic inscriptions
in black ink and a large sketch of two boats (cf. PI. V, fig.
8) . Although this lowest part of the wall had been built of

_
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sandstone, the numerous fragments of decorated and
inscribed limestone blocks found in its immediate vici
nity(1)23indicate that the upper decorated pait of this
wall was built of limestone.
It is very difficult to determine the arrangment of the
walls of sandstone and limestone. Most decorated and
inscribed wall-blocks were of limestone, but also many
sections of the larger reliefs were found on sandstone
blocks. Among these are the fragments of representations
of boats found in the eastern part of the temple(2),
and many fragments of the Offering scenes found during
this season, come mostly from the westernmost section
of the temple(3).
Further excavations to the west of the area, cleared
in the previous season, resulted in recovering the extension
of the colonnade running paralleli to the northern outer
wall. There were found in situ 10 bases and the lowest
parts of the columns, three columns being preserved up
to the height of T5m(4) (cf. PI. VI, fig- 9). They were cove
red with hieratic inscriptions in black ink (cf. PI. VII).
! lì Among other fragments a part of a coronation scene of Tuthmosis III and
relief of Amon and Hathor enthroned, were found there. Cf. List of objects, Cat.
No. 37, 66.
(2) Cf. J. Lipinska, List of objects found at Deir el-Bahari / temple Tuthmosis
III season 1961-1962, A S A E - in print.
(3) They were in some cases carved upon sandstone blocks
which were much
thinner than the usual wall-blocks, being probably the slabs covering the outer western
wall from the inside. Some of the discovered larger blocks and fragments found
scattered around the sanctuary are fitting together. They represent part of the Offering
depicted below the elongated symbol of sky painted blue with yellow stars, above
which the geometric and heqer ornaments bordered the upper most part of the wall.
To this type of sandstone slabs belong : Inv. No. F 7859, F 7963 A-B, F 7912-F 7915.
The thick block inv. No. 7860 is decorated in the same style on its two opposite sides
evidently belonged to the corner of one of the inner walls.

(4) Adjacent to one of the columns another drum was found/inv. No. F 7491/
which fitted with the lower part of the column in situ, and subsequently has been
mounted in its original position. The total height of this column is now 2.32 m.

[10]
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Behind the last row of columns partly preserved
foundations indicated a thick (2.12 m.) transversal wall
running NE-SW (cf. PI. VIII). In its course a red granite
doorway (cf. PI. IX, fig. 12) preserved in situ up to the height
of about 2 m. helped to ascertain the axis of the temple
Jambs of the doorway, although originally 3.8 m. high,
were intentionally cut off evidently for re-using the stone,
and left in pieces around the preserved portion. The
lintel has disappeared completely. The width of the entrance
was 2.29 m., that is, about one metre wider than the ent
rance to the analogous doorway to the sanctuary of Amon
in the temple of Hatshepsut. The doorway was decorated
only upon its outer face. As usual the name of the door
is engraved on the foot of the doorpost :

“The door of
M e n - kheprAmon is satysfying his heart by his (various) comings” .
On both door jambs the king was represented in basrelief entirely green painted, with three vertical columns
of his protocole inscribed above, and one longer vertical
inscription referring to : “ Amon in front of Djeserakhet” - Djeser - akhet being a name of the temple found
this season in many inscriptions00. The tops of both
jambs were decorated with the flying vultures of Upper
and Lower Egypt and the usual inscriptions. These
U) The studies on the exact dimensions of the temple are not completed yet,
as its length is uncertain. It seems sure, however, that the northern half was slightly
wider than the southern. From the axis of the temple it is 18.90 m.(36 cubits) to its
outer northern wall, while there is only 17.35 m.(about 33 cubits to)the outer southern
wall.
(») Cf. List of Objects, Cat. No. 2, 4, Part II, F/3, and No. 114, 115.
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inscriptions, as well as ones referring to Amon were erased
and later restored. The threshold of the doorway was
about 0.5 m. higher than the level of the pavement in the
fore-part of the temple. From this point the entire plat
form on which the western chambers were built was raised
0.5 m. In front of the doorway three shallow sandstone
steps, badly preserved, are still in situ.
Behind the doorway two lower drums of proto-doric
columns standing upon their bases, and parts of pavement
with traces of wall-markings indicate the square vestibule
formerly having a roof supported by four columns. One
of the red granite statues of Tuthmosis III and his kneeling
figure of black granite were found in this site (PI. X, fig.
14). The other red granite statue was found outside,
near the northern jamb of the doorway (cf. PI. X, fig. 15),
but possibly all ones decorated the vestibule(1)2.
Clearly
Re'given life, (named
:) indicated by cut lines and hinge marking
entrance from this vestibule led to the small sanctuary
with its back wall built along the face of the cliff. On
the slab of pavement in the westernmost part of the sanc
tuary, a straight line was carved to mark the axis of the
temple (PI. XI, fig. 16). Under this slab an interesting
discovery has been made : this stone was once pierced
through and in the hole some broken fragments of small
enthroned male statue in black granite were buried and
covered with plaster00. There is no possibility to rec
onstruct the statue because of the scarcity of fragments,
but part of the braided beard and the very place of the
(1) A large number of fragments of red granite statues with some parts un
related to the two discovered, more complete statues indicate that once the temple
was decorated with other similar figures.
(2) Cf. List of objects, Cat. No. 6.
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burial suggest that the statue represented the god Amon
himself, destroyed during the Amarna Period, whose scat
tered remains were collected by pious hands and buried
under the sanctuary after the fall of the Aton’s heresy.
To the north of the vestibule to the sanctuary the
remnants of a chamber with enormously thick eastern
and western walls and with a roof once supported by two
protodoric columns, appears to be a Hall of Offerings.
In this, a large black granite statue of Tuthmosis III was
found(cf. PI. XI, fig. 17), but it was surely removed from its
original place, as the lower part was found resting on the
thin layer of debris covering the traces marking the corner
of this chamber. There were found also many votive
objects, such as fragments of stelae, bowls, and statuettes,
offered by non-royal persons. Among them were :
a votive stela of the Visier Pa-nehsy(1)234, possibly the
same person known from the time of Merenptah00,
and two wooden tags with the name of Men -kheper-Reseneb, the High Priest of Amon in the time of the reign
of Tuthmosis I I I (5). These tags, similar to these known
in the later times as mummy-tags, were presumably attached
to the offerings sent to the temple.
The abnormal thickness of two walls of this chamber
about 2.10 m.(may be accounted for by the possible)
existence of a row of niches within them( \
(1) Cf. List of objects, Cat. No. 16.
(2) Cf. Helck, Zur Verwaltung, 325-6.
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There is a problem in reconstructing the plan of the
other chambers in the north-western corner of the temple.
This part seems ot be designed differently than the opposite
south-western corner of the temple, as the rock there is
projected, preventing the straight continuation of the outer
northern wall.
The clearing of the area to the south of the vestibule
exposed a few fragments of sandstone pavement with
traces of walls allowing the rough reconstruction of the
plans of a row of three narrow chambers. As in the entire
western part of the temple, the debris here yielded the
fragments of Offering scenes. In the debris covering the
south-western corner of the temple was found a number
of pottery cf the Late Period05. The layer containing
it extended from the level of about 0.5 m. to about 3 m.
above the temple pavement. In this layer the fine beads
of a dropped necklace of green felspar, and agate were
discovered (2).
To the south of the granite doorway a huge block of
fallen rock resting on the slope was unearthed. It was
evidently there at the time of the building of the temple,
and was adapted as a part of the substructure of the pave
ment. The empty spaces on its sides were presumably
filled with ordinary limestone or sandstone blocks of
substructure, but these were removed when the temple
was dismantled, and fallen decorated wall blocks were
found in a deep hole beside the rock. The complete
clearance of the surrounding area is planned for the next
season of work.

(3) Cf. List of objects, Cat. No. 32-33.
(4) Similar thick walls with niches in their middle parts are known from many
temples. Cf. the western wall of the Central Court in Hatshepsut temple, or the
eastern wall in the vestibule to the Southern Hall of Offerings.

(1) The catalogue of the pottery found in the area of the temple of Tuthmosis III
lavili be published separately.
(2) Cf. List of objects, Cat. No. 22.

PI.
[14]
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The programme of the forthcoming season should
therefore be concentrated on the definite clearance of the
debris covering the rocky slope between the temples of
Tuthmosis III and Mentubotep. For the reconstruction of
the Hatshepsut temple the restoration and erection of as
many Osiride pillars as possible is planned and can be
executed on the basis of already prepared documentation
and projects.
Deir

el-Bahari21.4.1965.
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Black granite statue of Tuthmosis III in situ.

A LIST OF OBJECTS FOUND
AT DEIR EL - BAHARI IN THE AREA
OF THE TEMPLE OF TUTHMOSIS III
BY

JADWIGA

LIPINSKA

IVth Season of Excavations 1964/1965

The list contains a selection of the most important
and typical finds. The inventory of the objects found in
this season consists of nearly 2500 numbers, out of which
129 have been chosen for preliminary publication. The
list is presented in the following way :
PART I.— D ivers find s

from the temple of

T uthmosis III :

(a) Stone statues.
b) Stelae, Offering tables, etc.
C
(c) Miscellaneous objects.
PART II. — F ragments
tions

(a)
(b)
(c)
id)
0)
(/)

of the wall reliefs and inscrip 

OF THE TEMPLE OF TUTHMOSIS

Representations of
Representations of
Representations of
Representations of
Representations of
Fragments of wall

III :

the god Amon.
the god Amon-Min.
diverse gods.
the king.
Offerings.
inscriptions.1

1. Inscriptions containing the names and titles of
the king.
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Complete statue of King, with part of the right side
of the
slsightly broken, and the uraeusis missing. The
nem
surface is cracked in many places. Remains of yellow paint
are preserved on stripes cf
s,blue paint on beard, w
nem
painted eyes. The King is enthroned, the hands posed
flatly upon the thighs, the feet rest on the nine bows. The
head is covered with the royal
, the beard shaped
trapezoidally, pleated shenti tied with geometrically
ornamented belt. In the centre of belt is an inscription :

2. Diverse larger parts of the texts.
3 inscriptions with the name of the temple “ Djeserakhet” .
4 fragments of the Lists of Offerings.
Fragments of diverse representations and inscrip
tions.
(h) Fragments of architraves and columns.

(g)

PA RT H I . — F in d s

from t h e tombs

:

A

(a) F in d s from the tomb I.
(b) F inds from the tomb II.

f

Sometimes it was utterly impossible to divide clearly

the representations and inscriptions according to toeir
subjects. In cases where the representations or inscriptions
had a mixed character, they were described according to
the main subject in one of the above classes, and footnotes
are provided with data of analogous subjects described

The throne is decorated upon two
sides with the symbol.

mo sis

(a )

fin d s

from

Along the right leg :

'. h i tem pl e of T uth

III :

Stone
Statues
1. Statue of King Tuthmosis III enthroned. Pis. Iand figs. 1, 2.
Inv. No. F. 6721.

x w

i

Near the legs of the King, on both sides of the front
of the throne, are two vertical hieroglyphic inscriptions,
carved and painted with yellow paint :

in another class.
As during this season much pottery has been disco
vered in the temple site, it will be studied and eventually
published in a special catalogue, which will also include
the finds from the previous seasons.
PART I . __-Div e r se

[3 ]

,

Hb f9 6 S m“ ‘ H. of sockle 0.25 m„ W. of throne
0.55 m. Th. 0 95 m.

Along the left leg :
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In both cases the name of Amon has been erased and
restored.
Provenance : Found lying diagonally on the left side,
on a thin layer of debris, covering the foundation of
wall, sector J-5.
2. Statue of Tuthmosis III. PI. Ill, fig. 3.
Inv. No. F. 7477.
Red granite.
H. 0.83 m., H. of sockle 0.33 m., L. of base 0.78 m.,
W. of base 0.42 m.
A headless statue of the king standing with the left leg
forward, dressed in a pleated loin-cloth, with triangular
apron. The missing head was covered with a
yellow striped, as indicated by traces of paint outlining
its lower left end and back queue, on which also some
traces of blue paint are preserved. On the centre of the
belt is carved an inscription :
1 o

At

I
I

9 ^ -1
Upon the dorsal pillar one vertical hieroglyphic
inscription reads :
—1

—

2

[«]

The bare feet of the king are set on the nine bows carved
upon the^upper jsurface^of the sockle. In front of the
right foot is’carved a badly preserved rectangle with two
vertical lines of inscription : a *
1o
1 °

QV
CÔ3

%

CD d

m

The name of Amon has been erased and restored in
all inscriptions0).
Provenance : Found in sect. H-6, to the south-west
of the granite doorway, level of the pavement.
Found lying back upwards, together with statue
Cat. No. 4.
3. Statue of Tuthmosis III. Pi. Ill, (fig. 4).
Inv. No. F. 7479.
Red granite.
H. 1.02 m., W. 0.56 m., Th. 0.52 m.
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A statue, of the same type as described above, the head,
left hand and a corner cf
shentiare missing, the legs are also
missing, a part of the right palm is broken. The preserved
part of the nemes is painted blue with wide yellow painted
lines. The que of the
nemes is painted blue. Upon

(O For the name : “ Djeser-akhet ” cf. Part II-f/3.

L J

—2

(6)
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dorsal pillar is one vertical line of inscription :
F=S

ir
-<SE>*

oO
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Upon the upper surface o f the base, on both sides
of the legs of King, are two vertical hieroglyphic inscriptions.
The signs are incised, painted white, and the name o f
Amon is restored in each case.

Inscription beside right leg reads :

r \

m

On the left side :

o

.T

i r

LJ

o

The left side of the figure and the dorsal pillar are
covered with a long hieratic inscription in black inku\

¥

o

*

»

ill
8

Found to the north-east of the granite doorway, at
pavement level. Many smaller fragments of the
statue were found scattered.
4. Kneeling statue of Tuthmosis III. (Ph IV, fig. 5).
Inv. No. F. 7478.
Black granite.
H. 0.735 m., B. of shoulders 0.38 m.
A statue of the King kneeling, head, left shoulder, and
both hands are missing. The attitude of the figure indicates
that originally the King was holding two libation vases in
his hands. The ornamented belt of the King’s
bears
an inscriptions :

ir

n o “

L J )i(
(i) [, „ m b . published toW her with other hier.tic gr.B ti by M r M .rek
Marciniak.
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Found adjacent to statue Cat. N o. 25. Fragments of the statue of Tuthmosis III. (Pi. V, fig. 6)
Head - Inv. No. F. 7823, four fragm. F. 7820.
White marble.
Head - H. 0.18 m., W. 0.11 m.
Fragments of the standing statue of a King. Preserved
are the face and front of the nemes and the uraeus, part
of an are arm, and three fragments of the
with
triangular apron. The stripes of nemes are painted bluish
green, the body of uraeus blue, red and yellow; its head
is missing. The remains of black paint are preserved

[8]
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on eyebrows and contours of bcth eyes, and the pupil
of the right eye. Part of a hole bored with a chisel on
the top of head, where it was broken, indicates the
purposeful destruction of the statue.
Found scattered in debris in sect. 1-6, level O — b 1.5 m.
6. Fragment of a statue (PI. VI fig. 7)
Inv. No. F. 7883.
Black granite.

-1 6 1 -

[9]

The right half of the head and a portion of shoulders.
of the statue of a man in a long, elaborated wig. The face is
alm ost completely destroyed. Under the dorsal pillar is
preserved the left hand embracing the shoulder of the
figure, belonging to another figure, now lost.
Found in sect. J-6, level 0 — + 2 m.
9. Fragment of double statue. (PI. VII, fig. 10).

Inv. No. F. 7550.
Small fragments of a broken statue, most probably
iof an enthroned Amon. Among the pieces recognizable:
Limestone.
part of right hand holding mich, part of one arm, part of a
braided beard, pieces of a
shenti,andparts of the throne. All
H. 0.28 m., W. 0.23 m.
fragments were found together in an artificial hole bored
in a paving slab on the axis of sanctuary, beside its western
Part of a double statue, with presumably a third and
wall. The buried remains were covered with plaster.
much smaller figure of a child standing between the two
7. Head of the statue of a man (PI. VI fig. 8).
larger seated statues of the parents. Preserved is the
left-hand statue of a woman in a draped robe and long
Inv. No. F. 7594.
wig, seated upon a chair. The legs are missing. Beside the
Black granite.
head of the woman is preserved a part of a vertical
H. 0.26 m., W. 0.24 m.
hierogliphic inscription :
The head of a man wearing a wig. The nose is
damaged, the left part of chin and beard are missing.
Surface cracked.
Found in sector J - 5, beside the statue Cat. No. 1,
pavement level.
8. Fragment of a statue (Pi. VII, fig. 9).
Inv. No. F. 6349.
Black granite.
H. 0.31 m., W. 0.23 m.

I
I
fb=^
1 °

I °
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Behind the statue a panel, shaped lik e a stela, and
bearing parts of two vertical lines of hieroglyphic inscription
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A line of hieroglyphic inscription is carved vertically down
the centre of the woman’s figure :
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upon Us back :

V7
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Found in sector I, J-level 0.
Êku^JÏ

m

11. Fragment of a statue. (PI. VIII, fig. 12).
Inv. No. F. 7694.

*

&

Sandstone.
H. 0.18 m.,

Founrf in three pieces in sector J - 6, level 0 - + 1.5. m.
10. F ragm ent of a statue. (PI. V ili, fig. H)

A

W. 0.22 m.

A headless fragment of a cubical statue, red
painted, with a shrine of Osiris in front of knees.
The lower part is missing. On the dorsal pillar
û preserved a part of a vertical hieroglyphic
inscription :

*

M

a

m

Inv. No. F. 7597.
Limestone.
H. 0.13 m., W. 0.12 m.
A fragment of a statue, presumably of the same type
as described above. The preserved part is of the lower
portion of a standing woman, with the feet missing, an
a part of a smaller figure of a child standing beside her.

Found in sector 1-6, level 0

15 m.

m

[Ì2]
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12 Fragment of a statue. (PI. IX, fig. 13).
Inv. No. F. 7824 and F. 7887.
Limestone.
H. 0.10 m., W. 0.13 m.
The lower part of a statue of a man, sitting with
crossed legs upon a rectangular sockle. In both hands
he holds a set of offerings framed with ki symbol.
Found in two parts in sect. 1-6, level 0 ---- (- 1.5 m.
13. Fragment of a double statue. (PI. IX, fig. 14).
Inv. No. F. 7756 and F. 7888.
Limestone.
H. 0.14 m. W. 0.17 m.
A sockle bearing two pairs of feet. The left pair is
shod with sandals, the right is bare.
Found in two pieces in sect. 1-6, level 0.
14. Fragments of a statue. (PI- X, fig. 15).
Inv. No, F 7894 A, B ; F. 7911, F. 7220, F. 7855
F. 6416.
Limestone, painted grey.
Several pieces of presumably one statue of a man
seated upon a throne, wearing a skilfully carved elabor
ate long wig, and a robe supported by two straps passing
over the shoulders, with pectoral upon the bieast. The
pectoral consists of a rectangular plaquette, surmounted
by a cornice. In the c ntre is a winged scarab rolling the
sun-disc flanke a by two uraei with discs on their heads.
On the dorsal pillar are preserved parts of two lines oi
hieroglyphic inscription:
l

_

ì

15. Fragments of an Osiride statue (?)
Inv. No. F. 7154, F. 7336 and F. 5769.
;
Sandstone.
Fragments of a large statue, presumably of the Osiride
type. The pieces include : the mouth painte d, one red
painted ear, a blue painted curved beard, a blue painted
piece of ankh symbol and red a painted left hand holding
a handle.
Found scattered throughout excavated area.
(b)

Stelae,Offering tables,

16. Fragment of the votive stela of the viîier PanehsyU).(Pl. X, fig. 16).
Inv. No. F. 7695.
Limestone
H. 0.29 m., W. 0.36 m.
Upper part of stela with a relief representing a bald man
in long robe adoring the god Amon enthroned. A m opis
holding the ankh in his right hand, and tv« sceptre and a
bouquet of flowers in his left. The relief is painted : the
ground yellowish, Amon - blue flesh and yellow shenti and
necklace. The body of the man is brown, the robe white,
the sceptre of Amon and flowers green.
Behind,. Arnpn is preserved ope hapd. of another ador
ing figure, with one vertical line of inscription above

n

g
fl“

*^£5 •

Found in sectors J, K-6 and 1-5, at pavemnet level.
(1>

Helck, iur Verwehung, 335-«.
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18. Votive stela. (Pis. XI, XII, figs. Hand 19)
Inv. No. F. 7972.
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Above
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main scene are

five vertical lines o f

inscription i

Lim estone.

H. 0.165 m., W. 0.13 m.
K

I o
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«

"

l ì

fVK/irf in sector 1-6, level 0 ----- f 1 5 m.

A small stela with surface damaged in several places.
The preserved part is extremely skillfully inscribed with hie
roglyphs written in black ink. In the top part is visible a port
ion of a drawing of a seated god. The lower part consistsd
of four rectangular panels inscribed and drawn, framed
with heavy black ink lines, and vertical and horizontal
lines of inscriptions bordering them. The inscriptions :

17. Votive stela. (PI. XI, fig. 18).
tnv. No. F. 7757.
Limestone.
H. 0.14 m.,

W. 0.095 m.,

Th. 0.055. m.

A small stela with a relief representing a man and a
woman offering to the goddess Toeris. In front o f the
goddess stands a small offering table on which is a vase.
Above the representation are vertical lines o f inscription .
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U pon the other side o f the stela are two vertical
lines o f inscription :
n

ÜÜ3
Found between two parallel portions of a pavement
in sector G-5, level 0.

F ou n d in sector 1-6, level 0 — -f 1-5 m.
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Inscription upon the upper surface :

19. Fragment of stela. (Pi- XII, fig- 20).
Inv. No. F. 7651 and F- 7693.
Sandstone.
H. 0.31 m., W. 0.21 m.

Inscription on sides
le f t sid e

Two fitting fragments of a stela bearing a painted relief
representing a woman with long hair, and lotus-flower above
her forehead adoring a deity ( not preserved ) in a barque,
of which a part only is visible. The relief is painted :
The frame, blue yellow ground blue hieroglyphs yellow
barque with red outlines the woman’s robe is white
below and red above the knees; the hair is black.

'É

:

fro n t side

V7
I I I- * 1 - ^
rig h t side

L-A m

o

<cr> c===ö) ^
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I
7
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(
cd in'"
^ 1
Ö

u 4
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Found in sector 1-6, level 0 ------(- 1.5 m.
21. Fragment o f an Offering bowl. (PI. XIII, fig. 22)

Preserved part of an inscription :

Inv. N o. F. 7680.
Sandstone.

H. 0.22 m.,

Found in sector 1-6, level 0 — 4- 1-5 m.
20. Fragment of an Offering table. (PI. XIII, fig. 21).
Inv. No. F. 7678 and F. 7753.
Limestone.
L. 0.28 m., W. 0.31 m.,

L. 0.34 m.

A fragment o f an inscribed side o f an offering bowl.
To the left is preserved a part o f a kneeling m an’s figure.
He wears a long draped robe and his hands are raised in
adoration.
There are also 6 partly preserved lines o f
vertical hieroglyphic inscription :

ass
u

H. 0.08 m.

Some fragments which fit together, of an offering table
or sockle, inscribed on three preserved sides, and on the
upper surface. Central part destroyed/
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d) For- other votive objects with the name of Pi-jaj — cf.
Lipinska, List
f o u n d at D e i r el-Bahari (Temple of Tuthmosis III) season 1961-1962,

o b je c ts

ÄSAE,

Cat. No.

Found insector 1-6, level 0 — +

1.5 m.

ms
mm
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22. Beads of a necklace. (PI. XIV, fig. 23)
Inv. No. F. 6990 and F. 6988.
Green felspar, and black and white agate.
54 beads of felspar, lotus-flower shaped, 34 round
or rectangular beads of the same material, 41 beads and
fragments of two-coloured agate.
Found in sector G-4, level -f 1 m.
23. Four scarabs.
Inv. No, F. 6989.
Green felspar.
L. 0.05 — 0.015 m.
Four uninscribed scarabs.
Found together with the above described beads.
24. Fragment of a vase. (PI. XIV fig- 24)
Inv. Ne. F. 6883.
Faience, glazed bluish green.
L. 0.17 m., H. 0.13 m.
Eight pieces of the upper part of a vessel decorated with
buds and lotus-flowers. They have been stuck together.
Found scattered in the excavated area.
25. Uraei. (Pi XV, fig. 26)
Inv. No. F. 7003 A-B-C.

[19]
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(c) Miscellaneous finds :
26.

S a rco p h a g u s

(PI. XV,

fig.

25).

Inv. No. F. 7967.
Wood white painted.
L. 1.53 m., H. 0.41 m., W. 0.50 m.
A plain, uninscribed sarcophagus, found re-used as a
cover above the body of a woman wrapped in linen in the
Coptic manner.
The sarcophagus is bottomless, and the
body was resting on a thick layer of leaves.
F ou n d in sector 1-5, level + 2.70 m.
27. Mask of a coffin. (PL XVI, fig. 27)
Inv. No. F 6303.
Painted wood.
H. 0.28 m., W. 0.27 m.
The mask of a coffin of a woman, the face is painted
pink with black outlines to the eyes and black eye-brows.
F ound in front of tomb No. II, level + 3.80 m.
28. Fragment of a vase. (PL XVI, fig. 28)
Inv. No. F. 7754
Wood painted blue, red, green and black.
Five fitted pieces of one vase ornamented with multi
coloured decorations.
Found in sector 1-6, level 0 ---- f- 15 m.

Wood.
H. 0.21 m.
One complete uraeus and two fragments of another.

29. Fragments of a bed (PI. XVII, fig. 30).
Inv. No. F. 7650.
Wood.
L. of the legs ± 0 35 m.

Found in sector J-4, 5, 6, level 4* 15 m. + 2 5 m.

F ragm en ts o f a b ed , four legs.

Found in sector H-5, level 0 — 1.5 m.
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30. Head of a duck. (PI. XVII, fig. 29)
Inv. No. F. 7760.
Wood.
Head of a duck, red painted with black outlines
on the beak, and black eyes.
Found in sector 1-5, level 0 —
15 m.

[21]

33. Fragment of a plaquette of Men-Kheper-ReSeneb. (PI. XVIII, fig. 33)
Inv. No. F. 7596.
Wood.
Fragment of a tablet similar to the one described
above. On one side is a cartouche with the name of
Men-kheper-Re, on other is an inscription in black mk :

31. Statuette. (PI. XVIII, fig. 31)
Inv. No. F. 7444.
Wood.
H. 0.18 m., B. 0.04 m.
Statuette of a man wearing a loin-cloth, white
painted, with legs and arm missing.
Found in sector J-6, level 0 -----F 15 m.

Found in sector 1-6, level 0.
34. Hoe. (PI. XIX, fig. 34)
Inv. No. F. 7218.

32. Plaquette of Men-Kheper-Re-Seneb. (PI. XVIII,
fig. 32).
Inv. No. F. 7460.
Wood.
H. 0.07 m.,

W. 0.04 m.

'

Small tablet with the rounded top pierced for suspen
sion. On one side is a hieroglyphic inscription in black ink :

Li

Inv. No. F. 6947, F. 5778, F. 5887, F. 6536.

a

8

36. Fragment of the funerary cone. (PI. XIX, fig. 35)

MM Mi

/vWWi

35. Mallets.
Wood.
Mallets and fragments, of mallets, found in the debris
thorough out the excavated area.

S/VWiVNr
cizj

Wood.
L. 0.46 m.
A perfectly preserved wooden hoe, found in sector
J, K-6, level 0 -----F 15 m.

On the other side : a cartouche with'the name MenKheper-Rc.

Found in sector 1-6, level of thejpavement.

Inv. No. F. 7829.
Clay.
H. 0.04. m.,

L. 0.03 m.

[23]
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Below the composition are preserved the upper parts
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Fragment of tbe funerary cone with part of an
inscription :

R
i t
/W V M

of inscriptions beginning with

in sector K-6, scattered around the preserved
part of the outer northern wall of the temple.

Found

n
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38.
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Fragment of a relief of Amon standing (PI- XXI,

fig- 37)
Inv. No. F. 7062, F. 7570, F. 7602, F. 6640.

Found in sector G-6, level 0 ----- 1.5 m.
PART I I.— F ragments of the wall reliefs and inscrip 
tions OF THE TEMPLE OF TUTHMOSIS III 1

(a) Representations o f the god Amon :
37. Part of the relief c f Amon andHathor enthroned
(PI. XX, fig. 36).
Inv. No. F. 6333, F. 6336, F. 6337, F. 5874.
Limestone.

Limestone.
H. 1.56 m.,

L. 1.43 m.

A headless figure of Amon in front of an offering
table. Preserved is bluish paint on the body of the god,
yellow and red tunic, white and yellow bracelets and
collar. Amon is holding the ankh in his left hand and the
wss sceptre in ti e right. T h' offering table is decorated
with the symbols ^ and ß ; upon it stand vases.
Found below the large piece of rock to the south
of the granite doorway, sect. H-6, level 0----- 2 m.

H. 1.51 m., L. 1.80 m.
A fragment of the wall with a relief representing
the god Amon and the goddess Hath or, seated upon
a thrones in front of an offering table. Both deities were
erased and later restored. The heap of offerings is an
original relief, with much more vivid colours and far
better style.

39.
Fragment of the relief of Amon standing (PI. XXII,
fig. 38).
Inv. No. F 6717.
Limestone.
H. 0.73 m., L. 0.53 m.

Above the relief are the lower portions of four
vertical inscriptions :

Fragment of a relief representing the god Amon with
blue painted face and arm, dressed in yellow painted
crown and a yellow tunic with red ornaments.
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Foundin sector J-4, 5, level 4- 1 5 m . ----- h 2-5 m.
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40. Fragment of the relief of Amon enthroned.
(pi. XXIII, fig. 39).
Inv. No. F. 7172.
Limestone.
H. 062 m., L. 1.23 m.
A relief representing the god Amon, with the head
missing, holding the w j s sceptre in the right hand. In
front of the god is preserved a part of an offering table
and the red painted arm of a king.
Found in, sector H-6, level + 1.5 m.
41. Fragment of the relief of Amon. (pi. XXIV, fig. 40).
Inv. No. F. 7876.
Limestone.
H. 0.26 m., L 0.24. m.
A fragment of the blue painted face, and yellow
painted crown of Amon.
Found in front of the granite doorway, sector H-7,
level — 0.5 m.
42. Fragment of the relief of Amon. (pi. XXIV, fig. 41).
Inv. No. F. 7729.
Limestone.
H. 0.12 m., L. 0.14 m.
Fragment of the face of Amon painted blue.
Found in sector H-4, 5, level 0 ---- f 1.5. m.
43. Fragment of a relief of Amon.
Inv. No. F. 7408.
Limestone.
H. 0.69 m., L. 0.64 m.
Fragment of the yellow painted crown of Amon.
Found in sector H-5, level + 0.5 m.

[25]

44 . Fragment of a relief of Amon.
Inv. No. F. 6750.
Lim estone.

H. 0.46 m., L. 0.44 m.
The upper part of the blue painted face of Amon,
and part of his yellow painted crown.
F ound in sector J-5, level + 2.5 m. - 3.5 m.
45. Fragment of a relief of Amon.
Inv. No. F. 6637.
Limestone.
H. 0.26 m., L. 0.61 m.
The blue painted face of Amon, and his yellow
painted crown.
F ound in sector G-6, level 0 ---- h 1-5 m.
46. Fragment of a relief of Amon. (pi. XXV, fig. 43).
Inv. No. F. 6772.
Limestone.
H. 0.26 m., L. 0.35 m.
Part of the blue painted shoulder and arm, wearing a
yellow-red painted bracelet. Also part of an inscription.
F ound in sector 1-4,5, level + 1.5 m. — + 2.5 m.
47. Fragment of a relief of Amon.
Inv. No. F. 7858.
Limestone.
H. 0.53 m., L. 0.87 m.
Part of the blue painted left arm and yellow bracelet,
the hand holding a sceptre, and part of the yellow painted
and red ornamented tunic of Amon.
Foundin sector 1-4, level Ò— + 1.5 m.

[26]
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48. Fragment of a relief of Amon, (pi- XXV, fig. 42).
Inv. No. F. 7857.
Sandstone.
H. 0.69 m., L. 0.50 m.
The right arm, painted blue, the hand holding a
sceptre ; also part of an inscription.
Found in sector 1-4, level 0 ---- 1.5 m.
49. Fragment of a relief of Amon.
Inv. No. F. 7005.
Limestone.
H. 0.21 m., L. 0.17 m.
A fragment of the blue painted head of Amon.
Found in sector J-4,5, level -f 1.5 m .---- h 2.5 m.
50. Fragment of a relief of Amon.
Inv. No. F. 7619.
Limestone.
H. 0.56 m., L. 0.30 m.
Part of the blue painted face of Amon, and his
yellow painted crown.
Found in sector J-5, level 0 — -f- 1.5 m.
51. Fragment of a relief of Amon.
Inv. No. F. 7839
Limestone.
H. 0.23 m., L. 0.26 m.
The lower part of the blue painted face, with curved
beard, and part of the collar and a blue painted arm.
Found in sector 1-4,5, level 0 ---- [-1*5 m.
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52. A fragment of a relief of Amon.
Inv. No. F. 7265.
Limestone.
H. 0.35 m., L. 0.30 m.
A fragment of the upper part of the blue painted face,
and part of the yellow painted crown.
F ou n d

in sector H-6, level 0 ---- F 1.5 m.

53. A fragment of a relief of Amon.
Inv. No. F. 6889.
Limestone.
H. 0.45 m., L. 0.64 m.
A fragment of the yellow painted crown of Amon,
part of his blue painted neck, and red and green painted
collar.
F ou n d in sector G-H-5, level 0 ---- 1-1-5 m.
54. Fragment of a relief of Amon.
Inv. No. F?7339.
Limestone.
H. 0.48 m., L. 0.37 m.
Part of the red painted face with curved beard,
and the collar, painted green, red and blue.
F ound

in sector G, H-5, level 0 ---- F 1.5 m.

55. Fragment of a relief of Amon.
Inv. No. F. 7750.
Limestone.
H. 0.70 m., L. 0.64 m.

[28]
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The middle part of a yellow painted crown, and lower
portion of a cartouche(I) :

The face and part of the right arm o f the god is painted
black, the crown is painted yellow, a n d the necklace is
ornam ened red, blue, yellow an d green. This figure of
A m on-M in has been erased an d restored.
Found

in sector G-5, level + 1 m.

58. F rag m en t of a relief of Xmon-Min. (pi- XXVI,
Found in front of the granite doorway, level — 1 m.

Lim estone.

56. Fragment of a relief of Amon.
Inv. No. F. 7969.
Limestone.
H. 0.43 m., L. 0.48 m.
A fragment of a chin with beard and shoulder ;
painted blue also the upper part of the m - sceptre.
Found in the hole in sector H-6. level — 0.5 m.
(b) Representations o f the god Amon-Min :
57. Fragment of a relief of Amon-Min. (pi. XXVI ,
fig. 44)
Inv. No. F. 6877.
Limestone.
H. 0.70 m., L. 1.025 m.
A block with a relief representing the head, wearing
a crown, and shoulders of Amon-Min, and a fragment ©f
the red painted shoulder of a figure standing in front of
the god. In the centre, part of an inscription :

r

^

nut

(i) CL Part Jl-f/l - other cartouches of Tuthmosis III.

fig. 45)
Inv. No. F. 7319.

^ .

H. 0.70 m., L. 0.94 m.
A fragment of a decorated and inscribed block. In
the central part is a relief representing the upper part of
the figure of Amon-Min, on both sides are fragments of
inscriptions. The flesh of the god is painted black, crown
and whip yellow, robe white.
Found in sector H-6, level 0.
59. Fragment of a relief of Amon-Min. (pi- XXVII
fig. 46)
Inv. No. F. 7840.
Lim estone.

H. 0.28 m., L. 0.31 m.
The black painted head of Amon-Min wearing a
yellow painted crown.
Found in sector 1-5.6, level 0 ---- h 1-5 m.
60. Fragment of a relief of Amon-Min and ins
cription. (pi. XXVIII, fig. 47).
Inv. No. F. 7669.
Limestone.

a

[303
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The upper part of the head of Amon-Min wearing a
crown, and part of his raised right hand ; the remaining
part of the block bears an inscription :

183
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63. Fragment of a relief o f a deity.
Inv. No. F. 7464.

S I

'CP'

fA

a a

M

Limestone.

s—\

H. 0.30 m., L. 0.48 m.
A fragment of a relief showing a red painted disc
between blue painted upright horns.
Found in sector 1-6, level 0 ---- b L5 m.

_a_
C7

Found in sector J-4, level + 1 m.

64. Fragment of a relief of a deity.

(c) Representations o f diverse gods.
61. Fragment of a relief of enthroned
(pi. XXIX, fig. 48)
Inv. No. F. 7063.

deities,

Limestone.
H 0.58 m., L. 0.86 m.
Part of a relief representing three enthroned deities
in white painted robes, holding the
- sceptres. The
heads are missing.
Found in sector H-5, level 0.
62. Fragment of a relief of seated deities, (pi. X X X ,

fig. 49).
Inv. No. F. 7359.
Sandstone.
H. 0.12 m., L. 0.27 m.
Part of a relief representing rows of deities seated
upon thrones, and clad in white painted long robes.
They hold the sceptres.
Found in sector H-5. level 0.

Inv. No. F. 6805.
Limestone.
H. 0.40 m., L. 0.80 m.
A fragment showing a white painted disc between
two yellow painted upright horns.
Found in sector G, h-5, level -f- 1 — + 2 m.
65. Fragments of a relief of a kneeling Nile-deity.
(PI. XXXI, fig. 50).
Inv. No. F. 7290, F. 7978 A-C.
Sandstone.
H. 0.56 m., L. 0.47 m.
Fragments of a fat, red painted Nile-deity with a white
painted girdle below the stomach.
Found in sector H-6, level 0 -— (- 1.5 m.
(d)Representations of the King :
66. Fragment of a relief of the coronation. (PL XXXII,
fig. 51).
Inv. No. F. 5862.
Limestone.
H. 0.65 m., L. 0.43 m.
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A fragment of the coronation scene, representing the
king kneeling. He wears the white crown, trapezoidal
beard, collar and shenti with ornamented belt inscribed
in the centre :
'v
O
.m
ini,

r

A

f

LJ

The king is given the ankh to smell.
Behind the King is a fragment of another seated figure,
holding the arm of Tuthmosis III with his left hand, while
the right is raised in a blessing gesture.
Found in sector K-6, level + 2 m.
67.
Fragment of a relief of the King and Amon.
(pi. XXXIII, fig. 52).
Inv. No. F. 6643.
Limestone.
H. 0.36 m., L. 0.32 m.
A fragment of a relief representing the head of
King wearing a black painted hprs - helmet with uraeus.
Facing him is the face of Amon, and part of his yellow
crown. The face of Amon has been erased and restored.
Found in sector H-5, level + 1 m.
68.
Fragment of a relief of the King. (pi. XXXIII,
fig. 53).
Inv. No. F. 6903.
Limestone.
H. 0.52 m., L. 0.81 m.

[33]

The upper part of the figure of the King, wearing the
wsh collar and the
atef-crown. The face of the king and
his body are painted red, the crown is striped blue, green,
red and white, the horns green with yellow borderes.
Found in sector J-5, level + 1 m.
69. Fragment of a relief of the King. (pi. XXXIV,
fig. 54).
Inv. No. F. 7553, F. 7521, F. 7400.
Limestone.
H. 0.68 m., L. 0.49 m.
The upper part of the head of the King, wearing a
curled wig bound by a multicoloured band, with an uraeus
above the forehead, and sui mounted with the
crown,
painted similar to the one described above.
Found in sector G-5, level O'-— -j- 1.5 m.
70. Fragment of a relief of the King. (pi. XXXV,
fig. 55).
Inv. No. F. 6222.
Limestone.
H. 0.20 rn., L. 0.27 m.
The face of the King and part of his crown. The
surface damaged ; remnants of pink paint remain upon
the face.
Found in sector H-5, level + 3.80 m.
71. Fragment of a relief of the King. (pi. XXXVI,
fig. 56).
Inv. No. F. 7838.
Limestone.
H. 0.26 m., L. 0.38 m.
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The red painted face of tbe King and part of his
nemes striped blue and white. Also parts of two cartou
ches of Tuthmosis III.
Found in sector 1-5, 6, level 0, 1 5 m.
72.

Limestone.
L. 0.27 m.

A fragment of the head of the King wearing black
Found in sector 1-6, level 0, + 1-5 m.
Fragment of a relief of the King. (pi. XXXVII,

Inv. No. F. 6670.
Limestone.
H. 0.40 m., L. 0.18 m.

A fragment of the figure of the King holding a folded
cloth in the left band. The body of the King is painted
dark brown, the nemes yellow with red stripes, the collar
yellow, blue, brown and green, the belt ornamented with
green and yellow.

.

Two red painted hands holding red, blue and yellow
painted vases which are offered to a god. Of the latter,
only the red painted right arm with part of the sceptre

76. Fragments of a relief of a kneeling king.
Inv. No. F. 7712.
Limestone.
H. 0.61 m., L. 1.18 m.

fig. 58).

7 4

Inv. No. F. 7287.
Sandstone.
H. 0.16 m., L. 0.55 m.

is preserved.
F o u n d in sector H-6, level 0-— + 15 m.

painted helmet with uraeus.

Foundis sector J-5, level

Found in sector 1-5, level 0 ------ b 1-5 m.

(pi. XXXIX, fig. 60).

fig. 57).
Inv. No. F. 7366.

73.

The lower part of the red painted face, part of the
shoulders and two hands offering vases. The King is
wearing a blue striped
s, and collar.
nem

75. Fragment of a relief of Offering the Vases,

Fragment of a relief of the King. (pi. XXXVI,

H. 0.31 m.,

[3Ö]

1-5 m.

[-2.5 m.

Above a frieze of the symbols , j] , j is preserved
a part of the representation of a kneeling king, and the
feet of an enthroned deity. (The feet are painted blue, so
presumably they belonged to a representation of Amon).
77. Fragment cf relief of a queen ( ?) (pi. XL, fig. 61).
Inv. No. F. 7017.
Limestone.
H. 0.26 m.,

L. 0.33 m.

Fragment of a relief of the King. (pi. XXXVIII,

fig. 59).
Inv. No. F. 7780.
Limestone.
H. 0.38 m., L. 0.52 m.

Part of the yellow painted face of a woman wearing
the vulture head-dress, with uraeus above tbe forehead.
Found is sector G-5, level 0 -----f- 1.5 m,

[%]
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78. Fragment of a relief of a queen (or a goddess)
(PL XLI, fig. 62).
Inv. No. F. 7343.
Limestone.
H. 0.65 m., L. 0.80 m.
A fragment of a relief of a woman carrying a child.
Preserved is part of the waist in robe decorated with
green and red alamond pattern. One shoulder is covered
by the lower part of a wig, arranged in horizontal bands
of light and dark blue, the lower edge tipped with red
spots. Two red ribbons hang down behind. The arm,
painted yellow, is bent towards the waist and presumably
supports a child, whose red painted leg is partially
preserved.
Found in sector G, H-5, level 0 — +• 1.5 m.
(e) Representations o f Offerings.
79. Fragment of areliefcfofferings.(Pl.XLlï,fig. 63).
Inv. No. F. 7859.
Sandstone.
H. 0.83. m., L. 0.97 m.
A complete block, with the end of long sign
painted
blue with yellow stars, below it is a composition of
offering pots wreathed with lotus buds and a heap of
food offerings.
Found in sector 1-4, level 0.
80. Fragment of a relief of libation vases. (PI. XLIII,
fig. 64).
Inv. No. F. 7270.
Limestone.
H. 0.54 m,, L. 0.80 m.

ATI

— ISS

A fragment of a relief representing two side-tables
bearing a collection of libation vases ot varied shapes,
decorated with lotus flowers.

Found in sector H-6, level 0 -----H -5 m.
.c

81. Fragment of a relief of Offerings, (ph XL1V,
fig. 65).
Inv. No. F. 7121.

Limestone.
H. 0.53 m.,

L. 0.77 m.

A partially destroyed block bearing the representation
of two red painted pots decorated with lotus flowers,
and a part of a heap of food offerings.

Found in sector G-5, level -F 1 m.
82. Fragment of a relief of offerings (pi. XLIV,
fig. 66).
Inv. No. F. 7607.

Limestone.
H. 0.32 m., L. 0.52 m.
A fragment of a green painted offering table with
food offerings.
Found in sect.

G-4,5, level 0 — + 1.5 m.

83. Fragment of a relief of offerings, (pi.XLV,fig.67).
Inv. No. F. 7046.
Limestone.
H. 0.40 m., L. 0.44 m.
A fragment of a heap of offerings.
Found in sector G.-5, level 0 ---- F 1.5 m.
7
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Limestone.

84. F ra g m e n t of a relief of offerings, (pi- XLV, fig. 68).
■ Inv. No. F- 7805.
Limestone.
H. 0.54 m., L. 0.54 m.
A fragment of offerings, with a slaughtered cow in
the lower part of the composition.
Foundin sector 1-4, 5, level 0
P 1.3 m.
( f ) Fragments o f wall inscriptions

the King{

85. Fragment of an inscribed block, (pi- XLYI, fig. 69)Inv. No. F. 7409.
Limestone.
H. 0.47 m., L. 1.31 m.
A fragment of an inscription, with parts of two
cartouches of Tuthmosis III.
Found in sector FI-5, level -F 0.5 m.
86. Fragment of an inscribed block, (pi- XLVI, fig. 70).
Inv. No. F. 7515.
Limestone.
H. 0.61 m., L. 0.83 m.
A fragment of an inscription with the upper parts
of two cartouches of Tuthmosis HI.
Foundin sector FI-6, level 0.
87 .Fragment of an inscribed block, (pi. XLVII,fig. 0-

(l) Cf. Cat. No. 55.

H. 0.72 m.,

H. 0.94 m.

A fragm ent o f an inscription w ith p arts of two cartouches o f T uthm osis III.
Found in sector H-6, level 0.
88.

F rag m en ts of an inscribed block, (pi. XLVIII,

fig- 72).

Inv. No. F. 7835 and F. 7706.
Lim estone.

.

1 __ Inscriptions containing the name and

Inv. No. F. 7320.(l)

[39]

H. 1.02 m., L. 0.38 m.
Two fitted fragments bearing the Horns name of Tuth
mosis III.
Found in sector J-5,6, level 0
F 1.5 m.
89. Inscribed block, (pi. XLIX, fig. 73).
Inv. No. F. 6806.
L im estone.

H. 0.67 m., L. 1.02 m.
A fragment of an inscription with part of the King’s
protocole.
Found in sector G, H-5, level -F 1 — + 2 m.
90. Inscribed block, (pi. XLIX, fig. 74).
Inv. No. F. 6902.
Lim estone.

H. 0.65 m., L. 1 m.
A fragment of an inscription with part of the King’s
protocole.
Foundin sector H-5, level -f 1 m.

[40]
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91. Fragment of an inscribed block, (pi. L, fig. 75).
Inv. No. F. 7345.
Limestone.
H. 0.59 m., L. 0.30 m.
A fragment of an inscription with part of the King’s
protocole

A fragment of a block with convex panel. In the upper
part is a fragment of heqer - ornament and elongated
sign. To the left are the feathers of a wing, in the lower
portion is preserved the top of the crown of Amon. The
inscriptions were erased and restored.
Found in sector G-5, level + 1 m.

Foundin sector G-H-5, level + 1 m.
2.—

Diverse

larger parts

o f texts.

92. Fragment of an inscribed block, (pi. LI, fig. 76).
Inv. No. F. 7516.
Sandstone.
H. 0.34 m. L. 1.25 m.
A fragment of an inscription, and the upper part of
the crown of Amon.
Found in sector H-6, level 0.
93. Fragment of an inscribed block, (pi. LI, fig. 77)
Inv. No. F. 7411.
Limestone.
H. 0.68 m., L. 1.15 m.
A fragment of an inscription.
Foundin sector H-5, level 4- 0.5 m.
94. Fragment of an inscribed block, (pi. LI I, fig 78).
Inv. No. F. 6636.
Limestone.
H. 0.80 m. L. 0.90 m.

3. Inscriptions with the name
akhet”w :

the temple - ” Djeser-

95. Decorated and inscribed block, (pi. LIU, fig. 79).
Inv. No. F. 6633.
Limestone.
H. 0.63 m„ L. 0.60 m.

A block decorated with paits of two sides. On one
side is preserved a part of the crown and a;, raised band
with a whip of Amon-Min; to the.left is, a part of .the blue
and yellow striped
nernesand the end of a wag,.. .Abov
the hand of Amon-Min is a part of an inscription reads :

Found in sector J-4, level + 2.5 m.
96. Fragment of an inscription, (pi. L1V, fig. 80).
Inv. No. F. 7944.
Limestone.
v
H. 0.29 m., L, 0.25 m.
H
W Cf. also Cat. No. 2 ,4 , 114, 115 and above, The preliminary
inscription upon the granite doorway.

report,

m
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A fragment of an inscription containing the name
“Djeser-akhet” .

Found in sector H-5, 6, level 0 -----[-1.5 m.

A fragment of an inscription containing a part of
the cartouche with name Men-kheper-Re, and p a r t. of
the name “Djeser-akhet” :

97. Fragment of an inscription.
Inv. No. F. 7666.
Limestone.
H. 0.26 m.,

L. 0.26 m.

A fragment of the name Djeser-akhet :

/

Foundin sector H-6, level 0 -Y 1.5 m.
100. Fragment of an inscription.
Inv. No. F. 7244.

Found in sector H-5, level 0 -----1.5 m.

Sandstone.

98. Fragment of an inscription.

H. 0.15 m., L. 0.16 m.

Inv. No. F. 7286.

A fragment of the name “Djeser-akhet” .

Limestone.
H. 0.10 m.,

L, 0.86 m.

A fragment o f the crown of Amon and part of an
inscription containing, presumably, the name "Djeser-

Found in sector H-6, level 0 — + 1.5 m.
Found in sector H-6, level 0 ------1.5 m.
99. Fragment of an inscription.
Inv. No. F. 7272.

101. Fragment of an inscription.
Inv. No. F. 6926.
Limestone.

Limestone.
H. 0.27 m.,

L. 0.36 m.

[4?]

H. 0.24 m.,

L. 0.48 m.

—

[U]
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(g) Fragments of diverse representations and inscriptions :
A fragment of an inscription containing, presumably,
the name "Djeser-akhet” :

105. A fragment of a decorated and inscribed block,
(pi. LVIII, fig. 84).
Inv. No. F. 7965.
Limestone.
H. 0.29 m.,

Found in sector H-5, level 0 — -f 1.5 m.
4.

Fragmentso f lists o f Offerings.

,OI A °A F^ f ment of an inscribed and decorated block,
(i 1. LV, fig. 81).
ÏR V . No. F. 7189.
Limestone.
H. 0.45 m., L. 0.29 m.
A fragment showing an offering table in the upper
part, and a list of offerings below.
Found in sector H-6, level 0 ---- f 1.5 m.
103. Fragment of an inscribed block. (PI. LVI, fig, 82)
Inv. No. F. 7364.
Limestone.
H. 0.18 m., L. 0.44 m.
A fragment of a list of offerings.
Found in sector H-5, level -f 1.5 m.
104.
Fragment of an inscribed and decorated block
(PI. LV1I, fig. 83).
Inv. No. F. 7863.
Limestone.
H. 0.24 m., L. 0.27 m.
In the lower part is a body of a goose, above is a part
of the list of offerings.
Found in sector 1-4, level 0 -----h 1.5 m.

L. 0.32 m.

A fragment bearing part of a relief representing a
standard, and part of an inscription.
Found in sector 1-6, level 0.
106. Fragment of a relief, (pi. LIX. fig. 85)
Inv. No. F. 7529.
Limestone.
H. 0.36 m.,

L. 0.22 m.

Part of the representation of Wep-wawet on a standard.
Found in sector H-5, level 0 ---- (- 1.5 m.
107. Fragment of a relief of Userhat. (pi. LX, fig. 86).
Inv. No. F. 6334.
Limestone.
H. 0.62 m., L. 0.36 m.
A ram s head surmounted by an uraetis and wearing
a collar around the neck.
Foundin sector K-6, level + 1.5 m.
108. Fragment of a relief, (pi. LX I, fig. 87).
Inv. No. F. 7617.
Limestone.
H. 0.10 m., L. 0.36 m.

199 —
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112. Fragment of an architrave.

A fragment of an erased and restored relief repre
senting a row of three heads of rams with uraei above
their foreheads, and one human head.
Found in sector H-5, level 0 -----p 1.5 m.
(h) Fragments o f architraves and columns :
109. Fragment of an architrave, (pi. LXI, fig. 88).
Inv. No. F. 7714.
Sandstone.
H. 0.61 m., L. 2.08 m., Th. 0.89 m.
A block of an architrave.
The upper part has
■been cut off.
Found in sect. H-7, level 0.
110. Fragment of an architrave, (pi. LXII, fig. 89),
Inv. No. F. 6577.
Sandstone.
H. 0.09 m., L. 0.24 m.

Inv. No. F. 7579.
Sandstone.
H. 0.78 m., L. 1.09 m., Th. 0.87 m.
A fragment of an architrave with part of the
group of signs

The height of the sign ”1-) is 0.505 m.

Found in sector J-5, level -j- 1 m.
113. Fragment of a lintel.
Inv. No. F. 6619.
Sandstone.
H. 0.17 m., L. 0.79 m.
A fragment of a lintel with part of the inscription :

A fragment of an architrave bearing part of the sign
The face is 13 cm. wide.
Found in sector H-5, 6, level -j- 1.30-----b 2.30.

Found in sector K-6, level + 2 m.

111. Fragment of an architrave, (pi. LXII, fig. 90).

114. Fragment of the column, (pi. LX1JI, fig. 91)

/
Inv. No. F. 6244.

Inv. No. F. 7490.

Sandstone.
H. 0.30 m., L. 0.54 m.

Sandstone.
H. 0.69 m., Diam. 0.89 m.

A fragment of an architrave bearing part of a finely
painted multicoloured sign

.

Found in sector J-6, level 0.2 m.

One drum of a 16 sided pro to-do rie column with hiera
tic inscriptions in black ink, and one vertical hieroglyphic

[48J
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inscription upon one of the facets.
engraved and painted yellow.

The inscription is
PART III-—F i n d s

° ,S
§§ o

(a)

the

tom bs.

from

the

tomb :

116. Ushabti box. (pi LXHI, fig. 92).

9®
w
CÓ3
o

Finds

from

C ~3

Inv. No. F 6432.
Wood.
L. 0.30 m.,

Af
JL L

The upper part of the inscription, as far as the sign
“Djeser” has been erased and restored(1).
Foundin sector 1-6, level 0.

W. 0.13 m„

H. 014 m.

A white painted box, with one horizontal hieroglyphic
inscription painted black and grey. The cover is missing.
Inscription :

|JLPiJLP|it0ST€0M

115. Fragment of a column.
Inv. No. F. 6461.

e* LJ
b —

Sandstone.
H. 0.17 m.,

t

t t

L. 0.53 m.
117. Fragment of an ushabti box.

Upon one side of the fragment is preserved a part
of an inscription containing the name “Djeser-akhet”00 :

Inv. No. F. 6439.
Wood.
L. 0.11 m.,

Foundin sector 1-6, level 0.

H. 0.15 m.

A white painted shorter side of an ushabti box,
belonging to the same person as the previous one. Ins
cription painted grey with black outlines :

<1> Cf. Part II-f/3
Cf. Part II-f/3.

Ok
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118. Ushabti box. (pi. LXIV, fig. 93).
Inv. No. F 6433.
Wood.
L. 0.265 m., W. 0.12 m., H. 0.17 m.
A white painted box with a horizontal line of
hieroglyphic inscription painted black.

119. Statuette of a Hawk. (pi. LXIV, fig. 94).
Inv. No. F. 6434.
Painted wood.
L. 0.22 m., H. 0.12 m., Th. 0.08 m.
A wooden figure of a hawk, painted red, green,
white and black.
120. Ushabtis.
Inv. No. F. 6435.
Clay.
H. 0.10 m.
128 complete figures and 176 fragments of blue
painted, crudely shaped and uninscribed ushabtis.
121. Ushabtis. (pi. LXV, fig. 95).
Inv. No. F. 6436.
Clay.
H. 0.05 m.
135. complete and 66 fragments of small, crudely
shaped, uninscribed, blue painted ushabtis.

122. Ushabtis.
Inv. No. F. 7110, F. 7111,F. 7112, F. 7113, F. 7114,
F. 7115 Clay, mud, and faience.
248 complete and broken ushabtis of different materials,
but equally poor appearances. Uninscribed.
123. Fragment of a coffin, (pi. LXVI, fig. .96).
Inv. No. F. 7146.
Wood.
H. 0.49 m., W. 0.06 m.
A corner post from a coffin with inscriptions upon
two sides. Inscriptions painted green and brown.
124. Fragment of a coffin.
Inv. No. F. 6437.
Wood covered with linen and gesso.
H. 0.38 m., L. 0.045 m.
A fragment of the inscribed and ornamented side
of a coffin. Inscriptions painted green and red.
125. Fragment of a coffin.
Inv. No. F. 6438.
Wood covered with linen and gesso.
H. 0.37 m., W. 0.07 m.
A fragment of probably the same coffin as the one
described above.
126. Hoe. (pi. LXV1I, fig. 97).
Inv. No. F. 7962.
Wood.
L. 0.40 m.
A wooden hoe, found in the entrance to the tomb.
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(b)

Findsfrom tomb U :

127. Ushabtis. (pi. LXVIII, fig. 98).
Inv. No. F 6626.
Blue glazed faience.
H. 0.065 m.
15 complete and 29 broken figures of uninscribed
ushabtis.
128. Fragment of a funerary cone. (pi. XLÏX, fig. 99).
Inv. No. F. 6630.
Clay.
H. 0.08 m., W. 0.07 m.
Half of a broken funerary cone with three vertical
lines of hieroglyphic inscription.
129. Two shallow bowls.
Inv. No. F. 6568, F. 6569.
Red ware.
H. 0.09 — 0.095 m., Diara. 0.16 — 0.18 m.
Two bowls found in front of the entrance to the tomb.
They contained charcoal.
J
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LIST OF OBJECTS FOUND
AT DEIR EL-BAHARI IN THE
TEMPLE OF TUTHMOSIS III
BT

JADW1QA LIPINSKA

Yth Season of E xcavations—1966

The list contains a selection of the most important
finds. The inventory of the objects found during this
season consists of 372 numbers, out of which 31 items
have been chosen for the preliminary publication. These
are presented in the following way :
1. Fragments of inscriptions and reliefs of the temple
of Tuthmosis III. :
(a) inscriptions and parts of reliefs.
(b) reliefs.
2. Miscellanea.
This list does not include some 60 fragments of the
wall-blocks and columns with fragmentarily preserved
hieratic inscriptions in black ink, as they will be
separately published by Mr. Marek Marciniak of the
Polish Centre of Mediterranean Archaeology in Cairo,
together—with hundreds of previously discovered similar
inscriptions. The pottery is also excluded for separate
publication.
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1. F ragments
of

the

of

I nscriptions and R eliefs

T emple

of

T uthmosis

III

(a) Inscriptions and parts o f reliefs
1. Inscribed wall-block with part of a relief renresenting the purification, PI. I,
Inv. No. F. 8272.
Limestone.
H. 0.73 m. L. 0.84 m.
Found m sector H-6, among the blocks piled in a great
hole beside the boulders.
2. Fragment of a wall-block with a partly preserved
relief of the enthroned Amun giving life to the Horus-name
of Tuthmosis III, PI. II.
Inv. No. F. 8264.
Limestone.
H. 0.43 m. L. 0.25 m.
Found as the previous one.
3. Inscribed wall-block, pi. Ill A.
Inv. No. F. 8106.
Limestone.
H. 0.53 m. L. 0.64 m.
Found as Cat. No. 1.4
4. Wall-block inscribed with a part of the list of
offerings, PI. Ill B.
Inv. No. F. 8154.

[3 ]

L im estone.

H. 0,43 m.
L. 0.66 m.
Found as Cat. No. 1.
5. Wall-biock with a part of an offering table and the
legs of the king, Pi. IV A.
Inv. No. F. 8095.
Limestone.
H. 0.70 m. L. 0.56 m.
Found as Cat. No. 1.
6. Wall-block with a part of the relief of the king
offering and part of an inscription PL IV B.
Inv. No. F. 8091.
Limestone.
H. 0.51 m. L. 0.95 m.
Found as Cat. No. 1.
7. Wall-block inscribed and decorated, Pi. V.
Inv. No. F. 8101.
Sandstone.
H. 0.30 m. L. 0.38 m.
Found as Cat. No. 1.
8. Fragment of a wall-block with inscription and, part
of the relief of a shrine, PI. VI A.
Inv. No. F. 8093.
Limestone.
H 0.45 m. L. 0.40 m.
Found as Cat. No. 1.

[4]
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9. Fragment of a wall-block with a part of an inscrip
tion and the lower end of a woman’s head-dress, PI. VI B.
Inv. No. F. 7983.
Limestone.
H. 0.73 m. L. 0.50 m.
Found in sector G/4 level 4- 1 m.
10. Fragment of the corner of a wall-block with an
inscription on one side and a part of the heap of offerings
on the other side, PI. VII A.
Inv. No. F. 7995.
Limestone.
H. 0.66 m. L. 0.30 m. one side, 0.22 m. other side.
Found in sector G/4, level 0.
11. Wall-block with inscription and a part of relief of
an enthroned god. PL VII B.
Inv. No. F. 8225 m.
Limestone.
H. 0.56 m. L. 0.55 m.
Found in sector G/5, level — 1.5 m.
12. Fragment of an inscribed wall-block, PI. VIII A.
Inv. No. F. 8137.
Limestone.
H. 0.53 m.

L. 0.23 m.
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H. 0.30 m. L. 0.23 m.
Found in sector G/6 level — 1.5 m.
14. Fragment of an inscribed wall-block, Pi. IX
A. Inv. No F. 7997.
Limestone.
H. 0.40 m. L. 0.46 m.
Found in sector G/4, level 0.
15. Fragment of an inscribed wall-block, PI. IX B,
Inv, No. F. 8232.
Limestone.
H. 0.34 m. L. 0.58 m.
This inscription has a yellow painted background,
unlike the rest of the discovered inscribed wall-blocks,
which have white painted backgrounds.
Found in sector H/8, level — 3 m.
16. Fragment of an architrave, Pi. X A-B.
Inv. No. F. 8051.
Sandstone.
H. 1.04 m. L. 2 m. Th. 1.10 m.
Found as Cat. No. 1.
17. Fragments of an inscribed drum of a protodoric
column belonging to the larger type of columns with
32-sides, from the centre of the great colonnaded hall. Pl.XI.

Found in sector G/6 level — 1.5 m.

Inv. No. F. 8324 A, C, D.

13. Fragment of an inscribed wall-block, PI. Vili B
Inv. No. F. 8074.
Limestone.

Sandstone.
H. 0.94 m. W. 0.28 m.
Found in sector G/8 level — 5 m.
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b. Reliefs :

L im estone.

18. Fragment of a wall-relief-the face of the king.
PI. XII.

H. 0.21 m. L. 0.14 m.
Found in sector H/7 level-1.5 m.
23. Fragment of a wall relief—Part of a woman s
body and a hand holding three ankh signs, Pi. XV B.

Inv. No. F. 8085.
Limestone.

Inv. No. F. 8246.
Limestone.

H. 0.37 m. L. 0.15 m.
Found in sector H/7 level — 1.5 m
19. Fragment of a wall-relief—the face of the king
PI. XIII A.
Inv. No. F. 8120.
Limestone.
H. 0.37 m. L. 0/15 m.
Found as Cat. No. 1.
20. Fragment of a wall-relief—a hand holding sceptres
PI. XIII B.
Inv. No. F. 8189.
Limestone.
H. 0.30 m. L. 0.17 m.
Found as Cat. No. 1.
21. Fragment of a wall-relief—hands of the king
offering a vase. PI. XIV.
Inv. No. F. 8111.
Limestone.
H. 0.44 m. L. 0.25 m.
Found as Cat. No. 1.
22. Fragment of a wall-relief—part of the king’s dress
PI. XV A.
;
Inv. No. F. 8033.

•'
\

H. 0.24 m. L. 0.45 m.
Found as Cat. No. 1.
24. Fragment of a wall relief — part of offerings.
PI. XVI A.
Inv. No. F 8008.
Limestone,
H 0.23 m. L. 0.47 m.
Found in sector G/4 level + 1 m.
25. Fragment of a wall-relief — part of offerings.
Pi. XVI B.
Inv. No. F. 8099,
Limestone.
H. 0.37 m. L. 0.48 m.
Found as Cat. No. 1.
26. Fragment of a wall-relief—part of the barque of
Amun. Pi. XVII. A.
Inv. No. F. 8103
Limestone.
H. 0.37 m. L. 0.89 m.
Found as Cat. No. 1.
27. Fragment of a wall-relief-head of a cow. Pi. XVIIB.
Inv. No. F. 8220.

E8]
—
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Limestone.
H. 0.53 m.

L. 0.33 m.

Found in sector H/8, level — 4 m.
2.— Miscellanea

28. Fragment of the face of a statue, PI XVIII a
Inv. No. F. 8086.
'
A
Black granite.
H. 0.13 m. W. 0.14 m.
Found as Cat. No. 1.
29. A sculpture of uraeus. PI. XV1ÎI B
Inv. No. F. 8089
Sandstone, with traces of yellow and green pain,
K. 0.16 m. W. 0.10 m. Th. 0.13 m.
Found as Cat. No. 1.
30. Fragment of a stela, PI. XIX. A.
Inv. No. F. 8270.
Sandstone.
H. 0.21 m. L. 0.17 m.
Found as Cat. No. 1.
31. Fragment of a stela, PI. XIX B.
Inv, No. F. 8018
Sandstone,
H. 0.09 tn. L. 0.12 m.
Found as Cat. No. 1.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT
CONCERNING THE RESTORATION OF THE
WALL ON THE 3rd TERRACE OF THE
HATSHEPSUT TEMPLE AT DEIR EL-BAHRI
During the Season 1965-1966
BY

fi. DABROWSKA

and

P. OARTKIEWlCZ

Restoration work during the season lasting from
15.1.1966 till 15.IV.1966 comprised the reconstruction
of Osiride statues on the 3rd terrace, as well as the erection
of the protective wall above the niches on the western
wall of the Hypostyle Hall and the reparation of the
brick vault above the Lower Southern Portico(1>.
This part of the report is concerned mainly with the
restoration of the inner and outer faces of the eastern wall
of the Hypostyle Hall on the 3rd terrace and some
problems connected with itta>.
Due to the fact that the season was very short, and at
the same time the most helpful gang of workers for trans
ferring the blocks was occupied at the temple of Tuthmosis
HI, or with the other works at the Hatshepsut temple, it
was impossible to complete all the work planned by us for
that season. In spite of the above mentioned difficulties
detailed studies were undertaken :
W For previous seasons see L. DabrowsKi - Preliminary Report on the recons
truction works of the Hatshepsut temple at Deir el-Bahari during the 1961-62
season,
A S A E 1. LVIII/19ti4/p. 37-60, Pis I-IX : L. Dabrowski - Rekonstrukcja
swiatym Hatshepsut, Ochrona Zabytkow Rok XVII /1964 Nr. 2 p. 39-49 .
<2> 111 £hat work were occupied members of the Polish Centre of Mediterra
nean Archaeology of Warsaw University at Cairo collaborating with Dr. L.
Dabrowski who is working on behalf of the Antiquities Department.
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j ^Classificationof the blocks.
Almost all thè blocks belonging to the temple were
classified and grouped in rows on the terraces and inside
the Hypostyle Hall, according to their decoration and
destination ( architraves, inscribed wall blocks, torusés,
cavette etc). Fragments of these blocks were closed in
small compartments in the Northern Colonnade on the 2nd
terrace and in the chapels on the 3rd terrace.
During that work there were found among the stones
some 200 connections of the wall blocks Nos. 13874417
1323-1359-1360-1416 (PI. IV B), 1356 - 1404, 2041 2042,
1580-2043 (PI. IV D), 2044-2045, 1344-1345-1346-1348
(PI. IVd) 1726-1727-1728-1729, 2048-2049, 2046-2047,
2051-2052-2053, 2054-2055, 537-890,180-979, 191-2088,
1120-2091-2096 (Pi. V B ) , 645-646-647-635-662-685-648649, 2053 - 2092, 2115 -2118 1213 - 1214, 1186- 1196,
1233-1234, 2Ó-199-2139-2140-2141 ( PI. VD), 2090-2091,
64-185 2080-2081,2083-2084-2086, 588-2114, 53-2421085 - 2122 - 2123 ( PL V C. ), 187 - 2120, 2098 - 2099,
2124, 2125, 2126, 2127, 2128, 2094-2095, 2102 - 2103,
33-2132-2131, 52-2133, 1024-2134, 179-770, 61-2100-2101,
48 a -h -c -d -, 184
a - b ,2118
187-2120, 599^20822093-2104-2105-2136, 2116-2117, 1037-2137, 2028-2029,
1387-1417, 1343-1344-1345-1348. 2245-2244 (PI. IV C,)
2067-2068, 1356-1358-1404, 1359-1360-1393, 1496-1498,
1710-1711, 1154-1059-1930-2115 (PL I.) and son on.
For technical reasons it is impossible to demonstrate
here the all examples. PL IV-shows some connections
of wall blocks belonging to the outer face of the eastern
wall of the Hypostyle Hall. PL V presents efforts in
restoring some of the destroyed and broken wall blocks.
Ali Abid Hassan was very helpful in that work, and it is
a pity that he was working with us for one month only.

Study

of
theprinciples
of
decoration of the temple in order to obtain sufficient
data for
drawing
reconstruction
of
the figures
on
the
walls

1 • Analytical studies were therefore begun on the
proportions of the figurai representations.
2. Studies of the dependances between the dimen sions of the frieze and dado in relation to the scale of
the other representations.
Ad. 1—Measurments were made of the figures on
the walls of the Lower Porticoes, in the Hathor’s Chapel
and in the Chapel of Tuthmosis I. At first some inaccuracy was observed in the proportions of the figures.
It is possible that this is due to the survying process.'
Ad. 2 — (a) Analysis of the “frieze” on the walls
of the temple shows two type of design : one - f kr.t
second-horned cobra crowned with sun disk. The" first
design occurs always in the rooms originally roofed on
the 3rd terraces and in various places in the Hathor’s
chapel ; the second one occurs on all walls of the middle
colonnade and on the walls of the uppermost porticoes
on the 3rd terrace.
(b) Preliminary classification of the cobra design
aliows us to establish the percentage of the missing
wall-blocks with that decoration and to establish the
subtypes of the cobra design.
(c) Comparative measurments of the dado were taken
from the decoration on the walls and the percentage and
size of the missing blocks were established. All wall-blocks
with dados consisting of two coloured bands red and
yellow bordered and devided by black stripes running
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round the walls - the lowermost register in the temple,
were measured, and all the missing blocks in the walls
with that decoration were counted. The measurments of
the dimensions of dados in situ made it possible to
establish which blocks belonged to the eastern wall of the
Hypostyle Hall.
III. — Studies on the construction o f the eastern
of
the Hypostyle Hall.
At the work, it was observed that the position of the
granite doorway is inaccurate.
It is probably a result
of the partial destruction of the doorway when the temple
fell into ruins. This inaccuracy was never rectified during
the previous restorations. The doorway is leaning now
about 12 cm westward from the vertical owing to the
settling of its foundations.
This inclination resulted also in an inaccurate reconst
ruction of the neighbouring parts of the wail on both
sides of the granite doorway. Our investigations revealed
in addition, that during previous reconstructions no all
owance was made for the protrusion of the doorway out
of the outer face of the eastern wall. This protrusion,
about 3 cm large, was marked with a slightly different
execution of the vertical granite blocks of the doorway.

IV.—

Project

and

of

th e fr a g m e n t

of

the

eastern

realisation
of

wall

o
th e

of

inn

theHall.

As a result of the studies and of the newly found
connections among the decorated blocks it was possible
to restore a fragment of the wall, consisting mainly o f the
blocks belonging to the inner face of the eastern wall, and
to place them in their original positions. In completing
this task there were made :

[ 5]

(a) measurments of the restored fragment of the wall.
Scale 1 : 20 (Pis. I and III).
(b) detailed measurments of the newly found blocks
Scale 1 : 5 (PI. II).
(c) project of the restoration of the fragment of the
wall scale 1 : 20 (Pis. I and III).
Due to the necessity of some corrections at the granite
doorway, the construction of the restored wall has a
temporary ch aracter. Thus for the substructure were used
small broken pieces' of limestone jointed with mud, while
the wall face was filled up with mud bricks jointed with
stone elements, of the substructure by means of mud
.mortar.
.
.. ;v
During these works the existing wall-blocks were duly
rearranged on the outer face of the eastern wall, and
a newly found block was inserted in its original place
(pi. Hi). " V ;' ; ^•*'
i
^
J ;.'
Y '— Description of

therestored'fragmo f the

From among the greatest group- of the recently found
wall-blaçks it was ^possible to restore some fragments d f
inner face of the northern ,part, of the eastern walk at the
entrance tc Hypostyle Hall on the 3 rd terrace. Twenty
five wall blocks were put in their original places (PI. II)
, Nos. 67, 69, 70,,71, 72, 73, 75, 76, 80, 82, 675,. 701, 881,
1054, 1059, 1154, 1930, 2056, 2069, 2087, . 2111, 2112,
2113, 2115..
........
For the present state of th e preservation o f the northern and southern
part o f the eastern wall o f the Hypostyle Hall see E. Naville, Temple o f Deir
el-Bahari vol. V, Pis. CXXlt, CXXII1, CXXIV - CXXVI. and PM II, 116.

:

[6]
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The bottom register of this fragment of the scene is
almost the same as that on the southern part of the
eastern wall of the Hypostyle Hall.(1)
In the middle of the restored part of the wall there are
represented in similar scale two figures o f Tuthmosis III
standing back to back. One figure is turned northward and
the other southward. The first figure is almost completely
preserved. The king is dressed in an apron with a bull’s
tail hanging behind him. His breast is covered with two
falcons with wings spread in a protective attitude; they
are holding in their claws s/rw-signs. His neck is decorated
with plain vwi-collar; the King’s head is crowned with the
blue helmet. In his right hand he is holding a long stick
or standard and in the left one the sign o f life. Above
his head are seen cartouches with his royal titles behind
remains of the sign of life holding a fan, and below there
are preserved remains of a usual inscription ( See pi. I ).
The King is following the procession o f twelve priests
holding in their hands standards with various religious
emblems. Only the two last figures, closing the procession
are holding the jars (?). Above them are seen the feet, pro
bably of attendants standing in groups. An upper wall block
No. 518 has the face very enoded, and the relief depicts
a very small figure of Tuthmosis III dressed in an apron,
and holding in one hand the sign of life and in the other
a jar of wine. He is described there as " King o f the
Two Lands, the good god, offering the wine” . Above his
head is represented the sky. Tuthmosis III is standing
behind two priests, one o f them is holding in his hands
the censers. Above that group are seen the feet of the
marching men holding standards as above.
U>
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That part of the representation is separated from the
figure of Tuthmosis III by an inscription written in four
columns of which only the lower ports are preserved
(See PI. II)

The next figure of Tuthmosis III turned southward (to
the granite doorway) is now incomplete. Till now other
stones belonging to that figure are not fount'. The king
was probably dressed here as the previous one. Only on
the head he wears a round wig with fillet knotted at the
back, with loose ends hanging down on the back of his
neck. Above the wig an
c-fetao
r wn is attached, and ram
horns with sun disk. Above his head are seen remains
of cartouches. The Pharaoh is standing here in front of
three figures and offering them all kinds of food piled
in three rows. Two figures are sitting. Now it is impos
sible to identify them because only a few elements are
preserved. Probably they represent Amün and Hatshepsut (?). Behind them is standing on the
sign
a mummy fie d figure of the god(Khonsu or Ptah) holding
in his hands
nhh,
ha nd
wsym
the wall is very destroyed and its reliefs are sometimes
completely illegible from a distance, it was recut, and the
same representations were newly carved on it.
Scenes on the walls represent the ceremonies con
nected with a festival of Amün which took place in the
Hypostyle Hall. Some parts of the walls were destroyed by
Tuthmosis III, enemies of Amün and in Christian times.
The following seasons allowed us to gather more
material for the restoration of the wall with the missing
stones, and threw more light on that part of the temple
and the ceremonies celebrated there.
E lzbîeta D âbkowska-Smektala

See,E. Naville, Temple o f Deir el-Bahari, vol. V. PL CXXIIL
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PTOLEMAIC BATHS OF ROM GANÂDY
BY

KAM AL SED K Y

Various excavations have proved that baths existed
throughout Lower and Upper Egypt from the Illrd
Century b . c . until the Arab conquest. They were numerous,
even in small villages.
The Greeks had complete baths, hot, cold and steam.
Roman baths were more beautiful than those of the Greeks.
The Romans learned the habit of bathing from the Greeks,
and hot baths became so popular that they even influenced
the Roman way of life.
The Romans used to take their bath at 3 o ’clock
in the afternoon. They used baths for passing their leisure
time and discussing different subjects.
The Greeks and Romans looked upon baths as a
hygienic necessity, but some bathers were so fond of
baths that they never left them. Others spent the whole
day there, using them as a refuge, where they could
indulge their laziness.
Egypt had every kind of bath, private and public,
single and double for men and women. Some of them
were lavishly decorated with every kind of ornamentation
and paved with mosaic and marble.
Hot weather as well as dust was responsible for the
fact that the Romans were very fond of taking baths.
In the bath the heat ceased to be generated by the dry
hot air, hot water was used instead. This led to the first
8

[2]
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evolution of the laconicum(1) which was replaced by the
maghtas in the Arabic baths. The boiler of hot water and
the furnaces were situated near the caldarium or “bêt el
itärerâh" to provide it with water3*2)
The Baths of Kom Ganâdy
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I needed to check the entire area, seeking any other
traces to guide me to the limits of that building, but the
owner and his employees refused to allow me to do so.
I returned to the inspectorate and sent a report to draw
the attention of our Department to the necessity of issuing
an order to add this Kôm to the properties of the Depart
ment, and I mentioned in my report that we would
discover a bathing establishment if we excavated that area
and the cultivated parts around it. My proposal was
approved.

On the 5th of January 1957 while Ï was inspecting
around Abû Hommos, shortly after having been ap
pointed inspector of the Western Delta Zone, I saw a
piece of land which did not belong to the Antiquities Depart
ment. The site was covered with peices of marble, stone
It was, however, not possible to know exactly the
and pot sherds. Moreover, ruined buildings of mud
ancient name of the Kôm. But when we went back to
brick, fragments of dishes, vessels of pottery and lamps
examine it, we found that it was not far from Bothontowere scattered here and there in the area of the
way in the Beheira Gove morate. This village was men
To the east-west of the
Kômthere were traces of brick
tioned in “Tohfet al-Irshâd” and in Daftar Al-Mokâtamt
walls of rooms (fig. 1).
in the year 1079 of the Hidjra. The late M. Drioton the
The
Kômis 10 Kilometres to the west of Abû-Hommos
former Director General of the Antiquities Department
railway station in the Beheira Governorate. It covered a
thinks “qu’il serait facile de proposer une équivalence
little more than 6 feddans and was a little higher than the
égyptienne pour le nom moderne, dont la finale pour
land around it. The ghaflr informed me that it was
rait correspondre à l’ancien égyptien
la terre ”,
owned by a notable landlord of the district named eAzîz
mais que ce serait pure fantaisie tant qu’on ne peut
Bahri. The owner in order to facilitate the irrigation of
s’appuyer sur un témoignage écrit” .
his land, had started to level it off about half a metre below
I started digging the Kôm on the 20th of May 1962
the former level. This resulted in the uncovering of the
till the 30th of the same month making soundings con
traces of a rose plaster coating of a basin, and traces of a
sisting of parallel and crosswise trenches. Then I began
brick building used as a foundation of a bath to the east
excavating the entire area, beginning at the spot where the
of the basin.
traces of the basin and brick building were found The
digging proved that the brick building was the found
(H Laconicum ; Piscinae full o f hot water, or “maghtas” in Arabic. Some
times a bath may contain one or two piscinae.
Their temperature is so high
ation of a bath. To the east of it was another basin 2,30 m.
that they disperse their vapour and damp heat through the room. From this
long and lm 10 wide. To the west of the bath ran a channel
room heat spreads lessening gradually through all the rooms.
from north to south. Parts of this basin bad been destroy
(2) Dr. cAbd-El Mohsen El Khashâb : ‘‘Ptolemaic and Roman Baths of Kôm
El-Ahmar, Ann. Serv. Cahier X,
ed. To the south of the bath, there was a bathroom with
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another small basin containing a drain (fig. 2). The floor
of that bath was paved with cement, and two steps led
down to it. Under it ran a drain 20 cm. in diana. On its
west side each step was 16 cm. broad and 30 cm. long
The second one was destroyed.
A well was found built of brick; it measured one and
half metre wide near the basin. It was higher than the level
of the bath. Four bronze coins were discovered near it.
A piece of a bronze ring was also found there.
At the south eastern corner there was a square base
of bricks on which were traces of potsherds. Clearing
away a large part of them we came across another square
basin built of bricks and plastered. 1m. 50 cm. xlm .
50 cm., from its western side began pottery conduits of
water.
Another small basin was uncovered, having a drain
from which water flowed to another basin at a lower
level, falling into the west of the basin. To the east side
of this basin was a marble column (fig. 3).
Beside this basin ran a tunnel containing two ducts.
One of them received water from the well. Close to the
north of this basin lay an oval shaped vase of pottery
(fig. 4). I think that it was used by the bathers. Two black
granite bowls were also found.
A bathroom which measures 6mx4m was discovered.
Its floor was plastered and contained number of footbaths
in the shape of an arm-chair, arranged on both sides
(fig.5). Each one measures lm. 15 cm. long and lm. in
width from the outer edge. To the back of them a step was
used as a seat, raised about 25 cm from the floor and
30 cm. wide. The height of the back is about 45 cm in
diam. In the place of the feet there was a small round
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cavity of 18 cm. in diam where the water gathered and
was again emptied by a scoop.
Close to this bathroom, to the north-east of it,
there was a bathtub with a channel of about 35 cm
wide. This bath-room with its footbaths is similar to
those found in the baths of
K El Ahmar which
discovered by Dr. El Khashâh and those of Edfou dis
covered by Dr. Michalowski. Dr El Khashâb thinks that
the bather sat in it, and some body else sprinkled water
over him. But Dr. Michalowski does not accept this
opinion and insists that they were just footbaths. To
me Dr El Khashâb’s theory is more reasonable.
This bath also contained a caldarium, which was
found to communicate with the furnace of the bath by
means of a duct built of bricks through which the hot
air flowed to heat the room.
The bath was paved and strengthened with cement.
There was also a reservoir of water in the caldarium
( fig. 6 ). The caldarium was supplemented by the
laconicum, an important part of the bath.
It is interesting to compare these baths with those
of
Kômel-Kâdy which were discovered by Mr. Naguib
Farag the former Cheif Inspector of Lower Egypt in the
Beheira Governorate. They were almost contempora
neous and resembled each other in the system of provi
ding water to their drainages and in the shape of their
conduits.
In my opinion the baths of Kôm Gânâdy must have
been vapour-baths with hot dry air. They were also
employed for hygienic and medical purposes, as they
belonged to the same Ptolemaic period as those of
el-Kâdy.
A
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PRELIMINARY REPORT
ON THE EXCAVATIONS CARRIED
OUT IN THE TEMPLE OF LUXOR
Seasons 1958-1959 & 1959-196«
BY

Dr. MUH. ABDUL-QADER MUHAMMAD

INTRODUCTION
On visiting Luxor at the beginning of 1958,
President Gamal Abdul Nasser observed the backward
conditions of this world-renowned city of monuments and
immediately gave orders for its improvements whatever
that may cost. A big fund was at once assigned for that
purpose. 10000 pounds were annually allotted for com
pleting the clearance of the area round the temple of Luxor.
This temple, till late in the nineteenth century A.D., was
under the debris of many generations of houses which had
been built on top of it. Amelia Edwards who visited
Egypt towards the end of the last century recorded the
misrable condition of the temple at that time. Since then,
work has been going on for the clearance of the temple,
both inside and outside, with the result that the whole of
the interior was thoroughly cleared together with the two
areas on the eastern and western sides of the temple. Its
walls and pillars were restored and consolidated, though
many parts of these walls had disappeared, and it seems
impossible to reconstruct them again because a large
number of the inscribed blocks are missing, and there
seems no hope of finding most of them.
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However, the pylon of Ramses II and the area extend
ing in front of it were not cleared until recently. Work bad
been done in these parts by various Egyptian archaeologists,
among them Selim Bey Hassan, Labib Habashi, and
Zakaria Ghoneim. The latter was able to locate the beg
inning of the Avenue of Sphinxes which leads from the
temple of Luxor to the temple of Karnak. Ghoneim
also uncovered a huge enclosure wall built of mud-bricks
which was constructed in front of the temple of Luxor
at a later period. He also uncovered a chapel built by
empror Adrian for the goddess Isis.
Henri Riad :
Quelques
inscriptions
grecques
Luxour p. 281). Unfortunately Z. Ghoneim died before
he could publish bis material. However, the results of
his excavation will be included in this work as far as
can be recovered from the site.
When I was appointed in 1958 chief inspector of
antiquities for Upper Egypt, it was my task to continue
the clearance of the area around the pylon, and I am glad
to say that by the end of 1959 I was able to free completely
the pylon on all sides and to remove all the buildings and
the debris from the area which extends in front of the
temple as far as the Avenue of Sphinxes, to level all the
ground around the temple, to collect together all the
inscribed blocks which were found re-used in later buildings
and to arrange them on the east side of the temple.
During the work many valuable objects were found
such as a state of Amenophis III, the builder of the temple,
a statue of Ramses III, the most beautiful head of Ramses
II, two stelea and a chapel dedicated to Hathor.
During the season of 1959-1960 I was able to clear
another part of the Avenue of Sphinxes which was under
the so-called cemetery of El-Mekasbkesh, which lies to
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the north cf what was once called Old Luxor. In the
eastern side of the area in question there was found seven
complete human-headed sphinxes intact and still preserving
their original colour on the face.
This work could not, in fact, have been accomplished
without the help of my colleagues, the architect Moustafà
Sobhy who advised us on the technical points and assisted
me in directing the work, the Late architect Helmy Pasha
who made the plan of the excavated area and Jacob
Farah, Inspector of Luxor, who was also assisting in
this excavation. We should also mention Essayed Maher
Hanafy, director of the dominions of the department,
to whose relentless efforts the. old houses were removed.
I should acknowledge also the great help of rayes Hussein
El-Sawwaq who was in charge of the workmen and
supervised them together with rayes Muhammad Fikry
and Aly Sharayef.
The photographs were taken by Ahmad Abu Zeid,
the photographer of the department in Luxor.
1964.

M. A. Q.
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IN FRONT ON THE TEMPLE OF LUXOR
The area which had been excavated in the season of
1958-1959 lies in front of the pylon of Luxor. It covers
the whole site from the riverside in the west as far as the
New Mosque of Abul-Haggag in the east, and extends
about a hundred metres to the north.
This area was divided according to the progress of
the work into two main parts :
(a) The western site.
(b) The eastern site.
The western site (PI. II).
This part extends from the riverside on the west
till the enclosure wall on the east. It was formerly
excavated by Essayed Shehata Adam during three seasons
1955-1956, 1956-1957, 1957-1958. The results of these
excavations will be published by him.
This site had to be divided into two :
A : The part which falls exactly behind the chapel
of Adrian, west of the enclosure-wall.
B : The part which extends to the west of the former
area.
At the beginning of our excavations the second site
B was still covered with the relics of some ancient mudbrick houses which were on a higher level than the present
day street level. Since these relics were of no value, and
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looked ugly it was decided to get rid of them in
order to bring down the level of their ground down to
the present day city-level. Nothing of any importance
was found in the debris with the exception of two jars of
pottery containing coins. Some pieces of each were sent
to the laboratory of the Egyptian Museum at Cairo to be
cleaned. They are now under study.
Many inscribed blocks of stone were aiso found, but
these were scattered and not in their original places. We
collected them together and took photographs of them.
We did not continue to dig the site right down to the
level of Luxor-temple for various reasons, mainly because
in summer the level of the flood is much higher than the
ground-level of the temple and consequently would turn
the whole area into a stagnant lake which would be a
source of various diseases. Moreover, I did not expect
to find any thing of importance in that area. There
could be nothing more than the relics of a Roman
or Christian village as the excavations of nearby sites
on similar levels did show. There is hardly any
possibility that there existed any ancient Egyptian
buildings of any nature.
SITE A: It runs along the western side of the enclo
sure wall behind the chapel of Adrian. This part was
about two metres lower than the former part B. It was
occupied with the relics of some mud-brick houses which
had been excavated by Essayed Shehata Adam. On
removing them, we found in the basement of one of them
a jar full of coins, a specimen of which was sent to the
laboratory of the Egyptian Museum for study. This
certainly will fix the date of these buildings.

m
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We dug also a deep trench running along the west
side of the enclosure wall and parallel to it. It was seven
metres in width and as deep as the ground-floor of the
temple but it revealed no buildings or any valuable objects.
A small limestone coffin was found empty lying at the-foot
of the enclosure wall.

sphinxes in 1958, they were falling to pieces. At once We
asked the department to send Essayed Hossein Sadek, .who
was in charge of restoration, He came to Luxor and rec
onstructed the heads back on the sphinxes and consolidated
them according to the instructions of Dr. Zaki Iskander.
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On the whole, this section which extends between the
river-side on the west and the western enclosure wall
has produced poor results and we should not expect
much from further excavation in this area.
The Eastern Site
This site covers the area which lies in front of the
first pylon and extends northwards as far as the beginning
of the avenue of sphinxes. It is the site which is enclosed
within the huge enclosure wall constructed in front of the
pylon. Excavation in that area revealed many interesting
buildings and monuments which had been constructed at
different periods.

THE AVENUE OF SPHINXES
The beginning of the Avenue of Sphinxes at Luxor was
first discovered by the late Zakaria Ghoneim who was chief
inspector for Upper Egypt from 1946 to 1951. He uncovered
eight of these, four on each side of the Avenue (PI. III).
The heads of the sphinxes in the eastern row were chopped
off and were left lying on the ground. Ghoneim collected
them together. This destruction was most probably done
by the early Christians who lived here and turned the
temple-precincts into churches. When We found these

We tried to continue the clearance of the site, but at
that time in 1959 there was still standing the huge mound of
Old Luxor which lies on the top of the Avenue itself (PI. IV).
Only one owner then agreed to the removal of his house
so that we could carry out our excavation. On pulling
down this house we were able to unearth two more sphinxes
on the right side of the Avenue ; thus the number of the
sphinxes on the right side was raised to six. We tried
to unearth the seventh but we could not continue the
excavation at that time since the mound of Old Luxor
constituted a real danger ; because of this same danger
we were unable to uncover the sphinxes on the western
row, or to continue the excavation further north. The
clearance of this site, Old Luxor, was undertaken by
others since the writer had to leave Luxor at the end
of 1960.
At the top of the Avenue, the Late Z. Ghoneim
uncovered a stela (PL VI) erected by king NEKHETNEB-EF of the Thirtieth Egyptian Dynasty. And it is
the name of this king which was found inscribed on three
sides of the base of each sphinx (PI. VIII). On the basis
of these inscriptions, this Avenue could not have been
in existence at the time of Amenophis III, the builder
of the temple. It was constructed most certainly by
NEK H ET -NEB -EF as the name of this king was also
found on the El-Mekashkesh-sphinxes which are situated
about the middle of the Avenue.
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Formerly, it was believed that this Avenue was
adorned on both sides with ram-headed sphinxes similer to those of Karnak. But this was proved untrue. It was
also believed that the Avenue was built by Amenophis III,
the builder of Luxor-Temple. This was also proved untrue.
At the time of Amenophis III, or may be as early as the
reign of Thutmosis III (who is supposed to have built
the small chapel within the first court, and other buildings
(see p. 253) the procession of Amun-Re did not go by land
from the temple of Karnak to the temple of Luxor, but
as the reliefs of the fourteen-columned hall show, the god
himself, and certainly the high priest, the king and the
nobility and high officials, go by sea. They land at the
ancient quay of Luxor-Temple. Then the procession would
move from the river to the court of Amenophis III to
proceed into the temple. The Avenue of sphinxes was not
then made and it could not have been made before Nekhtnebef. For the distance between the beginning of the Avenue
and the court of Amenophis III was too long to be left
without sphinxes. If we compare this Avenue with that at
the entrance of Karnak-Temple, we find that the Avenue
which was built by Ramses II, goes right to the gate of the
second pylon which then formed the front pylon.
These sphinxes, when the first Bubastite grand court was
built, were pushed back along the columns of the court.
This should have happened to the sphinxes at LuxorTemple if they had been built by Amenophis III. At
Nekhtnebef’s reign the area in front of the pylon of
Ramses II had been already occupied by sacred buildings
belonging to various periods and Nekhtenebef was thus
compelled to stop at some distance from the pylon.
Probably Nekhtnebef was imitating, when making his
human headed sphinxes the old and Middle kingdom
styles for whom he certainly held great admiration.
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All these sphinxes had royal heads and not ram heads
as those of Karnak. The sphinxes both at Karnak and
at Luxor are of the same size. I copied the texts on
these statues ; then they were inked by Mrs. Bulbul
Abdul - Maguid.
The Avenue was bordered on both sides with a canal
built of mud-bricks. This canal was to supply water to
the trees which were planted between the sphinxes. The king
proudly recorded this fact on the second sphinx (Pl.XCV).
The sight of the Avenue must have been wonderful.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SPHINX.
The sphinx is hewn of one block of sandstone ; the
body is that of a lion ; the head is that of a king wearing
the neraes-headdress. The face was originally coloured
red as was proved by later discoveries in the middle of
the Avenue in that part which was once called the El-Mekashkesh cemetery,. On each side of the base the names
and titles of king Nectanebo (NEKHET-NEB-EF) are
inscribed in sunk relief. The front of the base is inscri
bed with the titles of the king, but not the back which is
left undecorated. The sphinx is placed on a high pedestal
built of small blocks of sandstone. Though the pedestals
suffered much from humidity when they were buried
under ground, they are, all, still standing and complete. The
sphinx measures : 280 x 90 cm. The pedestal measures :
330x 120 cm.
The Road of The Avenue. The road itself which lies
in the midst of the sphinxes is built of rather large tiles
of sandstone, all levelled together.
During the excavation of 1958-1959, We cleared that
part of the road which lies between the beginning of the
Avenue and the entrance of the pylon. We removed all the
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earth until we reached the original surface of the old road.
It was found out that this part of the road is constructed
of rather large blocks of rose-granite. The surface of
each of these blocks which form the street is square in
shape, carefully prepared and smoothed. The blocks
are fitted in together tightly with one another.
We removed one of these blocks to examine the int
erior of the lower structure. The inner faces of these
granite blocks are rough and were not cut straight. In
order to keep them steady and perfectly even, these
blocks were placed on a bed of sand which was thickly
spread on another layer constructed of small and rough
blocks of limestone. This was the ancient Egyptian
method of making a proper road.
At the present time the level of the road is much
lower than the flood-level during the inundation season,
consequently the area is flooded up to about 60 cm. and
this constitutes a real problem especially as it creates
each year a big lake of stagnant water. In future
however when the High Dam is completed the water of
the Nile will be regulated and the flooding will cease.
Meanwhile the engineers are studying the problem.
Now, we move on to the site which is encircled within
the enclosure-wall. Z. Ghoneim was the first to dig
in that area. He concentrated his efforts on following the
enclosure-wall which he had uncovered in the years 1949
and 1950.
THE ENCLOSURE-WALL : The history of this
wall is doubtful. It was certainly constructed after the
building of the Avenue of Sphinxes which bordered it in
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the north. Though it could have been built by Nektanebo,
yet the writer prefers to believe that it was constructed later
during the Roman period. For the west wing of the wall does
not approach the pylon at its proper side ; but it is abutting
the pylon just west of the second standing statue and
consequently it hides a part of its façade and destroys the
beauty of the temple. This could not have been done
by an Egyptian who had respect for his temple. It is,
however, possible that Nektanebo could have built the
north wall of the enclosure which was later re-inforced by
the Romans who also completed the west, the east and
south walls and thus transformed the temple into a
fortification.
The wall, five metres in thickness, leaves the pylon
just west of the second standing statue and moves nor
thward for 69 metres, then turns east for 30,5 metres when
we find the north portal, 5,70 metres, then it continues
east for another 55 metres. Then it turns south ( at the
present time it passes under the fringe of the modern
mosque of Abul Haggag) for about 77 metres. Then it
turns west and abuts the east side of the pylon. In the
middle of this wall, there is another gate built of re-used
and inscribed stone-blocks which had certainly been
taken from the temple-walls.
The enclosure-wall is built mainly of mud-bricks.
The two faces of the lower part are lined with burnt bricks ;
while the corners of the enclosure are strengthened with
limestone blocks.
INSIDE THE ENCLOSURE WALL
The area inside the enclosure-wall can be divided
into three main sections :
I. — The section which falls opposite the western
flank of the pylon.
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IL —The section which falls opposite the eastern flank
of the pylon.
III.—The part which falls between the second section
and the eastern wall of the enclosure. This part
has net been excavated.
Section one.
This is the site which extends from the western flank
of the first pylon until the north enclosure wall, and is
bordered by the Avenue on the east, and by the enclosure
wall on the west.
Work in that area was first begun by Z. Ghoneim,
1948-1950.
He continued his work from the Avenue-gate up to
the pylon-gate firstly by cutting a narrow path in the midst
of the big mound. This reveals the old road which was
constructed of the same type of tiles of sandestone.. But
the middle of the road is built of rose-granite blocks instead
of the sandstone tiles which were again used for the
pavement of the ground at the west pylon. These en
circle the obelisks’ lower bases. The sandstone tiles extend
to the east and to the west to form the floor between the
statues placed in front of the pylon.
At the entrance of the Avenue-gate, there was discove
red the lower part of a sandstone alter rounded at the top.
It was perforated with small holes, 10 cm. in diameter,
which must have been made later.
At about 12 metres from the portal, on the west side,
an offering-table was found. It is cut out of granite in
the form of a hotep-siga.
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In the north-west angle of the forecourt there still
exists an ancient platform built of burnt bricks which had
once supported an edifice. This was a serapieion. Thr
ough the opening of the door one could have seen OsirisCanope mounted on a pedestal, and dominating the back
ground. At the back of the sanctuary there was a statue
of Isis made of limestone (PI. V).
Before penetrating into the serapieion, we can notice
between the south-east angle and the passage a basin of
crude brick about one metre in depth. Near that place
a stela for Tiberius was found.
The old chapel is mounted on a platform built of mud
and burnt bricks. The monument is peripteral ; the
columns are made of mud bricks, covered with stucco.
The two columns of the portico by which the sanctuary
opens to the east, are supported with basis of sandstone.
The walls of the sanctuary are now gone, but the
relics show that they were also built of mud bricks ; they
had received successively two faces of stucco ; the first
is entirely blue ; the second is in imitation of a grand plaque
of marble. In the middle of the outer walls niches were
made, one is semi-circular on the south side (At the feet
of which there was found the lower part of a statue,
probably of Serapis.), the second is rectangular in the west
wall. In the north the state of ruin does not permit to
decide the nature of the niche, or even if there was one.
A small door leads us inside the chapel. I should point
out here that the present building is not the original, but
a modern reconstruction. In the interior of this chamber,
in the ground, many statues were recovered. An OsirisCanope, with an added head surrounded with a wig, was
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set up on a base. The main theme on the body of the
statue shows a scarab exalting the sun-disc which is pro
tected by two uraei.
At the back of the sanctuary the statue of Isis was
placed. Its head was chopped off as usual, but it was
found and is now kept in the store-house at Luxor. The
Goddess is draped in the Roman fashion with a knot on
the chest. The hands holds the corn, symbol of abundance.
There was also found in the excavation two bulls ;
one of limestone which fell to pieces and is now with the
restoration section, the other is of granite ; an offeringtable, and a fragment of another statue of Isis.
The dedication is written on the limestone lintel of the
entrance at 127 a . d . by the emperor Cesar Trajan Adrien
Auguste.
(See ORIENT ALI X
. X, p.454 - 7, by Jean
A
Léclant :
Fouilles
et
travauxEgypte, 1950 -1951).
We continued the excavation of this area in the season
of 1958-1959 removing all the debris and earth which we
found south of the Roman chapel as far as the western
flank of the pylon. No building was found. However,
we were lucky to find a huge head of grey granite, most
probably of king Ramses II. The head was broken to several
pieces which could be put together ( PI. XLV, XLYI) Fortun
ately the face is almost complete. This head certainly belongs
to one of the big statues, either the one which was chopped
down on the other side of the Avenue opposite to the
Roman chapel ; or more likely the head belongs to one ol
the standing statues in front of the western flank of the
pylon, especially as the faces of both of them are entirely
destroyed.
We continued the clearance of the great enclosure wall
on the west side to find out that the part abutting the
pylon was destroyed for a distance of 15 m. This breach
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was made in that part of the wall probably in recent
years by modern excavators who were trying to gain access
into the temple-area.
II.—The Site in front of the Eastern Flank of the Pylon.
For a long time our Department was unable to carry
out any excavations in that area owing to the existence of
a guest-house which belonged to the followers of AbulHaggag. Though the guest-house was not as old as the
Mosque which is, in fact , a monument ; its mineret is
over 700 years old while the guest-house was built about
the end of the last Century. Photographs of this site at the
end of the Nineteenth Century A.D. show that the houses
which existed then were of a different style. However,
because of the objections of the Haggagaya to the demol
ition of their house, the clearance of the area was delayed.
In this year 1958, the reverend leader of the sect
el-Sheikh Ahmad Najm, Imam of the Old Abul-Haggag
Mosque, to enable us to carry out our programm of im
proving the conditions of the city, agreed to the demoli
tion of the guest-house which was hiding the great eastern
façade ot the pylon. Negotions for the demolition of
this house began in the late thirties, but it was successfully
concluded when the writer was appointed in Luxor,
The demolition of this great house began on the 8th
of november 1958, and on 13/IT/1958 it was completed,
and at once the beautiful pylon of Luxor-temple stood
out and could be seen from a long distance. In order
to avoid further delay, the writer himself had to supervise
the work of demolition. The house was large and high
and was built on a high mound. PI. X. This mound was
also removed as well as the other mounds in the area until
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we came down to the present level of the temple PI. XI.
As this area has been in modern times of a religious
nature, as for many centuries the festival of Afcul-Haggag
was celebrated here, so it was in ancient times. Many
ancient monastries were built here PI. XXVII ; the relics
of these reached as high as the first floor of the guest
house of Abul-Haggag.
This area which extends from the eastern flank of
the pylon towards the enclosure wall in the north can
be divided into two main sections :
(a) The North section.
(b) The South section.
The North Section.
It extends from the gate cf the Avenue of Sphinxes
in the center of the north enclosure wall southwards as
far as the site of the recently discovered monastries.
The first object of interest which I was lucky enough
to find was a beautiful statue of Ramses III in grey granite
(PL XI, XII, XIII,). It was complete and in good
condition. The story of this discovery is interesting.
There was a rumour going on for ten years about the
existence of such a statue, but no archaeologist seemed
to know of its actual place. However, the chief Khafir
of Gurnah, Abdul-Maboud Abdullah and his son told me
the mysterious story of the hidden statue and of the possible
place where it could be. On the morning of Wednesday
3/12/1958 at 8 o ’clock, I was at the site suggested by the
men. It should be somewhere in the east mound opposite
the Roman chapel in the eastern wall of the path exca
vated by Z. Ghoneim. I at once put four men on this
place. In fact since 1950 when Z. Ghoneim stopped his
excavations nobody cared to examine this site.
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When the old Ghafir saw the men digging, he came
to me and said, ‘‘You are looking for the statue, well,
here it is” . And he pushed with his hand a disc made
of earth which was quite undiscernable. It fell off revea
ling a tiny piece of gray granite, 2 x 4 inches. That is
all that appeared from the supposed statue. At the begin
ning it did not look encouraging. We continued the
clearance and soon a forehead emerged, then the eyes,
the nose and the whole face was uncovered for the first
time since thousands of years. As the head was at a reason
able distance from the ground-level, we hoped that the
statue would be complete. We continued our work,
step by step, going down with the statue, the torso, the
legs and the feet. It was complete. And the name was
inscribed on it. It was of King Ramses III.
Height 220 cm., base 120 x 55 cm.
It represents the king seated wearing the formal
kilt, the nemes-headdress, the uraeus on his forehead, and
the artificial beard. His hands extend in front of
him. His name is inscribed on the belt, on his shoulders,
the back of the statue and the two sides of the base.
The statue, when found, was standing erect and facing
west, and almost on the same ground level of the Avenue,
at a distance of about 4 m. from the stela of Nektanebo.
Next to the east was the Hathor chapel (PI. XIV) which was
built later ; opposite on the western side of the Avenue is the
Roman chapel. The existence of the statue in that area
suggest that Ramses III must have added to the buldings
of the temple of Luxor. This is emphasized by the dis
covery of a piller of rose-granite bearing the name of
Rameses III. Though the statue was in good condition,
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it was necessary to preserve it from deterioration and
on my request the Department sent Abdul-Latif Arfan
to make the necessary precautions. Then the statue was
removed to a chamber in the middle of the temple.
Continuing the excavation southwards towards the
temple, we find a series of interesting objects :
1. —The statue of Rameses III mentioned above.
2. —A chapel for Taharqa.
3. —A relief of a king near Taharqa chapel.
4. —A stela of rose-granite in the chapel.
5. —A colossus of king Ramses II, chipped to pieces.
6.
—Two heads in the same chapel, one is of an Egyp
tian king, the second is of a Roman.
7.
—A gray granite statue of Amenophis III, The
builder of the temple.
8.
—A gray granite stela bearing the name of Thutmosis IV.
9.
—A limestone stela bearing the name of Thutmosis
III.
10.
—The lower half of a group statue. This was
found by Z. Ghoneim.
11. —Two unfinished pillars.
12. —Christian buildings and niches.
13.
—A statue of a queen, built in one of the walls of
the church.
14. —A rose granite pillar bearing the name of Ramses III.
15.
—A rose granite pillar bearing the name of Thut
mosis III.
16.
—A beautifull head of one of the standing colossus
in front of the eastern flank of the pylon, complete.
Ramses II.
17. —A head of the second statue, broken to pieces.
18.
—A third head of the same king, mentioned above
(P. 240).
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19. —A cross of limestone in a chapel of st. Thecla.
20.
—Many inscribed blocks bearing names of Egyptian
kings, among them Akhnaton, Psammetichus and. Nitocris. Also many ptolomic inscriptions were found.
21.
—Four burnt bricks bearing a name of queen Isisem-kheb of the XXI th. Dynasty.
As is seen from the above list, the area on the east
side of the Avenue was full of Ancient Egyptian temples,
while the area on the west side was left free to recieve
the arrival of the divine procession from the temple of
Karnak to the temple of Luxor.
All these buildings were no doubt destroyed during
the early Christian period, when their blocks were re
used to erect the Christian churches.
Beside the above list other objects were found inside
the first court such as :
The two lower halves of the two statues of Merenptab.
A head of Amun-Re made of alabaster.
A rose granite altar.
A statue of the late period.
This is a short summery of the interesting objects
we had found, and we shall discuss them in detail.
Next to the statue of Ramses III discussed above
lies a small chapel. It is constructed behind the statue
of Ramses III, but on a lower level than that of the Avenue.
The chapel (PI. CVI) is a small building ; a corridor leads
unto two rooms, one behind the other. The north wall
of the corridor is adorned with three pillars constructed
in the wall itself; each pillar ends with the Hath or head.
The name of the king was inscribed on each pillar, but
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it is delibrately erased. However the Horus name of the
king Ankh Hor Ka Kha'w is inscribed on the lintel on the
top of the pillars (PI. XVI). This is the Horus name of
Taharqa.
In the corridor two heads were found, one is of an
Egyptian king 39,5 cm. in height ; the other is of a Roman
28. cm. in height. (PL XV).
A stepped slope at the end of the corridor leads us in the
presence of a statue of a goddess, but nothing is left of it exce
pt its two feet on a pedestal (PI. XIV ). The feet represented
here are of unusual form, probably of Toeris. On the other
side of the Avenue exactly opposite to the Taharqa chapel, is
the Roman chapel which shelters the statue of goddess Isis.
She is represented with a human body but with the same
unusual form of feet similar to those of the statue in Taharqa
chapel. Thus the dedication of a chapel to this goddess
by the Roman Emperor is connected, in a way, with the
Ancient Egyptian worship of another form of the goddess.
At the west side of the inner slope of the chapel,
a red granite stela (Pi. XVII, XVI11) was set up with its
back to the Avenue.
Height 2 m.
Breadth 95 cm.

preserved on the stela is year 13, second month of the
inundation season, the ninth day.
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Thickness 40 cm.
The stela is in a very bad state of preservation.
Besides all the royal cartouches were delibrately erased.
But it is most probably erected by Taharqa who built the
chapel ; the style of the inscriptions is similar to that on
the Taharqa stela in the Egyptian Museum at Cairo.
This stela is probably erected to commemorate the
dedication of the chapel to this goddess on the occasion
of his jubelee festival. But the only date which is
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The chapel is dedicated according to the inscriptions
on the stela to a goddess whose identity is not clear.
For the scene adorning the upper part of the stela is badly
damaged. But on the right side we can discern a figure
probably of a king worshipping a tree, or a goddess,
inhabiting the tree. The only signs which have survived

are J P

or J p which inidicate a god. On the
other side of the tree, another male figure who is also
paying homage to the tree. The identity is unkown owing
to the destruction of the figure. He is followed probably
by a goddess who holds the sign of life in her hand. Be
hind the goddess, a tree (or trees) grows from a lake. The
scene is very badly mutilated. The goddesses who are
known to be connected with the tree are Nut, Nuhet,
Hathor and Isis ; they are often, since the New King
dom, identified together in the minds of the ancient
Egyptians. But the goddess which is adorned here is
probably Isis-Hathor.
At the same spot, a slab of limestone, probably a
part of the chapel, was found bearing the upper part of
a portrait representing a king, probably Taharqa, giving
an offering
(PIXIX).
A Statue of Ramses II. (PI. XIX, XX, XXII)
To the south of this chapel and abutting its southern
wall a huge pedestal of sandstone was uncovered. It
was erected on the same low level of the Taharqa chapel.
The pedestal measures 4 X 2.18 m. Once upon a time
there stood on this pedestal a colossus, nc less in size
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than those adorning the front of the pylon, but now a
It bears the name of king Thutmosis IV who is shown,
few relics remain to tell of its story. It was hewn out of
on the left side of the stela, followed by his mother Ti-'a,
grey granite and facing north. The statue was chipped
adoring Amun-Re. On the right side of the stela, Thctinto very small pieces most probably by the early Christians
mosis IV is again represented adoring Amun-Re. Here
who built their churches
(sebelow p. 251) in this area. The he is probably followed by his wife. But the name is
larger pieces which had come down to us show excellent
not visible. The only signs which can be read with any
workmanship. On the basis of the similarity of the insc
certainty are and <=> the last sign could be a boat, but
riptions on them to those found on the pedestal of the
the « and
rcould not be a part of the name of Muteseated statues of Ramses II, this statue should belong to
mwia. In the center of the stela between the two figures of
the same king who built the great pylon of the temple
the god, a line of inscriptions informs us that the monu
and adorned it with many of his colossi.
ment is made by Sety I, who might have done restoration.
At the top of the stela the winged sungod of
hovers.
A Statue of Amenophis III, The Builder of Luxor-Temple.
Few metres away to the south of the colossus of
Ramses II, there was lying in the ground on its left side
a beautiful statue of Amenophis III, the builder of the
temple (PI. XXII, XXIII). It is cut of gray granite and finely
executed and in a good state of preservation ; only the
feet were lost and part of the beard. Height : 142 cm.
The name of the king is inscribed on the belt, on the
rims of the pedestal, and on the back of the statue. The
two sides of the pedestal are adorned with the symbol
of unity. The king wears the kilt, the «emes-headdress,
the uraeus and the beard.. It is one of the masterpieces
of Egyptian art. We moved it to one of the chambers
in the centre of the temple.
A Stela of Thutmosis IV. (PI. XXV)
Next we unearthed a stela of gray granite the lower
half of which is lost.
Height : 70 cm., Breadth : HO cm., Thickness : 25.

A Group - Statue (PI. XXVI).
South of the stela the lower part of a group-statue
was found by Z. Ghoneim in 1950. Gray granite.
Height : 55 cm., Breadth : 82 cm., Thickness :
55 cm. It represents three figures sitting on a bench,
identity unknown. The upper part is completely des
troyed and lost. No inscription.
The Area Which Lies to The East of The Last Series
of Monuments.
We excavated that area right down to the same level
of the Taharqa chapel and the pedestal of the statue of
Ramses II ; but few objects were found.
Few metres away to the east of the pedestal of Ramses
II statue, we uncovered two unfinished columns, each
about five metres in height. They were lying on the ground,
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one of them is broken.
(Seeplan.) Each is adorned
The South Section.
with the bead of Hathor. No inscription was found on
Now we move to the south section which is entirely
them. One king of the late period must have been trying
different in character from the former. Here Christian
to build a big temple for Hathor, but he did not last long
buildings were erected; they covered the whole area
enough to carry out his project. Probably be is later than
as far as the east flank of the pylon. These were three
Taharqa. No buildings connected with these columns
main buildings.
(Seplan PI. XXVII, XXVIII, CV, CVI).
were found.
The first on the west is a small church, composed of
Various relics of walls constructed of burnt bricks
several small chambers ; the biggest of them is the
were found. North of the columns in question and near
baptism hall. 7,30 x 7,30 m. Its ground was covered with
the enclosure-wall such relics were uncovered ; the founda
burnt bricks (PI. XXXII). We found the basin of baptism
tions of these were made of re-used slabs of limestone
(1,60 m. in diameter) in its place. It had a very deep and
taken from earlier buildings. Those blocks were inscribed
solid foundation (PI. XXXII. b.). This chamber had an
with the name of Nitocris daughter of Psammetichus
independent door in the west side of the north wall.
who must have contributed to the buildings in this area
(Pi. XXVI).
Next to it is the niche which was constructed in the
Another interesting block of burnt brick was found
north wall of its room. It was lying on the ground and
few metres away to the south of the pedestal. Also the
broken to two pieces. It is hewn of one block of rose
floor of the buildings which were found in the south section
granite in the form of a shell (PI XXXIII). The floor was
of this area were partly made of red bricks. In the relics
covered with limestone tiles, 40 x 67-70 cm., thickness : 6-7
of these buildings constructed of burnt bricks, four
cm. The other chambers were either covered with this
bricks were found bearing the seal-impressions of a
same type of tiles or with red bricks 14 x 30 x 7 cm.
queen called Isis - Em-Kheb wife of Men-Kheper - Re of
The Statue of A Queen. In the wall of the southest
the XXI Dynasty (PI. XXXVIII). I sent one brick of
chamber, opposite the standing obelisk, a statue of a queen
these to the laboratory in Cairo for examination. The
was found. It is of gray granite. (PI. XXXIV)
report which is made by Dr. Z. Iskander says that
the burning of the brick is probably systematically done
Height : I, 14 m. Breadth : 32 cm. This is not
and it is most likey that it was original and did not happen
an independent statue. It was certainly cut out of one
later by accident. There is no doubt that the Ancient
of the big standing statues where the queen is always
Egyptians who knew how to make pottery from
represented standing beside the leg of the king. The
prehistoric times must have known also burnt bricks,
body of the queen is beautifully modelled, though the face
but it did not serve their purpose. In Soleb in Sudan M.
is damaged and the feet are lost.
Robishon found tiles made of burnt bricks at a level prior
to the reign of Amenophis III. Red bricks were also
The level of these buildings is about 70 cm. higher
found in Ancient Egyptian buildings at Tel-Basta.
than the level of the ancient Avenue. No roof was found ;
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the walls are all destroyed, only the lower parts were
left. This seems to be systimatically done as all the upper
edges of the walls were even. This is also true of the
other two buildings.

It is made in the form of a shell like that of the west
church. Lying on the ground near to it a cross of limestone
(50 cm. in height) was found. It is inscribed with a religious
text of 18 lines (
Seebelow p. PI. 281)

The walls are roughly built of re-used and inscribed
stones which had been taken from the walls of Luxortemple and of other monuments in the area (PI. XXXV,
XXXVI).

On the west wall of this church (PL XXV) there was
written in Greek the name of St. Qeida who is probably
FrcmAbu-Sir in the province of El-Ashmûnein.(1) Though
the two shell-niches might be attributed to the fourthfifth centuries, a decoration found on a slab PI. XXXIX
is attributed to the fifth-sixth centuries, while a capital
PI. XXXVII re-const ruted in the wall of the church is
dated sixth-seventh centuries. Thus is seems that the
present churches were later than the seventh century,
and in theis reconstruction relics of older churches were
used. But the St. Thecla church might be the earliest,
as its ground-level was lower than the others.

m

In another chamber to the east of the baptism hall,
two big jars (over one metre in height) were found, but
they contained nothing.
The Big Hall : Next to the east of these chambers
lies a huge hall (13 X 26m. The east part of the room was
not completed.) The ground was covered with limestone
tiles. The roof was supported with pillars, but they were
all destroyed ; only the bases were found. The roof
of this hall as well as the roofs of all other chambers must
have been made of wood. At the foot pillar of the fourth
in the north row a basin was constructed in the ground.
The Church of Saint Theda. (Pi. XXVIII, XXIX).
In the back of the big hall another church was built.
Its west wall is constructed along the fifth pair of pillars
of the big hall. Five capitals, of Roman type, were found
in this wall (PI. XXXVIl,a, b.). The roof was supported
with two rows of pillars. The north row co-incides with
those of the big hall. Some of the pillars were monolithic
and cut of granite; others were built of limestone blocks.
According to the height of these pillars, it would seem that
the roofs of these chambers were not high.
A niche (XXXI. a) hewn out of one block of granite
was found standing in its original place in the west side.
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The buildings in that eastern area did not come to
an end, but they extended east as far as the eastern enclo
sure wall which runs under the New Mosque of Abu-ElHaggag, but we did not excavate that area.
The walls of all these former buildings were built
with re-used stones which were inscribed. Names of
various kings, such as Thutmoses III, Akhnaton, Horemheb, Ptolemy, and others were found. About 400
inscribed blocks were found, in addition to thousands of
uninscribed blocks. Photographs of these inscriptions were
taken (PI. XL, XLI). These blocks were collected together
and arranged in the court on the east side of the temple.
(l) Sea : M. D . Fenoyl, S.T. : L e Sanctoral Copte, p. 97 and M. g. Le febvre:
“ Égypte chrétienne” in A .S.A .E . IX, 2e fasicule (1908) pp. 172 ff. E. Amélineau :
Les A ctes D es M artyrs de VEglise Copte, p. 93. ( Paris 1890 ) Otto F.A. Meinardus : Christian Egypt. ( Cairo. 1965 ).
9
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Lying in the ground of the eastern church, mentioned
above, were two rose granite pillars. One bears the names
and titles of Thutmoses III and still preserves its beautiful
colours (PI. XXXI).
Length : 4,13 m., Breadth : 44-48 cm.
The second bears the name of Ramses III which was
split by its length into two.
Length : 3,15 m., Breadth : 75 cm.
This was used as a base for a wall, the two halves
were spread for the distance of 6,30 m.
There is no doubt that Thutmoses III must have
built a monument in addition to that which was found
in the present first court, before Amenophis III thought
of building his temple. Ramses III. for whom we found
a statue (p. 241) in addition to the above mentioned pillar,
must have added some important monument made of
granite which had been destroyed. It is possible that the
Coptic granite pillars were hewn out of the ancient
pillars. It is also possible that further digging towards
the east might reveal some interesting material.
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the exception of those of Thutmoses III, and probably of
Thutmoses IV also for whom a stela was found. So it
seems that the earlier buildings were in the north side and
not in the south. Akhnaton who was so much devoted
to his Aton must have thought of eliminating the worship
of Amun in the Temple of Luxor and introducing bis
own god and compelling the people to his worship. It
is very much doubtful that all these innumerable stones
of Akhnaton would be brought from Kamak as some
Egyptologists believe, while the temple of Luxor could
provide them with hundreds of thousands of blocks for
buliding.
L—The name of this king was found on the
stela of Thutmosis IV, as is mentioned above. He certainly
must have done restoration to the temple, if he had not
contributed actual buildings (PI. XXV).
Sety

— It seemed that Psammetichus had
added certain builings to the temple since his name was
found more than once in the area and also in the mound
of the cemetery of El-Mekashkesh. Names of Amenirdes and of Nitocris were also found (PI. XXVI).
P s a m m e t ic h u s .

— This king, in addition to his erection of a stela at the head of the Avenue of human-headed
sphinxes which he had also constructed, must have had
constructed other buildings, for his name was found on
re-used blocks (PI. VI, XL, XLI).
N ectanebo.

Temple of Akhnaton.
Many stone-blocks were found in various buildings,
bearing inscriptions of the reign of Akhnaton, and showing
reliefs of the new religion and the new technique in art.
It is possible that Akhnaton might have built a small
chapel for his new religion in the precinct of the temple
of Luxor as he had done in Kamak ; we have to rem
ember that the whole area axtending from the first pylon
of Ramses II up to the the court of Amenophis III was
free from any buildings at that time of Akhnaton with

— The Ptolemies succeeded Alex
ander who had constructed a shrine for Amun-Re within
the temple. It seems that they also had built some monu
ments since their names were found on some blocks.
The

P t o l e m ie s .

From the above we can see that most of the great
kings of Ancient Egypt had contributed to the buildings
of this temple, but as the area became residential as early

f
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as the Roman period when they converted the temple into
a fortification then again the Copts made their churches
in the temple and since then the people began to build
houses for themselves in that area, it is no wonder that
all the small buildings were completely ruined and the
walls of the huge temple were pulled down, and their
stones were re-used in later buildings.

case with the colossus which was found at about 55 metres
to the north. 1 saw in the wreckage of these scattered
blocks the evidence of such destruction.
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The Head of the Statue of Ramses H.
At the end of season 1958-1959 we had to stop our
work without completing the clearance of the area which
falls at the foot of the eastern flank of the pylon., where
big blocks of rose and gray granite were scattered and
which appeared to be parts of statues, for their shapes
were not definite.
Though many Egyptologists did not believe in the
existance of the statues in front of the eastern flank of the
pylon, yet the writer did not give up hope and was for a long
time waiting until we reach the proper level of the ground at
this part. For it is impossible, according to the practices
of Egyptian art, that they would adorn only one side of
the pylon, leaving the other side free from statues. It was
also impossible that such huge statues would be destroyed
without Laving any trace. The problem was due to the fact
that earlier excavators were not able to reach the proper
level.
However, we were now just few inches higher than
the temple-level, and yet there was no indication of the
other two statues. It was really a puzzle ! How could
such big statues disappear without leaving any trace.
At that time I was quite hopeless of finding anything
worthy of mentioning. I thought that these statues must
have been utterly destroyed right to the root, as is the
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However, next season, as soon as I was able to get
free from some administrative work, I set few men to
examine the site (Pi. XLVII). On the second day 10 - 121959, there appeared at first a nose, then the whole face
was soon cleared, and to our surprise and pleasure the
face was complete. We continued the clearence of the
head; it was huge, cut of gray granite. At the time of
destruction it fell right on its back and went deep inside
the ground owing to its heavy weight which must be several
tons. The destroyers left it lying on its back, face upwards.
It was intact with a slight scratch on the left eyebrow.
The rest of the head was complete, the eyes, the nose,
the mouth, the chin, the beard (to a great extent), the
headdress, and even the uraeus-snake was found. But
the body was destroyed to small pieces. Close to it lies
the head of the second statue of rose granite, but it was
unfortunately broken to pieces (PI. XLVII).
This head of gray granite is extremely beautiful,
certainly the most beautiful head on that big size ; it shows
the king smiling (PI. XLIX, L, LI).
Height : 176 cm.
Diameter of the base for the crown : 100 cm.
Distance from eart to ear : 166 cm.
Distance from eye to ear : 68 cm.
Length of eye : 32 cm.
Length of nose : 37 cm.
Length of mouth : 37 cm.
Length of ear : 43 cm.
i0
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Width of beard at its top : 30 cm.
Length of the body of the snake on forehead : 66 cm.
Length of the place of the snake on forehead : 41 cm.
This is the biggest head which is complete in the area
of Luxor, made of granite, the most beautiful and pric
eless.
We continued the clearance of the head until Saturday
12 - 12 - 1959. Not far away, we found the relics of the
other rose granite statue which was broken to pieces, head
and body (PI. XLVII).
Height of head 90 cm.
Length from ear to ear : 160 cm.
The two bases where once these statues were set were
found in their places and intact. At present time as it
was difficult to set the head in its original place, owing to
the destruction of the body, the architect Moustafa Subhy,
Director of works, built for it a pedestal in the court
of Ramses II where it was on view (PI. LII). Tourists
were enchanted by its beauty. The back of the
head is inscribed with the titles of the king (PI. LIII).
When we removed all the relics of these old buildings
and the debris, the base of the obelisk became visible.
Its north side (i.e. the front) is adorned with four monkeys,
the faces and arms of which are destroyed. But there
were no monkeys on the three other sides. The name
of Ramses was inscribed between the monkeys. Photo
graphs of the inscriptions on the four sides of the obelisk
and on the base were taken. Similer monkeys were also
found on the base of the west obelisk ; they are now
in the Louvre (PI. LIV, LV, LVI, LVII, LVIII, LIX).
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In front of the two bases cf the two obelisks a wall
was built of re-used stones about 80 cm. in height. We
removed it before proceeding to clear the entrance of the
pylon.
We should also mention that we found part of the
face of the sitting colossus on the west side ; we succeeded
in putting it back in its place. The statue became
more attractive with the construction of its left eye
(PI. XL!II, XLIV).
The Pylon-Gate.
After the removal of the guest-house of Abu - El Haggag and the clearance of the whole area we were able
to clear the pylon-gate and to move into the court. The
side-walls of the gate are later additions, and were covered
with some Greek inscriptions of a religious nature. These
and the Coptic inscriptions were studied by Dr. Henri
Riad. (See his article in this same number p. 281). The
upper parts of these two side walls were destroyed together
with the bridge which connects the two flanks of the
pylon together.
Then we decided to remove the huge mound of debris,
in the east corner of the court upon which the old mosque
of Aboul Haggag is eracted.
Before carrying out this project, we had to remove first
from the court the buildings (PI. LXVI1) which were built
by late intruders in the area opposite the Thutmosis chapel,
when the temple was neglected. In fact nothing was left
of these relics except few blocks of re-used stones which
must have been taken from the walls of this temple. We
sorted out the inscribed blocks and set them aside for fur
ther study.
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Then we carried on our operation of clearing the
mound of Abul-Haggag (PI. LXVI). We began our work
on 7-12-1958 and finished by 28-12-1958. On reaching
the temple-ground we found out that it was covered by
sandstone tiles, i.e. a continuation of the road leading
from the Avenue into the temple.
Soon at the beginning of the work, there appeared
a wall built of well-cut blocks of sandstone under the
west side of the Mcsque. It is 4,80 m. in height and 1,10m.
in thickness. This wall was built on relics of an earlier
wall and debris about one metre higher than the ground
level of the temple. Total length of this wall is 20 m.
In the upper part there were five windows 80 x 50 cm.
(PI. LXVI1I, LXIX).
Thus the old Mosque was not, after all, built on a
mound of earth, but on very solid walls of ancient times.
The mosque is also a monument in itself ; it is over 700
years old, we decided to keep it, particulerly as it adds to
the holliness of the place where all religions have been
prosperous since the Pharoahs. We have here no less
than five generations of buildings. The Ancient period
which represents various ages, then a second layer of in
truders propably under the Romans, thirdly a Byzantine
construction, 4 : a mediaeval mosque, 5 : the modern
minerei of the last century.
The building was full of earth and debris ; we were
not able to get rid of it in order to penetrate inside lest
the floor of the Mosque would tumble down upon our
heads. In the south side of this west wall there is a door
leading into a corridor which falls outside the area covered
by the mosque. On clearing this corridor, we found
a niche built in the south wall. The niche is small and
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is made of one piece of sandstone. It was adorned with
the picture of an eagle spreading its wings. (PI. LXX).
As soon as these two walls, the south and the west, were
uncovered, they were consolidated at once lest they fall.
In the debris many interesting objects were found :
1. A group of small Coptic columns (PI. LXXVI).
2. Many inscribed blocks of stone taken from the
walls of the temple.
3. A beautiful face of a king who might be Thutmosis
III, whose shrine is not far away. Schist. Height 21 cm
(PI. LXXV. C.).
4. An alter of red granite halved vertically in two by
means of slots and wooden wedges. Height : 110 cm.
Tills alter was found at the door of the church. A winged
sun-disc adorns the top of one of the sides (PI. LXXV. b.).
5. The two lower halves of two statues of Merenptah
were found in the debris in the south side of the building
towards the gate. (PI. LXXII), (PI. LXXIII). On exami
nation they were found out to fit the two torsos of the
same king which were set at the east gate of the
court of Ramses II. The missing head of one of
them was also found. And now we have two
complete statues of gray granite of king Merenptah; only
their feet are missing. They bear inscriptions of the name
of the king. A queen is beautifully represented in relief
standing behind the legs of the king (PI. LXXIV). In one
case she is Bent-Anat, his mother, in the second she is his
wife Isis Nofrit.
These statues and the stela of Thutmosis IV show
the love and esteem in which the queen mother was held.
The queen mother, since the beginning ofthe New Kingdom
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had played an important role in the policy of the country,
such as queen Ahhotpe who had rallied the soldiery of
Egypt round her son Amosis I. Queen Ahmose - Nofertary
is considered to-gether with her son Amenophis I tobe
the patron of the Theban Necropolis.

The lower part of the back of this pylon was deco
rated with various religious scenes. We see the king
entering the temple to be received by Amun-Re, King of
the gods. Then the king, probably as a thanks giving
ceremony on the complition of his first court at the temple
of Luxor, pays homage to the gods of Egypt who are
represented seated within their shrines. Among them are
Amun-Re, Ka-Mut-Ef, Mut, Khonso, Isis, Atum, Monto
and Hath or (PI. LXIV, LXV) (See
p. 275).
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6.
A head of crystalline limestone representing the
head of Ramses II wearing the two feathers of AmonRe slightly scratched. It was found in the debris of the
east wall mentioned above. Height 70 cm (PL LXXIX
LXXX).
It was found to fit exactly on the neck of the statue
of the god-king in the group of the statues of crystalline
limestone in the great colonnade, and it was joined to it.
The Corridor Behind the Eastern Flank of the Pylon.
In order to free the inner face of the eastern flank
of the pylon, we had to clear a passage between the pylon
and the foundations of the Mosque, leading us from the
court towards the eastern wall of the temple. By doing
this we cleared at the same time the first row of columns
which exist in this area, as well as the lower part of the
back of the pylon which had been hidden for centuries.
The wall of the pylon was in a very dangerous condition
because of the water which the people used to threw
on this part of the mound which covered the pylon. Soon
after the clearance the pylon tended to collapse. Few blocks
burst out, and fell (PI. LX), while the whole south façade
sprung forward at the middle and became convex. It
was very serious, but we were able to treat the situation
at once, and the whole pylon was injected with cement
to hold it together and the operation succeeded. Since
then the pylon holds well..

Another scene which is represented on the same occassion is the competition of the Libyans to try to climb a
rope to reach the top of a beam. King Ramses II is holding
one of the ropes supporting the beams as a sign of
sharing in the festival. He is accompanied by his queen
Nofrit Beloved of Isis, who is here his first queen (PL LXIII).
When we continued our excavation we found the door
(PI. LXI), which leads into the interior of the pylon. It lies at
the eastern comer of the south îaçade. We cleared also
the inner passage which leads to the top of the pylon, but
the bridge which connected the two flanks together was
destroyed as we had mentioned before. No inscriptions
were found on the walls of this inner passage.. Over
the door-lintel, we see the various offerings which should
be brought daily to the temple : long-horned cattle of
Amun, young of cattle, offsprings, then the vegetable
products of the fields and gardens. The relief shows a
high standard of technique at the time of Ramses II
(PI. LXII).
In the debris which was at the back of the pylon we
found a small statue, head and feet were destroyed
(PL LXXV. a.).
The Colossus of Ramses II (PI. LXXVII, LXXVIII).
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Before ending our report on the excavations which had
been carried in the first court, we should mention also
the restoration of the colossus of Ramses II on the right
side of the entrance to the great colonnade. The upper
part of this colossus was broken into several pices. All
of them were kept in the temple with the exception of
the face which was in the Egyptian Museum at Cairo.
It was brought to Luxor and we succeeded in putting
all the pieces together and constructing an imposing
figure of the king.
EL-MEKASHESH CEMETERY
This cemetery lies in the middle of the present day
Luxor north of the so-called Old Luxor. Both of these
are now gone. These were a poor sight amidst the
modern buildings, the new gardens and the flowing Nile.
The cemetery was not in use since the beginning of this
century ; it was removed to another place on the outskirts
of the town, south of Karnak. So as part of our progr
amme of beautifying the city of Luxor, it was decided to
clear this site, both the cemetery and Old Luxor after
demolishing the houses which still exist on he top of the
mound composed of earth and debris (PI. LXXXI).
The bones of the dead were removed as we prog-r
ressed with the digging which was carried in that
part in the season of 1959-1960. The earth which was
taken out of the digging both here and at the temple
of Luxor was used for making a terrace all along the
bank of the Nile from Luxor temple moving northwards
towards the temple of Karnak. The ministery of munici
pal affairs had to make it into park.
We did not find many interesting things in that area.
Among the things found were blocks of limestone bearing
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the name of king Sety I. They were found at the height
of three metres from present day city - level and were not
in their original place (PI- LXXXII).
When we reached the present day Luxor level which
is higher than the Ancient Egyptian level, by at least three
metres, we found a small village built of burnt bricks,
probably from the Coptic period. Nothing remained
of it except the foundations of the buildings (PI. LXXXII1,
LXXXIV).
At the height of 1,5 m. from present day level a small
statue of limestone was found bearing the name of Amenophis III, the builder of temple of Luxor.
Height : 45 cm. Breadth : 20 cm.
The head and feet are destroyed. It is a nice piece
of work, with a line of inscription on its back
(PI. LXXXVII).
We completed the removal of the mound of earth
which covered the cemetery until we reached the
present day street level. There were the stables of the
municipality and various other buildings which were soon
evacuated and demolished.
We did not continue our digging of the area below
that level except to uncover that part of the Avenue of
Sphinxes which was hidden in that area. We did not
expect to find any thing rewarding
I do not believe
that the Ancient Egyptian City was so close to the Nile.
So we concentrated cur work on the Avenue. Seven
of the these in the west row were uncovered. They were,
all of them, in a good condition with their heads on them,
and they still retain to some extent their colours. After
many unsuccessful attempts we succeeded in locating the
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eastern row of sphinxes and uncovered three of them. The
heads of these and parts of their bodies were destroyed
and this was the cause of our delay in locating them.
But we decided not to continue the clearance of this row
of sphinxes owing to their miserable condition until the
whole of the area would be cleared.
With this new discovery of the middle part of the
Avenue of Sphinxes, under El-Mekashkesh cemetery in
addition to the beginning of the Avenue at Luxor-temple,
the exact location of the whole Avenue is fixed
(PI. LXXXV).
We should point out that the sphinxes in the western
row both here and at the beginning of the Avenue at
Luxor are intact PI. LXXXVI, while those of the eastern
row are destroyed without exception. Thus it would
seem that the destruction of these sphinxes was deliberate
and systematic. The destroyers started their havoc from
the beginning of the eastern ro w, but for sc me unkown
reason they could not finish their work. The people
who would be likely to commit such a disastrous act
could not be Egyptians, but rather invaders, either Persians,
or Romans.
As soon as these sphinxes were uncovered, Essayed
Hussein Sadek, on my request, came down to Luxor and
did a good job in cleaning the sphinxes and consolidating
them and in treating them to prevent any further deterio
ration, and crumpling under the strong heat of the sun
after they had been hidden in the ground for centuries.
We could not continue our digging to the north or
to the south that year 1960. It happened that the mosque
of the cemetery which was built for the Sheikh El-Mekashkesh was erected right on the top of the Avenue in the

north of the cemetery, and its sewer was made in the middle
of the road and consequently destroyed the sphinxes in
that spot.
Before leaving Luxor, the writer copied the texts
on all the sphinxes uncovered at that time.
The texts are composed, for the most part, of the
titles and eulogies of the King. But some of them are
interesting. In the text of PI. XCIII the King states that
he has made this Avenue for the happy journey
of
god Amun-Re southwards to the temple of Luxor. Then
he goes on in text PI. XCV to describe this magnificent
Avenue which was enclosed within walls, planted with
trees and was made dazzling with flowers. The descrip
tion was attested by excavation. The places of the trees
were found and together with the canal which supplied
them with water. Traces of the wall bordering the Avenue
on both side were found, but the walls are quite devast
ated.
Karnak : The text on PI. XCVI is quite interesting as
Nekhetnebo, informs us that he was not only great of
monuments ” in the temple of Luxor, but he is also ador
ning the temple of Karnak with work daily. This remark is
not strange to state here, as this Avenue leads from the
Temple of Karnak to the Temple of Luxor. He even gives
us more detail, on a text found on a sphinx of El-Meka
shkesh PI. CIII in which he records that he had built great
pylons reaching heaven, in excellent workmanship of eter
nity. Never was like them in the world in its extent, never
was done like them. Unfortunately he did not mention the
site of these pylons. It is possible that this was stated on
some other sphinx which had not been discovered yet.
But we know that these pylons could not be at Luxor
Temple, but it should be in the Karnak precincts.
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In fact there is the pylon of Monto-temple at Karnak,
which bears the name of Nekhetnebef(1)2, There is also,
the east-gate of the enclosure wall. But there is also a
possibility that the pro-pylon of the temple of Khons
which is supposed to be built by Ptolemy III Evergetes I
owing to the representation of his figure on the lintel
and jambs of gateway, is erected by Nekhetnebef, especially
as both pylons, that of Monto and that of Khonso, are
very much similer in design and that Nekhetnebef died
before its complition, and that the work was delayed
for some reason until it was finished by the Ptolemies
who were always slow in building temples for the Egyptian
gods. Moreover, this site at Kbonso wound be the
most favorable site for Nekhetnebef who constructed,
if not the whole Avenue of Sphinxes - for the Sphinxes at
Khonso are built by Amenophis I I I <2), at least the greater
part ol the road. In addition to this, Nekhetnebef seemed
to be the one who built, or at least, began the construction
of the temple of Opet at Karnak, for his name is inscribed
on the portal(3). However, future excavations will certainly
shed morp light on the history of this Avenue, and upon
the works and deeds of Nekhetnèbef, the last of the great
kings of Ancient Egypt.
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NOTES ON THE PLATES
I. Temple of Luxor. View from the Nile.
IL (a) Remnants of mud-brick houses which were found in earlier
excavations by Essayed Shehata Adam. As these were of no particuler
interest especially in the presence of the gigantic Temple of Luxor,
it was decided to remove them and bring down the ground-level to
the present-day street level.

(b) The site after clearance on 4/12/1958.
III. (a) The Temple of Luxor in 1948 before recent excavations.
The debris was blocking the gate and covering the lower parts of the
pylon, the obelisk and the statues.
(b) The area excavated by the Late Z. Ghoneim up till 1958.
The beginning of the Avenue of sphinxes and the north enclosure wall.
IV. (a) The beginning of the excavation at Old Luxor; the gate

in the middle of the north enclosure wall leads from the Avenue to the
temple area.

(b) The discovery of the fifth and sixth sphinxes in the east row.
V. (a) The avenue of sphinxes and the shrine of Isis. In the back
ground runs the Nile.
(b) The Roman shrine of the goddess Isis. Reconstruction.
VI. The stela of Nektanebo erected at the head of the Avenue.
VII» The human-headed sphinxes at the beginning of the Avenue.
VIII. The second sphinx, south side.

D r.

A b d u l -Q a d e r M u h a m m a d

IX. (a) A Graeco-Roman stela found at the beginning of the
Avenue. It shows Amun-Re seated followed by Isis.
Height: 36 cm. Width; 25 cm. Thickness: 7 c.m.
(b) A stela bearing the name of Thutmosis III
same area,

CD Porter and Moss : Topographical Bibliography of Ancient Egypt, Vol. II,
P. 75.
(2) Selim Hassan : Ancient E gypt ( in Arabic ) Vol. XIII, p. 275, and pi. on
p. 757. Champ. Not. Descr. 11273, L.D.T. III. p. 3.
(3) C. De wit

; L es Inscriptions Du Temple D ’Qpct, A Karnak p. VI.

found in the

X. The temple pylon, as is seen, was estill hidden behind the big
guest-house of the Mosque of Abul-Haggag till 1958.
XL (a) The site before the discovery of the statue of Ramses III.
The arrow indicates the site of the statue.
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(b) The statue of Ramses III
XII. {a) The statue of Ramses III
discovery 3/12/1958.

—

situ.
in situ

the first dav of its

{b) The statue of Ramses III in situ after it was cleared Black
granite. Height: 220 cm. Front view. The name of the king is inscribed
on the belt and on the two shoulders. The king wears the
head
dress, the uraeus and the beard. Though he looks smiling, the features
are not clearly out cut.
XIII. (a) Back view of the statue of Ramses III. The name of the
king is also inscribed on the back.
(b) The statue of Ramses III in profile. The name of the king
is inscribed on both sides of the seat. Measurements of base: 120/55 cm
XIV. (

a)The chapel of Hathor erected by Taharqa.

(b) A statue was found in the last chamber of the chapel of Hathor
facing the corridor. The whole statue is lost with the exception of the
feet. They are similer in their unusual form to the feet of the goddess
Isis which was found in the Roman chapel which lies on the opposite
side of the Avenue. The Roman statue is undoubtedly influenced by this
earlier model.
XV. (a) Two heads found in the chapel of Hathor on 11/2/1959
one is of an Egyptian king, the other is of a Roman.
(h) The two heads are of limestone. The Egyptian: Height 39.5
cm. The Roman : Height 28 cm.
XVI. A lintel in the Hathor chapel bearing the Horus-name of
king Taharqa who constructed the chapel. The names of the king
were delibrately erased from the pillars.
XVII. A stela of rose granite found in the Hathor chapel on 7/2/1959
Height : 2 m., Width : 95 cm.
The stela is badly mutilated and the hierolyph-signs are not finely
executed.
XVIII. The text on the stela.
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XIX. (a) A plaque of limestone found near the Hathor-chapel,
probably a part of its decorated walls. It shows a king, probably
Taharqa, giving an offering.
(b) A part of the seat of the colossus of Ramses II, giving the
names of the defeated enemies.
Measurements : 65x50 cm.
XX. Several blocks from the colossus of Ramses II. Fragments
from the feet and the head.
XXL The discovery of the statue of Amenophis III. on 5-2-1958.
XXII. The site where the statues of Ramses III, Ramses II,
Amenophis III and the Hathor-chapel were found on 5/2]195S.
XXIII. ( a) A statue of Amenophis III representing the king seated.
The name of the king is inscribed on the pedestal. The king wears the
nemes headdress, the uraeus and the artificial beard.
Gray granite. Height : 142 cm.
(b) The statue of Amenophis III in profile. On the side of the pedestal
the symbol of the union of the two lands is engraved.
(c) Back view of the statue of Amenophis III. The back is inscribed
with the names and titles of the king.
XXIV. General view showing the recent finds; in front the statue of
Amenophis III after it was set up, then the huge pedestal of the statue
of Ramses II, next the statue of Ramses III, then the northern gate of
the enclosure, the stela of Nektanebo and the Avenue of sphinxes.
In the background is Old Luxor which has now gone.
XXV.

Stela of Thutmosis IV, gray granite.

Lower half is lost. It shows the king once accompanied by his
mother, and once by his wife offering to Amun-Re. In the center of the
stela a line of inscriptions gives the name of Sity I who probably had
done some work to the monuments of Thutmosis IV.
XXVI (a) The lower half of a group statue. It was found by Z.
Ghoneim in 1950. It represents a king sitting between two goddesses
No inscriptions. Grey granite. Length : 82 cm. Height : 55 cm.
Thickness : 55 cm.
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The walls o f the churches were built with limestone

(b) A block of limestone found re-used in a later building and
bearing the name of Nitocris daughter of Psammetichus. Measurements :
130X18 cm.

blocks taken from the walls o f the temple o f Luxor.

XXVII. The area excavated up till 14/3/1959, revealing various
buildings and statues.

XXXVII. (a) Capitals of pillars of earlier Roman buildings were
re-used in building the walls of the churches.

these inscribed stones were found, bearing reliefs and names o f kings
from various periods.

(b) A capital found built in one of the walls.

XXVIII. The area of the churches. Detail of last.

XXXVIII. Red bricks found scattered in different buildings, bear
ing the name of queen Isis-em-Khem.

XXIX. The church of St. Thecla. Nothing of the roof was found;
this indicates that it was made of wood. The pillars are of two kinds:
pillars built of limestone blocks, others cut out of rose granite, probably
re-modelled from ancient Egyptian pillars.

XXXIX. Blocks bearing Coptic decorations found re-used in the
walls of the churches.

XXX. The name of Thecla inscribed on the northern wall of the
churchg It is protected on each side by the sign of ankh which by that
time took the form of the cross.

XL. Inscribed blocks found re-used in the walls of the churches
These blocks had been taken from the walls of the Temple of Luxor
and other later buildings in the area. Some blocks bear cartouches of
kings from different periods. Some blocks display reliefs from the reign
of Akhnaton. Over 400 blocks were found, but, as is seen, the original
blocks were roughly cut into smaller pieces. Photographs of these
blocks are given here.

XXXI. (a) The niche was found set up in its place in the church
of St. Thecla. It was made in the form of a shell. The outer rim of the
alter is decorated with floral designs. Rose granite. Fourth or Fifth
century.
(b) A pillar of rose granite found constructed in the church of
St. Thecla, bearing the name of Thutmosis III. Height : 4,14 m.
XXXII.
bricks.

Hundreds o f

XLI. Inscribed blocks.
XLÏI. The temple of Luxor on the 27th. of June 1959.

(a) The western church, The pabtism basin, built of red

XLIII. The clearance of the pylon-gate.

(b) The foundation of the pabtism basin, constructed of red bricks,
June 1959.

XLIV. (a) The colossus of Ramses before restoration.

XXXIII. The western church. The niche was found broken and
lying on the ground. It is cut of rose granite in the form of a shell.

XLIV. (6) The colossus of Ramses II with its left eye restored. It
was found in the excavation. The crown of the king was again
replaced on its head. May 1959.

XXXIV. A statue of a queen found in one of the walls of the
western church. Gray Granite. Height : 114 cm. Breadth : 32 cm.
The face is defaced the feet are lost, but the body is beautifully
modelled. The statue is certainly cut out of one of the colossi of
Ramses II.

XLV. A head of gray granite found broken into several pieces
They were collected together. The head probably belongs to the stand'
ing colossus of Ramses II.
XLVI. Inscription on the back of the broken crown, found aprii

XXXV. North wall of the western church, built of re-used inscribed
stones. Entrance to the church. As is seen, the ground-level of the church
is much higher than that of the temple.

1959. It is a good exam ple o f the fine art in the reign o f Ramses II.
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which were once
belonged to the two statues o f the king
at the beginning o f the C
the churches.
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0re the building o f

The area in front o f the eastern flank o f the

Height : 176 cm. Breadth from ear to ear 166 cm.
The head o f Ramses II in profile.

LI.

built“

A view c f the sam e head showing the king smiling,

' th“

° f RamSeS after itS

*

the fore -court

L m - InscriPtions on the back of the head.
.
LIV‘
obellsk base’ north side. The front face o f the upper
base was adorned with four monkeys. Between each two m o n e y s
the name o f Ramses is engraved. The faces o f the monkeys are destroy
ed together wAh other parts o f the bodies. On the lower base the Z
and names o f the king are inscribed.
LV
! T

C

The obelisk base, east side. On the upper base god H aov
e

Pr° dUCtS' ° ° " * l0,Ver taSe ““ ,i,Ies “ d "*■»■ o f

LVI.

The obelisk, west side.

LVII.

The obelisk, south side.

LVIII. The obelisk, east side.
LIX.

The obelisk, north side.
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LX. The inscriptions on the back of the pylon where the breach
took place.
LXL The entrance of the pylon. A workman stands at the bottom
of the stairs leading to the roof of the pylon.

i

where the two heads were found. Fragments o f the two bodies were also

L.
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LXII. The scene shows the various offerings brought to the temple.
Continuation from the previous scene PI. LXI, where we see the long
horned cattle of Amun, young of cattle, and offsprings ; then in this
scene we see the gardiner bringing the vegetable products of the fields
and gardens which should be brought daily to the temple. The relief
shows the high standard of technique at the time of Ramses II.
LXIII. Scene on the back of the pylon of Ramses IL Lower part.
Recently uncovered. The king is shown attending a special celebration
which was probably held on the complition of the building of his pylon.
Ramses II is represented followed by his queen Nofrit Mryt Isis who
holds a sistrum in her right hand, and probably the sign of life (as the
scene is badly destroyed, in her left hand. Both the king and the queen
are represented on a larger scale than the rest of the group. In front
of the royal couple, four groups of royal acquaintances are shown trying
to hold erect a beam in their midst, while Libyans, who might be merce
naries employed by Ramses II, are competing to climb a rope to reach
the top of the beam. The king is holding one of the ropes supporting
the beam as a sign of sharing in the festival.
LXIV. Scene on the back of the pylon of Ramses II. Lower part.
Recently uncovered. King Ramses II is represented, probably in a
thanks giving ceremony for the complition of the pylon, offering to the
gods. The first is Amun-Re, god of Thebes, who is once shown standing
receiving the king, then seated within his shrine. The king is called
Good god, lord of the two Lands, great of Kingship, lord of appearances.
LXV. In the next scene, the king is in the presence of a goddess
who might be Mut or Nekhbet, goddess of upper Egypt, for the signs
are badly destroyed. The king is wearing the crown of Upper Egypt.
Next the king wearing the nemes-head dress is pouring libation to Khonso.
The king Ramses II describes himself here as : Good god, son of Amun,
Lord of the two Lands, lord of action. The king is shown again in the
presence of a goddess whose name is not quite visible, but she might be
Isis. The king in this scene is wearing the crown of Lower Egypt.
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In the following scenes, photographs of which are not given here,

Rames II is shown adoring Atum, Monto, and Hathor. In all these
scenes the god, or goddess, is represented enthroned within his (or her)
shrine, holding the sceptre in one hand, and the sign of life in the other.
Amun-Re is again represented in his form of Ka-mut-ef (LXV bis),
the great god within his temple “Ramesses-Mery-Amun” . This is
probably the name given by Ramses II to the temple of Luxor.
LXVI. The court of Ramses II, the mound and the mosque. The
black mineret is over 700 years old.
LXVII.

The court of Ramses II before its clearance.

LXVIII. The Byzantine church found under the Mosque of AbulHaggag, when the debris was removed, march 1939.
LXIX. The western façade of the Byzantine church. Recons
truction, by Helmy El Basha.
LXX. A niche adorned with an eagle found set in the south wall
of the building Vlth century.
LXXI. The south face of the church after its clearance. Lower
parts of the statues of Merenptah and other objects were found in
this site.
LXXII. (a) The lower half of the statue of Merenptah found
near the eastern gate of the first court, in situ.
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(c) The second lower half of the statue of Merenptah after it was set
up. It was found out that it is a part of the second statue of that king,
standing at the east gate of the court.
(d) The upper half of the statue of Merenptah standing at the
eastern gate.
LXXIV. The two statues of Merenptah after the pieces were
joined tohethes. Now these are set in front of the great pylon of
Ramses II. The names and titles of the king are inscribed on the back of
the two statues. A queen is also represented in relief standing behind
his leg. One queen is his wife Isis Nofrit ; the second is his mother
Bent-Anat. The representation of the queen mother with her son the
king both here and on Thutmosis IV stela shows that the queen,
molhor was held in high esteem.
LXXY. (a) A small statue of limestone found in the debris in the
corridor behind the eastern flank of the pylon.
LXXY. (b) An alter of rose granite found near the entrance of
the Byzantine church. It was broken into two pieces.
(c) A face of schist, probably of Thutmosis III, found in the first
court near the eastern gate.
Height : 21 cm., Breadth 12 cm.
LXXYI.
the court.

Coptic architectural pieces found in the debris inside

LXXYII. The colossus of Ramses in the first court, west side*
before reconstruction. Grey granite.

(b) The same lower half of the statue of Merenptah after it was
set up. It was found out that it is a part of one of the two statues of the
king standing at the east gate of the court.

LXXYIII. The colossus of Ramses II. after its restoration in 1959.

(c) The torso of Merenptah which was set at the east gate of the
court.

LXXIX.

LXXIII. (a) Head of Merenptah found in the excavation and
fit in with the torso.
Pieces b, c and d form a complete statue of Merenptah.
(è) A second lower half of a statue of Merenptah found also near
the eastern gate of the first court, in situ.

LXXIX. (a) Alabaster head of Amun-Re found in the first court.
(b) Inscriptions on the back of the alabaster head. J

LXXX. (a) The alabaster statue of Ramses and his wife in the
Hall of Fourteen Columns before the reconstruction of the head..
(b) The statue with the head reconstructed. Ramses II is repsented
here wearing the two feathers of Amun-Re.
LXXXL The cemetery of El-Mekashkesh before the excavation.
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LXXXII.Blocks of limestone found in the excavation at the
eight of three metrers from present day street level. They bear inscrip
tions of Sety I. They were not in their original places, but re-used pro
bably during the Coptic period, or later.
LXXXIII. Some buildings of burnt bricks found in the excava
tion about the end of december 1959, on the present day city level
which is no less than three meters higher than the Pharaonic level No
inscriptions, probably late Roman.

XCV.

Text on the second sphinx, west row.

XCVI.

Text on the third sphinx, west row.

XCVII.

Text on the fourth sphinx, west row.

XCVIII. Text on the first
west row.

sphinx

at

El-Mekashkesh

cemetery*,

XCIX. Text on the second sphinx at El-Mekashkesh, west row.
C.

Text on the third sphinx at El-M ekashkesh, west row.A

CL

Text on the fourth sphinx at El-M ekashkesh, west row..

CII.

Text

LXXXV. Several sphinxes in the west row of the Avenue are
coming to light. Cemetery of El-Mekashkesh.

CHI.

Text on the sixth sphinx at El-Mekashkesh, west row.

CIV.

Text on the seventh sphinx at El-M ekashkesh, west row .

LXXXVI. The sphinxes after they had been completely cleared.
They, all of them, are well-preserved. The sphinxes are human-headed
and bear the name of Nekhet-Neb-Ef.

CV.

Plan o f the area o f the churches.

CVI.

Temple o f Luxor.

LXXXIV. An example of a lower class house. Detail of Last.

,
LX™
A statue of Amenophis III found at the height of
150 cm. from present day street level on 15/12/1959. Limestone.
Head and feet broken.
b a c k ^ ^ c m 5 C™’’ BrCadth : 20 cm-’ Thickness of pillar supporting the
workmanship d tltl<3S ° f th° king are enSraved on the back. Exquisite
LXXXVIII. (

a)A stela showing Ptolemy (?) offering to Isis.

(b) An offering table of sandstone. Measurements : 28/19 cm.
LXXXIX.
debris.

Types of wares which were found scattered in the

XC.

Text on the first sphinx at the beginning of the road, east row.

XCI.

Text on the second sphinx, east row.

XCII.

Text on the third sphinx, east row.

XCIII.

Text on the fourth sphinx, east row.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

on the fifth sphinx at El-Mekashkesh, west row.

Plan o f the excavated area.

Stela of Nekhtnebef.
Statue of Ramesses III,
Chapel of Taharqa.
Pedestal of a colossus.
Name of Nitocris on a limestone block.
Two Hathor columns.
Relics of red-bricks building.
Statue of Amenophis III.
Stela of Thutmosis IV.
Group statue.
Western church.
Pillar of Ramesses III.
Church of st. Thecla.
Pillar of Thutmosis III.
Granite niche.
Statue of a queen.
Granite tiles.
Limestone tiles.
Fragments of a granite head.
Roman chapel.
Wall of red bricks.
De.

^CIV,

Text on the first sphinx, west row.

A bdul -Qader Muhammeb ...

Temple of Luxor« View from the Nile,
(Taken by the author»)

PL II

iß) Remnants of mud-brick houses found in earlier excavations.

{b) The site after clearance on 4/12/1958

PL III

(a) The Temple of Luxor in If48.

PI. Ill

PI. IV

(a) Old Luxor and the Avenue of Sphinxes.

(b) The discovery of the fifth and sixth sphinxes.

PL V

(a) A general view of the Avenue of Sphinxes and the shrine of Isis.

(b) The Roman shrine of the goddess Isis. Reconstruction*

ÿ

PL VI

PL VII

PI. vin

The second sphinx, south side.

•:* :

■

-,

A Graeco-Roman stela found at the
beginning of the Avenue.

(b) A stela bering the name of Thutmosis III.

PL X

PL X I

(a) The site, after clearance, before the discovery of the statue of Ramses III.
The arrow indicates the site of the statue.

(h) The discovery of the statue of Ramses III.

PI. XII

(a) The statue of Ramses III in

.

(h) The statue of Ramses III after
it was cleared.

(b) The statue of Ramses III in profile.

PI. XIII

(a) Back view of the statue
of Ramses III,

PI. XIV

(a) The chapel of Hathor.

PL XIV

( b) The two feet of the statue.

'

PI. XV

(h) The Two Heads,

1

PL XVI

PI. XVIII

PL XIX

(a) A plaque of limestone found beside the Hathor chapel, probably
part of its decoratel walls.

(h) Names of conquered territories inscribed on the
seat of the colossus of Ramses II.

Several blocks from the colossus of Ramses II.

y

*

PI. XXI

PL XXII

XXIII

PI.

Stela of Thutmosis IV, gray granite,

X

PL XXYI

PI. XXVI

■w'

(5) A block of limestone bearing the name of Nitocris
daughter of Psammetichus.

PL XXVII

The area excavated up till 14 / 3 / 1959.

PI. XXVIII

%

PI. X X IX

PL X X X

The name of Thecla inscribed on the northern
wall of the church.

m

ç;

PL X X X I

Four or fifth century A.D.

?”7/
il ü u'■
.'.»2••

K

PI. XXXI

(b) A pillar bearing the name of Thutmosis III found in the church.

«p

4 .x *

PL X X X II

%

' ■..a.

-

(a) The western church. The pabtism basin

•

i

(h) The foundation of The pabtism basin.
O

PL XXXIII

*

The western church.

«2

The niche.

Vs%;'

PL XXXIY

îts ta tu e of a queen, propably a wife of Ramses II, found in one of the
walls of the western church. The Director is knealing down to clean it.

J

4

PI. XXXVII

(a) Capitals re-used in the walls of the churches.

&X

PL XXXVII

(b) A capital. Detail of last re-constructel in the
wall of the church, sixth-seventh centuries — A.D,

PI. XXXVI

PI. X X X IX

B
C
Blocks bearing Coptic decorations found re-constoucted in The walls
cf the church.
.
(b) Fifth-sixth centuries = A,D.

PI. X L

Inscribed blocks.

«I

PI. X LI

Inscribed blocks,

1

PI. XLII

The temple of Luxor on the 27th. of june 1959.
(Taken by the author.)

PI. XLIY

[a) The colossus of Ramses II before
restoration.

B . XLV

A head of gray granite found broken into
several pieces.

PL X L VI

Inscription on the back of the broken crown.

PL XLVII

Two heads of the statues of Ramses II
found broken in front of the east flank
of the pylon.

PI. X L V ili

The area in front of the eastern flank of the pylon where the
two heads were found.

*

7

PL X L 1X

The head of Ramses II in siti'.
(Taken by the author*)

P). L

The head of Ramses II in profile.
(Taken by the author.)

I

■*

PI. LI

(Taken by the author*)

PI. LU

The head of Ramses after its erection in the
fore-court built by that king.
*
(Taken by the author.)

PL LUI

*

PL LIY

€

PL LY

The obelisk base, east side.
(Taken by the author.)

The obelisk, west side.

f

PL LYII

lhe obelisk, east side,
(Taken by the author.)

LVIII

The obeIisk> east side.

*

PI. LIX

*

The obelisk, north side.

-

PI. L X I

• Entrance to the pylon.

p i.

(a) Detail of last.

*

L x ir

Daily offering brought to the temple.

.\

)'
1
-

ì

PI. LXIII

Ramses II attending a^special celebration,

PI. LXIY

PL LXY

(b) Amun-Re-Ka-Mut-Ef.

'T

pi

Lxvr

The Count of Ramses If.

PI. LXYir

PI. LXVIII

{

The western façade of the Byzantine building. Reconstruction.

PL LXIX

PI. LXX

PL LXXI

South side of the building after clearance. Lower parts
of the statues of Merenptah and other objects were
found on this site.

*

N

(b) The Lower half the statue

(c) The Upper half of the statue
which was standing at the
eastern gate.

PI. LXXII

J[The lower half of a statue of
Merenptah.UVs situ.

PI. LXXIII

) A head of a second statue of
Merenptah found in earlier
excavations

(b) j|The lower half of the same
statue discovered in the excavation.

( d) The Torso of the statue,

PL LXXIV

The two statues of Merenptah after the pieces
were joined together.

PL LXXV

PI. LXXYI

FL LX X V X I

I

The colossus of Ramses II in the first'courtg
Before Reconstruction.

/ l'
PL LXXVIII

The Colossus after restoration.

—

PI. L X X IX

the back of the head.

-*\

PI. LXXX

s

t

p i. l x x x i

Pi. LXXXII

Blocks of limestone, bearing the inscriptions of Sety I,
in the debris.

*4

PI. LXXXIII

PL LXXXlV

C
P i LXXXV

Wj

j

Cemetery of EhMekashkesh. The discovery of more sphinxes.

A statue'of Amenophis III.

/

PI. LXXXVIIl

•>.mr-

(a) A stela showing Ptolemy (?)
offering to Osiris and Isis.

m

#.*■

PI. LXXXVIII

(b) An offering table of sandstone

PL. L X X X IX

PI. LXXXIX

PL XC

PI. XC1

«

JIOX 'IJ

P). xeni

PI. XCIV

4

.

■ M M

PL XCV

IADX ìd

IIAQX ’Id

PL XCVIII
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PI. CYI

PLAN OP THE EXCAVATED AREA. SCHEMA.
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]<ov A jtoXàcû[

sortait en barque du temple de Karnak et traversait le
Nil pour visiter les temples funéraires de la rive gauche(I)2.
On continua à célébrer cette fête sous les Lagides ; elle
portait alors en grec le nom de öidßacns toâ5
©scrii ■ 'A^ ojvoç rie Tà M?|4VÔV8ia (3). Dans le procès bien
connu d’Hermias, une phrase du plaidoyer de ce dernier
nous renseigne sur le fait qu’une Sidßaai? d’Amon
avait lieu au mois de Payni<3). C ’était donc a l’occasion
de cette fête que les pèlerins venaient visiter le temple de
Louxor. Ceux qui s’y rendaient au mois suivant, Epiph,
attendaient probablement que la procession reviennent
de l’Ouest après la visite que faisait le dieu aux temples.
Quelques inscriptions sont datées. Quant à celles
qui ne le sont pas, à en juger par lès indices qui ne peuvent
pas égarer beaucoup, elles appartiènnent à la même
époque gréco-romaine.
1.
Ce texte se trouve à l’extrême gauche de la partie
saillante du mur de l’entrée avec cassure du bloc au debut
des lignes. Haut à partir du sol : 1 m. 45. Dimensions :
largeur du texte 81 cms., haut. 22 cms., lettres 3 cms.
Cinq lignes (la ligne supérieure fait partie d’une autre
inscription, complètement détruite. Gravure profonde
et assez large.
A noter les formes carrées 2, C, E et Q
Epoque romaine (?). (PL I, à gauche en haut)

Ci) Voir Foucart : B IFA O XXIV (1924)

La belle Fête de la Vallée pp. 1- et seq-

(2 ) Voir A. Bataille : Les M emnonia p. 89
<>, Foucart : ibid p. 18; K. Sotte ; Aman und d i. ach. UrgM.or von H o m o polis p. I l ; U P Z I, p. 85.

Tô njpoo Kuvrina
"Aulftcovt Aiovvolod Kai
iJsptÛV'ÜflO'U ©gpsDTÌOU
’A[@i^]vô8oipoç
]oç 2apâtoç

...

]5 K a l tfj5 JiTJTpÔç J40Û.

11.
4-5 Thereutis est-il le père d’Hierônymos ? Ou
bien est-il une autre personne du même groupe ? Même
problème en ce qui concerne Saras.
“ Proscynème à Amon, de Dionysios et d’Hiérônymos
fils de (?) Thereutis et de . . . . fils de (?) Saras et de . ..
et de ma mère ” .
2.
Au-dessous de la première inscription et un peu à
droite. Haut, à partir du sol 1 m. Dimensions : largeur
du texte 52 cms ; haut. 15 cms. lettres 3 cms. Quatré lignes
gravure légère et fine. (PI. I)
Epoque romaine.
( «itone' i 'AöpiavoC
sKuvr]aa Atoakopâç
Tòv ”A ^co
va ’iît’ àya0â>

ça^va)0

KA TTpoo-

Lan 10 d’Hadrien, le 21 de Phamenoth. (Moi)
Discoras, j ’ai fait proscynème à Amon pour une benne
intention ” .
La date est du 17 Mars de l’an 126 de notre ère.
La partie à gauche du ce texte est occupée par un dessin,
représentant le buste d’un personnage à tête de chat Ou de
lionne coiffée d’une couronne. Il représente, probable
ment, la déesse Moût, épouse d’Amon, qui, par assimilaticn à d ’autres déesses avait parfois une tête de lionne««.
(O Voir Drioton - Vandier : L'Egypte (1952) p. 69.

t«!
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3.
Sur un bloc, à droite de la première inscription.
Haut à partir du sol 1 m. 50. Dimensions : largeur du
texte 55 cms. haut. 25 cms. lettres 2 cms. Dix lignes,
gravure assez profonde. En ce qui concerne la paléo
graphie, il faut noter la forme £ pour l’omicron (11. 3 et 4)
et le r avec la seconde branche plus courte. Ce texte date
probablement de la fin de l’époque ptolémaïque ou du
début de l’époque romaine et l’an 30 serait celui du règne
d ’Auguste, c’est-à-dire l’an 1 av.-l de notre ère. (PI. I)
1. rM tM iç] TTopatoô ôç kat I[oî]8co[po;
îlkco êIç AlooJtoXiv
Kal TTpoakskiJvr)l< a Tòv "Alcova
Tò npooku^ima ’A^^ovap[ì]ou Tfiç |*ï]T[pôç
5. Kal ’Apifi[o]vaptou Tfjç aôîtpXfiç
Kai (piÀoûtoç Tf]ç dSsXcpfjç
(ëtouç) A êjtlcp [.] Ç
Kal ’A|n|*[ovapiou coû
ntuSiou [ ] Kai [ ] rjfiovTOç tri?
10. yuvatkô [ç] 6Ùtux[ ù]
11. 7-8. La date marque la fin de l’inscription. Le
scribe après avoir gravé les noms des membres d’une
famille, en ajouta d’autres, probablement du même groupe.
“ (Moi) Petesis, fils de Poratos, nommé aussi Tsidoros,
je suis venu à Diospolis et ayant rendu hommage à Amon,
(j’ai fait ) le proscynème d’Ammonarion, ma mère, et
d’Ammonarion, ma soeur, et de Philcus, ma soeur. L ’an
30, le 16 (ou 26) d’Epiph. Et d’Ammonarion, fils de
Paidio . . . . et d e ....... son épouse . . . . bonne chance” .
4.
A gauche du texte précédent qui est encadré pour
le séparer de celui-ci. Haut, à partir du sol lm. 30.
Dimensions : largeur du texte 18 cms., haut. 13 cms..
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5)

lettres 2 cms. Quatre lignes d’une gravure légère et fine.
Epoque ptolémaïque. (PI. I)
Aajucovôç

AafiokpaTou
TTpooskuvrjoa

Tòv "Appœva
1. 1. La ligne qui sépare le texte No. 3 de celui-ci
passe au milieu de l'écriture et rend la lecture un peu
douteuse. Cela prouve que ce texte est entérieur au no. 3
“ (Moi) Damiônos, fils de Damocratès, j ’ai fait pros
cynème à Amon ” .
5.
—Au dessous du précédent. Haut, à partir du sol
lm. 15. Dimensions : largeur du texte 25 cms., haut.
12 cms., lettres 3 cms. Trois lignes, gravure profonde.
(PI. I)
Tò rTpookuvïma oi[

] oç

Î0£<paXcuVT]Ç

Tou. [
6.
—A l’extrême droite de la partie saillante du mur
de l’entrée. Haut, à partir du sol lm. 45 Dimensions:
largeur du texte 53 cms., haut. 15 cms., lettres 2 cms.
Quatre lignes, gravure profonde. Epoque romaine (?).
(PI. 1)
Aï]|Ar|tpio < ç > Mévtco
rjkco stç AiôojtoÀiv kai
rtpookskùvrjka Tòv
“A^fico' a ^<5Vto>.
“(Moi) Demetrios, fils de Mentô, je suis venu à Dio
spolis et j ’ai fait le proscynème à Amon-Mentô” .

[61
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Ce pèlerin est-il venu d ’Hermonthis où l’on adorait
Montou qui était aussi le patron thébain avant d ’être
supplanté par Amon?
Au-dessous du précédent et sur le même bloc.
Haut, à partir du sol lm.30. Dimensions : largeur du
texte 53 cms., haut. 14 cms., lettres 3 cms. Trois lignes,
gravure large et profonde. Epoque romaine (?). (Pl. j)
1

' —

‘

f)ko> stç AiôorcoXiv k«l
TTpookskuvrika
Tóv "Alcova
“Je suis venu à Diospolis et j ’ai fait proscynème à
Amon” .
8.—Au-dessous des textes nos 5 et 7. Haut, à partir
du sol lm.10.
Dimensions : largeur du texte 90 cms., haut. 40 cms.,
lettres 4 cms. Quatre lignes, gravure large et profonde.
(PI I).
M^vay [
ou kai tou ûEoü [n]apà
"Afipcovi kai Aiovuota;
Tô npoa[
°i Jta [
1 ! TT1.2 . La construction flap à suivie du datif est plus fré
quente à l’époque ptolémaïque qu’à l’époque romaine(1).
Ce texte ferait, probablement, partie du texte No. 5.
9. Sur un mur latéral qui relie les deux premières
colonnes à l’ouest de l’entrée du temple. Haut, à partir
u
'• Inscriptions grecques du Temple de Hathchepsout à Deir ElBahari, N° 2 et note p. 3.
■a
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[7]

du sol 3 m. Dimensions : largeur du texte 48 cms.,
haut. 28 cms., lettres 2 1/2 cms. Huit lignes, gravure
profonde et assez large. Epoque romaine. (Pl. Il)
]npooku[vT]p]a
'Ap ?]jLtai°[u n?]«ßö)To;
Kai ©afpl] oç Tfj5
|4T]TpÔ [ç n] apà TOÜ
*A^^co [v]oç toi)
Kupiou Kaf>ô[ç]
Kai f [
] covo;
Toü A8i [
1.4 . La construction TTapù suivie du génitif est fré
quente à l’époque romaine(1).
Proscynème d ’Harmaios fils de Pabôs, et de Thatris, sa mère, auprès d’Amon, le seigneur, et aussi de.... ”
10- A gauche du précédent, sur le mur extérieur de
ta petite chapelle de Khonsou, l’une des trois chapelles
bâties par Thouthmosis III à 1a triade de Thèbes. Haut, à
partir du sol 1 m. 45. Dimensions : largeur du texte 79
cms., haut. 11 cms., lettres 3 cms. Trois lignes, gravure
profonde et fine. Epoque romaine (?). (PI. I I I )
(etouç) a TTaôfvi . . .]
^jécov ’AtToààcovlou
npoakîkuvrçka T&v "Alcova
1. 3 : 1 . Tov.
“L ’an 4, le ... de Payni. (Moi), Néon, fils d’Apollônios,
j ’ai fait proscynème à Amon” .
Ibidem p.

[8]
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.
Aurf eSSOus du Précédent. Haut, à partir du
2 1 c lsC Mt
7menSÌ0ns :lar«eur du te*te 38 cms., haut.
cms., lettres 2 cms Trois lignes, gravure assez profonde
Epoque romaine ( ? ) . (PI.
n
Tô TTpoakijvr]^a

(sxovç)

A Tpucpcovfo;] toû
ypaipavioç
J' V a noter ^ue Ie scrite n’a pas mis la date à la fin du
texte comme d’habitude.
!: 2
lacune est assez !arge pour deux lettres. Faut-il
lire Tpvcpcov [lavov] ? “Proscynème de l’an 4deTryphon
qui a écrit ceci.”
12.—A l’entrée de la même chapelle (celle de Khonsou) a gauche, tout près du sol. Dimensions : largeur du
texte 41 cms., haut. 17 cms., lettres 2 1/2 cms. Trois lig
nes, gravure assez légère et fine. Fin de l’époque ptolémaïque. (PI. III)
F
Hpcov ’A^eoviou
’Apaivosïi i]ç fjkco
(sxovç) A noûvi ï

(Moi), Héron fils d’Amonios, du nome Arsionîte je
suis venu. L ’an 4, le 10 Payni.”
13.—A droite de l’entrée qui mène de la salle à qua
torze colonnes dans la cour de Ramsès II, et à deux mètres
du sol est gravée, entre les jambes du roi debout et dans
un cartouche en queue d’aronde (28 X 12 1/2 cms., lettres
3 cms.), l’inscription suivante qui date, probablement,
de l’époque romaine. (PI. III)

[9]

’Aji:pû < ç > êXea
’ÏOÜTOÇ I

1. 2 : le trait après le sigma est mis semble-t-il, par symétrie
avec l’iota du début.
“(Moi), Amerus, fils d’Tous. je suis venu” .
A l’extérieur et au-dessus du cartouche est gravé,
sans doute par la même main, le mot ’An?,püç. Le
scribe a bien remarqué qu’il manque un sigma à la fin du
nom dans le cartouche. Comme il n’a pas trouvé assez
de place pour le mettre il répéra, le nom avec le sigma.
Au dessous du précédent. Haut, à partir du sol
lm. 47. Cinq lignes écrites en pointillé dans un cartouche
à queue d’aronde (35x35 cms). dont la partie droite
manque. A noter les points placés au dessus ou au-dessous
de quelques lettres de la première ligne. Epoque romaine
(PI. III)
1. TTtoHwv loup—

oç Aurra.a n —
oaprçç
—
pLOTÔ) TÔ)
5. ”Af*ncoi'i

11. 2-3 : la lecture du mot Aiata'OJtoeiprjç est douteuse. C’est
probablement le nom de l’endroit d’où venait Ptoliôn.
(Moi), Ptoliôn, le médecin, de Distaespseières, je suis
reconnaissant à Amon” .
15.—Sur le mur extérieur du temple, du côté est, à
gauche de l’entrée qui mène à la salle hypostyle à trentedeux colonnes, au-dessous du cartouche au nom de
Ramsès aimé d’Amon” . Dimensions : largeur du texte
15 cms., haut. 4 cms., lettres 1 1/2 cms. Deux lignes,
gravure assez profonde et légère. Epoque ptolémaïque( *>)
(PI. III)

[1 0 ]
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les fouilles de 1959-1960. Il porte denx inscriptions dont

rjkco (stovç)

0 êjti [qp] f|

"(Moi), Philoxenos, je suis venu. L'an 9 , le j d.Epiph...
>f--Sur le mur ouest, à l’intérieur de la cour de
Ramses II derrière les deuxième et troisième colon«
et
ÏL ’ FanSU”
C a d r e ( 3 0 x 1 4 “ à.). Gravure fine
et le
legere.
Epoque romaine.
(PI. iy)
icnôœpa

^proronde
o n d e aetPart,r
SOl; (PI.
* ” •IV)
5°- U“e ligne'
et assez‘Tlarge.

L ^ Ì T Ì vT dC Cm q 1ÌSneS’ 8ra™re aSSCZ Pr0f0nde
(stouç) Y naûfvi
Tpuqpcavoç [
ßskovrog ka [
T7- oXsioç 0£

2 m 1sn'T>T0Ut,? rèS d“ précédent- Haut, à partir du sol
• 50. Deux lignes, l’une verticale et l’autre horizontale.
Mdy—
V [cç ou T]ç]

’A lcòva;
8 rès

(50x23 cms., haut, des lettres

(etous) y TTaüui ïô Tò npofakùvrjji«
’Ajto?.Àovi8ou

assez

Zôoipoç payt

,1 9 7 BtocV *

m

L ’autre se compose de deux lignes dont la deuxième
est moins lisible. Gravure profonde et assez large.

17.—-Sur le mur extérieur, côté ouest, de la cour de
Ramses II, tout près de l'angle sud-ouest de «tte salte

-

[H]

3 14

n en dan tT e t

u ' k ” assif ouest du W M « de R am s*
k s large.
, i959_i96a
Tr°Ptolémaïque.
is ■*»-. * » "> »
profonde et rassez
Epoque

2!.—Bloc en grès (40x10 cms., haut, des lettres 3
cms.) qui faisait partie d ’une corniche, trouvé devant
ouest du Pylône pendant les fouilles de 1959ptolém ^q«. ^

”

Pr°fCnde “ large- Ep0qUe

Néou Aiovuoou (paojrdTo] poç <piXa8éXcpo[u
]jtpôjti)Xov
Cette inscription date du règne de Ptolémée Neos
Dionysos (80-51 avant notre ère).
in s c r ip t io n s l a t in e s

22 - Dédicace au nom de Constance Chlore.

]tß Aioyévtj.5 T)k[co
]V TOÇ <5Ôg 8V AlÔGÎTOkl
]oç kai Tfjç ^rjToç.

. . ,20pB lpc en «rts (55 x 27 cms., haut, des lettres 2
cms.), trouve devant le massif ouest du pylône pendant

6« vnCe T - m r é SUt Une dalie de grès de 1 m- *>x0m.
68 x0m. 30, se compose de six lignes d ’écriture latine.
Les lignes sont délimitées par deux traits horizontaux,
m
Z Z En
v “ bas
? 8' du
a " texte
aSSUren*
lettres
unepalmes
hauteur
uniforme.
sonta“X
gravés
deux
à

[1 2 ]
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droite et à gauche. Le texte est en bon état de conser
vation sauf de petites cassures au début et à la fin de la
première ligne, ainsi qu au début de la troisième ligne
et â la fin de la quatrième, (voir pi. IV).
Cette dalle a été trouvée pendant les fouilles de 195859 exécutées par mon collègue Dr. Abdel Qader devant
le massif Ouest du pylône de Ramsès II. Elle provient
certainement d ’un socle de statue analogue à celui qui
se trouve encore en place dans la salle bypostyle à trentedeux colonnes du même temple et qui portait une statue
de Constantin. D ’autres socles semblables ont été
trouvés dans le temple de Louxor (1). Le texte se lit :
1.

d(omino n(ostro) fortissimo et
benignissimo
Fl(avio Valerio) Constantio
nobilissimo Caesar (i)

5.

Valerius) Evethius v(ir) p(erfectissimus)
rat (ionalis)
d(evotus) n(umini) m(ajestati) q(ue) eius.

“A notre seigneur très puissant et très bienveillant,
Flavius Valerius Constantius, le très noble César, Valerius
Evethius, vir perfectissimus, rationalis (a dédié ce mo
nument) dévoué à son génie et à sa majesté” .
Ligne 1 : La partie supérieure du texte manque, mais
la lecture est certaine. A la fin de la ligne on peut
restituer ET ; la partie inférieure de la première lettre est
assez lisible.
O) Voir A. S. A. E. XXXIV (1934) P. Lacau : Inscriptions latines au temple
de Louxor § IIl-IV pp. 33 seq.

[13]

Lignes 3-6 : On peut noter les traits de formes variab
les placés à mi-hauteur après la première syllabe des
mots abrégés: FL-VAL (ligne 5), ou les points mis audessus des lettres initiales des mots abrégés : ’V P’(ligne 5)
et E>N\MQ. (ligne 6).
Enfin tous les A sont dépourvus de barre transversale
intérieure; le fait n ’est pas rare(1).
COMMENTAIRE
Ce texte est gravé sur le socle d’une statue érigée par
Valerius Evethius à Constance Chlore (292-306). Le
même personnage érigea une autre statue à Maximien
Galère (293-307)°°. Les deux textes sont analogues ;
ici et là on trouve les mêmes mots. Tous les deux datent
aussi de la même époque; le nôtre date de la période où
Constance était César, c’est-à-dire avant 305 (il devint
César le 1er Mars 293), et l’autre date du temps où
Galère était César, c’est-à-dire avant 305. Ainsi, Valerius
Evethius érigea deux statues en même temps, l’une à
Maximien Galère et l’autre à Constance Chlore. Cela
répond à la question posée par Mr. Lacau. “ Le
fonctionnaire (i.e. Valerius Evethius) a-t-il dressé une
statue au seul Galère, qui était César d ’Orient, ou quatre
statues aux quatre empereurs ?<3).” On peut répondre
maintenant qu’il en érigea deux, aux deux César, celui
d ’Orient et celui d ’Occident.
Nous n ’avons aucune indication sur l’emplacement de
ces deux statues. Tout ce que nous pouvons dire, pour
(1) Voir A.S.A.E. XXXIV, ibid p. 34.
O) Voir A.S.A.E. XXXIV, ibid § III pp. 24 et seq.
(3) Ibidem p. 35.

[14]
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le moment, c’est que les deux inscriptions ont été trouvées
à l ’ouest du temple, là où les deux noms de Galère et de
Constance Chlore figurent sur deux bases de colonnes(l)*.
23.—Un bloc en grès qui a été trouvé aussi pendant
les fouilles de 1958-59 avec les restes de trois lignes
d ’inscription latine: (pi. V).

1

etc
0eoc

GïpHîlH
Tü> j K v h ù
5 Opco

TAS.à.Kes. 1.

Consuli bis coh [II Thrac(um)]
sub Ulpio Premian [o Prae-]
fee] to Aeg(ypti) cui prae es[t....

Ulpius primianus était prefet d ’Egypte pendant le
règne de Septime Sevère (195-196 de notre ère)<2). Comme
1 inscription mentionne ccnsuli bis” elle date du debut
des fonctions de ce prefet.

pvx

JL*.A. -

pie».
&C

A A T O Ît AS-JL*.OC

10 giî h X rh ïi
î iT e

n e A A U T C îi

Kivi
Acuente
ikAir /

On peut restituer le nom de cohorte d ’après Lesquier
qui a apporté des témoignages attestant qui encore vers
l’an 200 le cohors II Thracum stationait à Thebes(3).
Enfin les lignes précédantes ces trois lignes portaient
la titulature de l’Empereur Septime Sevère.
24.—Inscription Copte
22. C est une épitaphe chrétienne en forme de croix
avec 18 lignes d ’inscription. Elle a été trouvée à replace
ment de l’église de Ste. Thécle devant le massif est du
pylône du temple de Lcuxor. (pi. V). (Calcaire L. 50
cms.). Le texte se lit:
C1) Ibidem pp. 30-32.
(2> p°107^ SteÌn : Die Präfekten von Ägypten in der rörm-Kaiserzeit (1950)
(3) L’armée romaine d’Egypte (1918) p. 200.

[15]

Traduction : Un seul Dieu.
Paix (dans) la sépulture sac
rée. La bienfaisante Maria,
elle s’est endormie dans le
dernier jour du mois de Thoth
de la 15e indicticn, en paix de
Dieu. Amen.

gü -

15 ou* eipH XtH H TC

miou'ic

gôkAJtHK

1. 10 hAkh pour aXk% ou ciXrh:
1. 14 ivôtk (T icûvo;)
Henri Riad

/

X;

PL II

inscriptions nos, 1 0 « 11

inscription no. 12

inscription no. 13

PL III

inscription no, 14

inscritpion no, 15

PI. V

in sc rip tio n n o . 23

r !

;

.

inscription no« 24
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MISCELLANEOUS PASSAGES ABOUT KING
AND KINGSHIP ACCORDING TO THE
INSCRIPTIONS OF THE TEMPLE OF EDFU a)

Qiilaatiii Jtìàts giif rfJiw
sw

BY

Dr. MOMIY E. A. E. IBR AH IM

Ü air

In the oriental mind god and king are two concep
tions so nearly coupled that the distinction is always
blurred <2>. There are interesting divergences in the be
lief of the ancient peoples as to the origin of their kings.
One would incline to believe that there must be people
for a king to rule over, and thus creation of man
must be supposed to precede every where the institution
of kings. Yet in Egypt this is far from clear, the stories
of human creation are perfunctory and confused. The
origin of men is, in the most explicit story, ascribed to
the god Re, they came forth from his eye, and Re was
the first king of the Two Egypts. In this view, therefore
kingship was divine and even preceded the appearance of
mankind, an idea quite in harmony with the concept of
divinity which never ceased to be a quality of the
pharaohs.

?' • -v- -r\ a 4*
;i
v/.<

►
V.tV*. *•
ï$<> :• 'ff*.
f- -AatK' S i
^4i\„&WP\ 1 v^fcH J.C- /fl
I p : V l$; **,/ y - v
' V * .^r%::.
ÂœiÂéâÂa-.. ;*&

It is well known that in Egyptian tradition “Dynas
ties” of gcds and demi-gods, the followers of Horus,
precede human kings on the throne, not of heaven, but of
Egypt; and it was then that justice and social order
were created(3).
C1) In the footnotes E. is employed as an abbreviation of Rochemonteix-Chassinat, Le Tempie d'Edfou.
(3) C. J. Gadd, Ideas o f Divine Rule in the Ancient East (Schweich Lectures,
1945, British Academy. 1948), 33.
<3) H.W.Fairman in M yth, Ritual and Kingship (Oxford. 1958), 75.
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The kingship of the greatest gods has been mention
ed in many different ways as when the king is addressed
by Ptah: “I cause thee to be crowned upon my throne in
Memphis like Re in primordial time® ” or when he is
addressed “ May Re present thee with his great kingship
upon his throne in his Great Seat(S)” . Sometimes we
find the king is addressed in this way: "Mayest thou re
ceive the diadems on the throne of Shu in his beautiful
palace in h i - n fr in Memphis®” or “1 inscribe for thee
the kingship of Shu together with Tefnet at the head
of living beings®” . The kingship of Geb becomes very
clear from these texts in which the king is addressed by
such divinities as Khepry who says to the king “ I give
thee the appearance on the throne of Geb, that thou
mayest seize the Two Lands in triumph(5)”, or when Atum
addresses the king as follows: “I give thee control (over)
all lands even as Geb controlled the people® (pSvt)™ ” or
even when Nekhbet says to the king : Thy time is the
time of Geb on earth®”
The kings of the 1st Dynasty who united Egypt were
Upper Egyptian rulers, worshippers of the god Horns.
Each king, therefore, was the Horus, ( i.e. the man in
whom Horus was incarnate) from the earliest historic
times down to the Graeco-Roman Period®.
(1)
E.I, 99, 3.
(2) E. I, 104, 15-16.
(3) E. I, 298, 1 - 2. For hi-nfr see H. Gauthier , Diet. Géog. vol.

I V ,

150.

O) E. I, 522, 9.
(5) E. I, 108, 1
(6)
.I, 294, 13.
E
(7) 0°0 p-w t (collated).
(8) E. I, 297, 6.
(9) “ N o surer indications o f a change in loyalities is shown th“ f ^
find the Set animai above the serekh of Perabsen in the Second Dynasty, for in this,

his first name, this king identified himself with the deity whom he believed to b~
supreme throughout Egypt” . See W. B. Emery,
Egypt (Pelican Boo s.
1963), 107.

[3]

We have been told that with the growth of the wor
ship of Re the king came to be thought of as the Son of
Re. Further, with the spread of Osiris-worship another
conception developed “for Horus was the son, the avenger,
and the successor of Osiris, and so every living king was
Horus and every dead king was Osiris whose throne had
been assigned to his son Horus as the result of a lawsuit
before the gods themselves(1)2” . Thus the foundation of
the kingship was not only that the king was divine and
descended from the gods, but it was also the legal fact
that the king was Homs, the legitimate heir and successor.
Hours “whose image is the king in his palace(3)*56789” , and the
king in his turn became “The image of Homs®.”
It is one of the central points of the Egyptian theory
of kingship that the king, the man duly crowned and seat
ed upon the throne, the direct successor of all previous
kings of Egypt, was in his official capacity of king the
“living Homs” upon earth. But the Egyptians were well
aware that the king, though the living Homs and in a
sense divine, was still a mortal man, and his divinity was
strictly limited and differed from that of the gods. The
inscriptions of the Temple of Edfu make this essential
distinction very clear. In expressions expressing identity,
if it is a god of whom the text speaks, the
of predica
tion is invariably used, whereas if it is the king, it is al
ways the preposition
mithat is employed, unle
purely earthly or subordinate identification is expressed®.
(1) H.W. Fairman in M yth, Ritual and Kingship, 75. For the trial as a lawsuit
concerning the sovereignty of Egypt see J.G. Griffiths, The Conflict o f Horus and
Seth (Liverpool. 1960), 65 - 68.
(2) E. I, 114, 4 - 5. To be read snn. f < w > nsw m
(3) E. I, 102, 17.
(4 ) For this point see M. Ibrahim, Aspects o f Egyptian Kingship according to
the Inscriptions o f the Temple o f Edfu (Ph. D . Thesis, Liverpool, December. 1966),
1 9 5 - 6 ; see also E. Otto, Gott und Mensch nach den ägyptischen Tempelinschriften
der griechisch-römischen Z eit. Eine Untersuchung zur Phraseologie der Tempelin
schriften ( Heidelberg. 1964), 66 - 7.

[4]
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Thus in a scene of lustration with the four ritual vessels
of water the king “is on his throne, firmly established
in msjt-Hr . . . . . cleansing the shmw with what is in his
hand. He is like (sw
mi)the son of Isis, who was born
in Khemmis, while purifying the
(s) of all the gods(1)23”.
But in the same scene Horus the Behdetite, for whom the
ceremony is being performed, is described in the follow
ing terms : “The Behdetite, He-with-the-dappled-plumage,
is in Wetjeset as (m) the beneficent ruler in the Mansionof-the-Scimetar, performing purification, censing the tem
ples, fumigating the chapels of the co-templar deities.
He is (sw
m)the Winged Disk00’ On the other hand when
purely earthly identifications are expressed, the identity
is expressed by the
mo
f predication, e.g. it is said of Euergetes II and his wife “The Two Beneficent Gods, who first
came into being in Wetjeset, are Upper Egyptian kings
(wnn....
m nsyw
)...... They are (
ni) the sovereigns of
the Throne-of-Re, the rulers of the earth [on its founda
tion]^^’ or the king may be described “The son of R e .... is
(m) the son of Sokaris, the divine seed of
He is
(jw
ni)the lord of
hna d ruler of Rst, to whom the quar
H
ries give what is in them00” . The distinction between
literal identification and mere likeness is always made
perfectly clear. Thus when the king officiates as priest
he is invariably said to be “like” (
) some god or
other who in mythology was supposed once to have acted
in the same capacity but he is never directly equated with
the god.
D r. Mohiy E. A. E. I brahim

(1)
.EHI, 122, 11 -13.
(2)
E . Ill, 122, 16-17.
(3) E. Ill, 121, 7 - 8.
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